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the Interests of the 

Communi Ne cae ae ae IRON OUT THE WRINKLES BY USING 
thé, Depuremeht | 6 GOOD MAKE-UP AND TELLING HEADS 

Agricultural Journal- eeonaeeeer ere re 
ism of the Wisconsin 

dies ob Maeaiiiens First Prize Nebraska Weekly Reproduced 
th eoloperation | with To Show Excellent Page Balance and 
the Weekly Press of Descriptive Heads With Active 
Wisesean, Verbs a Agnes 

paegeces! 
HIS week BUILD WISCONSIN reproduces the CEDAR COUNTY NES published 
by J. P. O'Furey at Hartington, Nebraska. Editor O'Furey's paper 
was declared the best all round community weckly in Nebraska in the 

Nebraska Press Association Contest. This Paper was also picked as having the best front page. 

Descriptive heads, with active ‘ 
verbs that appeal, and good page 
balance are to the weekly what good xu JHE CEDAR COUNTY NEWS ad grooming is to a man, Even though OTST OF Yin ne mem | fice. MUGEN 
the quality of the paper be poor and ate eee ep doit eee the shop facilitics inadequate, the ESD eee eg | ‘ 
little country weckly may, neverthe- graze ee oe ep ee ace 
less, appear just as tidy as the Bes ath KA breil tie “Se large daily pazer. ie stom Pie eerehte 

The country weekly may be Bo eeeeenel == ane See ee: ES eau Saree MUN OSes rer likened to a caller who, when he comes Egat yee eer ee ten unshaven and carelessly dressed, Pe flo Sale teen nee od leaves a very poor impression. Not Ce ee 
always can the order and tho make-up a =: via Seas Soe be similar to that of tho CEDAR COUNTY ae Sees SS ei NEWS but if the heads are arranged pons, Mam a en ce 
so as to follow some definite out- care eS Se eee eee line and advertisements are omitted ii EE eee on from the front page a considerable cae Seat ES ae a ee, improvement will have been made, css aa ae a 

Farmers and townspeople are not Bio aren fe an wie oe rae slow to approciato any effort made in Snweeaueetceenons (rig Gane proer 2 bee ‘ prea eee cl eatery Cea nanos eres mMprovement of the weekly, UR ma SEE YES ES ei ei see : Sorel Seta eae (Seer, 
re Spied POU op acre eed 
Courtesy-National Printer Journalist 

EEeEeoeeeeeEaEyY eee. 
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"Those Blessed Schools", © 
Exclaims Editor White. 

“How well the rural schools are doing with thoir community news for ‘ 
the Courier", exclaims Exilda Hackett White, editor of the Watorloo Courier, 
in a recent oditorial. "Thoir stories of progress, of good times, of in- 
dividual development of their scholars and of the neighborhood doings make 
their items very interesting". 

In this editorial Mrs. White touches the heart of a vital problem which 
every community weekly faces. She gives credit "unto those to whom credit is 
due" and by so doing undoubtedly stimulates these rural correspondents to cven 
greater efforts. Such editorials express a kinship betweon town and country 
which can do much to cement the two together. 

Her editorial continues as follows = "Town Kids" usually form the opinion 
| that there is "nothing doing" ina country school, that those poor little coun- 

try kids have a cold school room, an ugly teacher, rough playmates and none 
of the manifold advantages that they enjoy. 

But ah, if they only knew! 

The country school room may be a trifle more airy, and the trip to school 
may be more tedious + in winter, but those "kiddies" are used to it and they en- 
joy the drifts. Thcy like their teacher for she comes to thom from a differ- 
ent sphere, and brings to their young minds a breath of somothing different. 

Their little school world is conducted like a rathor largo family, p ; and because the members are all from the ono walk of life, and all neighbors, they are just a bit morc congenial than children in the city or town schools 
ever can be, 

There is always something new and delightful for the "country kids" 
to do, and their teachor is usually not so occupied with social activitics 
that she cannot enjoy many pastimes with them. 

In the fall, there are the beautiful leaves to gather, the pumpkins to 
bring in and decorate with, and the harvest apples to pass around. In winter there are the snow games and building of snow men and of snow houses, which 
construction the city chaps would scorn to labor over but which the fow largest of the farm children fool quite gallant in doing for the younger members of 
the school. The Spring brings loads upon loads of trillions, May flowers, 
“Dutchman breeches" and violets to county teacher's desk. Oh, the joy of it 
all! We know, for our first school Was a country school on a windswept knoll 
surrounded by locust trees whose blossoms perfumed our school room for weeks 
at blossoming time -* and many were the "battlcs" we had, good naturedly 
"pegging" the solid little white flowers at one ancthor. And our teacher - 
why she was the most lovable the world had yet produced, up to that time! 

Those dear old golden rule days} Blessings on the little peoplo en- 
joying them today} 

ai



Badgor Editor Providos 
Social Christias Issues 

Moorman and Sons, publishers of tho PLY.OUTH REPORTER, have issuod two special Christuaas cditions, - one a 20 Page edition and the othor a 24 pago edition. “The 24 Page edition is no doubt tho largest single odition evor put out by any newspaper in the city of Plymouth?" says Editor Moorman. He urges the readers to patronize Plymouth advortisers and lists all cf tho advortisors on the front Page of tho REPORTER. Plymouth morchants made unprocedentod bargain offers which he points out to the readers. 

This cooperation botween the merchants and the publishers of the REPORTER is making possible the publication cf a botter nowspaper for the readers in the Plymouth community. BUILD WISCONSIN hopes that the cooperation Spirit at Plymouth may oxtond to cther towns of the state and wislics Editor Moorman continucd success in his community work. 

Woekly Produces Calondgr 
With Many Homo Town Scconos 

A beautiful calendar, the product of thc commrcial printing depart- ment of the RICHLAND CENTER DEMOCRAT, has been reccived by BUILD “/ISCCiISIN from the publishor, 4. P. Androws. 

The calendar which is dono in two colors and ccntains a familiar town or country scone on cach of the six pages, certainly doos credit tc tho Dom- ocrat's commercial printing dopartment, 
: 

News Among tho Wooklios 

Hcideman Brothers, of tho ALGOMA RECORD-HER.ALD have installed the Wisconsin Simplificd Cost Finding System in their plant, 

Frank 3. Gesslcr, editcr of tho BANGOR INDEPENDENT is around again after having boun laid up six wocxs with the grip. 

G. D. Browne, furmer cditor of tho MARQUETTE COUNTY EPITOME and PAN- DOLPH ADVANCE has purchased a fruit and poultry farm ncar Endeavor to which he will retire, 

Miss Mable V. Hansen, cditor of the HARTLAND NEWS since 1902, has signed 30 to her life story. 

Mr, and lirs. J. '!, Haughton, editors and publishors uf the HORTONVILLE | REVIE’, have completed their thirty-fifth ycar with the papor.
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TO THE PRESS OF THE STATE to 

As we take stock of 1925 and what it has meant for progress, we appreciate the splendid cooperation given by the editors of Wisconsin in our efforts to develop and improve the state's most important industry. i 

: We have enjoyed the cooperation of the entire Press, -- the country weekly, the agricultural journals, and the city daily. It has been a real treat to work in the team another year, helping to build Wisconsin. 

And if it were possible we would write each of Wisconsin's four hundred or more editors a personal note thanking him for his help and sympathetic interest. Instead, we must content ourselves with this more wholesale, but none the less genuine, method of 6xpression. As we face out upon another year of promise, we invite the continuance of the same inter- ested cooperation. 

: 
Because of your keen interest in everything which pertains to Wisconsin's up-building, you will be glad to know something of the present day demand for printed matter which deals with agricultural prob- lems. As you are aWare Géarnest effort was made to supply editors of the state with much dependable information which might be localized to meet specific conditions. 

You will also be interested to know that the in- stitution daily receives @ great many lotters asxing for very definite informa- tion upon particular farm problems. As these inquiries come they are sent to various departments and if the information cannot be more readily given in printed form, each is answered by a personal letter, 

We give you these facts simply that you may know What we are doing to meet the demand for agricultural information. Of this service, we enjoy none more than that which we arc able to give through your Cooperation. ‘Je enjoy especially when we may help you build your community. Besides building and improving the industry this increases the Place of your publication among the people of your Community and vicinity. If the Editorial department can supplement the present service in any way to increase the value of your service to your people, we stand ready to do so. 

: 
Yours for Wisconsin, i 

Cher heed WU Phe ier 
Andrew 7, Hopkins, Editor 

: “The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 

y



Noted Minnesota Weekly 
Boosts Community 

Resources 

HE Golden Jubilee number of tho Northfield News (liinnesota) con- 
tained an historical sketch, - glimpses of the past written by 

former members of the editorial staff and local citizens, and felicitations- 
from some of their many friends. 

During fifteen of its eventful-ycars the destinies of the News have 
been determined by a native of Wisconsin, Herman Roc. We have often sus- 
picioned that Roo gained many an inspdration from the sago of Stanley, - 
“, H, Bridgman. 

The News proudly boasts for its community, - the possession of cows, 
colleges, and contentmont. To prove its claim to cows, it points to the 6000 
Holstein Friesian cattle in the Northfield community with nearly 300 breoders. 

Norethe less important is its boast of colleges of which thero are two, 
Carleton and St.’ Olaf's. Its assertion of community contentment is assurod 
by attractive homes, nine churches, farmors clubs, a 56 year old fair, a 
community building and three banks. ‘ith this there is wnolesome amuse:icnt 
provided by water carnivals, canoeing, bathing, ice skating and tennis courts. 

Two Wisconsin Papors 
accorded National 

Honors 

| WO Wisconsin weeklies, - THE RICE LAKE CHRONOTYPS and THE .,LGOMA 4 
h RECORD HERALD were placed on the roll of honor in the recent 

"contest" or survey of the weekly newspapers of the country conducted by 
the School of Journalism at the University of Illinois. 

These two papers wore selected from among 200 hundred entries from 
40 different states as deserving outstanding mention for all around excellence. 
Last year in the first annual ‘!isconsin Bottor Newspaper contest tho Rice 
Laxe Chronotype won first prize in the front page max<e-up class for towns 
over 1500, and the Algoma Record Herald won third prize in community building 
editorials and also placed high in farm news service. 

The Home Paper Greatest 

: All of the nations great papers come to the 
White House. But each and all of them, as 
they come, arc handled by a staff of clorks, 
who maxc extracts cf what they think will in- 
torest the President. 

The irreverent shears are nevcr laid upon the 
President's home paper. That is the great- 
est newsyaper, the most important newspaper 
that comes to the \jhite House, and the 
Prcsidont wants it all. 

, 5
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ME WOKE ls or eee ht ae eres em 
the fnterests of the Volume 4 January 18, 1926 Number 3 

Community News- 

Paper, are Issued by 
the Department of Here It Is Just As You Requested - 

Agricultural Journal- 

ism of the Wisconsin 
Here is the first of a series of articles 

College of Agriculture 
° about Wisconsin - its resources, its industries, 

in co-operation with 
the Weekly Press of its institutions, and its people. 

Wisconsin, 
' 

In these short features you will find records | 

SO of attainment, expressions of realized and un- | 

realized ambitions, and a continual striving for | 
things better. | 

| 
These you will recall have been prepared in response to your in- | 

structions given at the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Press Association, 
It may aid you in planning the best use of this materiol to re-read the 
resolution adopted by the members. Here it is: 

"Year by year it is becoming more and more important that the citi- 

zens of Wisconsin be more generally informed upon the resources and possi- 

bilities of their state. 

"Therefore, be it resolved, that we invite one of the foremost 
authorities on each important field to prepare a three to five inch stete- 
ment as to Wisconsin's prospects and possibilities in that particular field 
(manufacturing, conning, public health, farming, fishing, mining, roads, 

building, etc.), and that each newspaper be requested to carry in each issue 
during the coming months one such inspiring and informing three to five 

inch message under the general head 'Know Wisconsin Retter'. 

"Be it further resolved, that we urge the President of the Wisconsin 
Press Association to appoint a committee of three members to secure this 
material and to arrange for its prompt and regular dissemination." 

The articles are being released to the weekly press and we hope you 

will find them of interest to your readers and of special service to your 

advertisers. 

Yours for Wisconsin, 

A. F. Ender, 
L. W. Osborn, | 
Andrew W, Hopkins 

Committee 

SS | 

“THE LITTLE PARTNER OF THE BADGER WEEKLY” 
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Former Badger Editor 
Expresses Common 

Feeling 

The following interesting lines 
: were written by D. C. Menefee, forme 

er editor of the Vilas County News. 

The whole life story of the week- 
ly and its various relations are 

treated here in a most pleasing way 
giving credit to all who contribute 
to its welfare and to all who share 

its progress. 

The Editor's Beatitudes 

"Blessed are the Merchants who advertise because they believe 
in it ond in their business; for their prosperity shall increase | 

manyfolds | 

"Blessed are the country correspondents who send in their well 
written items every week; for fame of their friendly neighborhoods 
shall go abroad in the land, 

"Blessed is the Woman who sends in a written account of a 
party or wedding; for she shall see the details of the function 
and the names of her guests correctly reported. 

"Blessed are all those who do not expect the editor to know 
everything, but who call up and tell him whenever an interesting : 
event occurs to them; for they shall have o newsy paper in their | 

town. 

"Blessed are they who get their copy in early; for they shall 
occupy a warm place in the editor's heart. 

"Blessed are all those who cooperate with the editor in his 
efforts in behalf of the Community; for their town shall be known 

far ond wide as a good place in which to live." | 

| 
“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 

3
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‘ i ; 

DeoYeu Believe in Adve rising 9 
* v 

j Ey O you want more national advertising? 

Of Course you do. 

ee 
or tv! Ss You and the publishers of other Wisconsin 

Y eus weeklies are entitled to more. 

‘ (Push i ‘Push Wiscensin And - although it might seem surprising - 
WW (; national advertisers would want to use more 

eek eS space in our columns if they knew more about 
t t t | the resources of the state, about our week- 

© e w lies and the communities they serve. 

. Fo re Pp Much material which could be used in sell- 
ely . ing Wisconsin, to prospective buyers, is | 

f appearing week after week in Build Wiscon- | 

sin under the captions "Know Wisconsin 
Better" and "Covering Rural Wisconsin | 

| Effectively". 
* | 

This information and these messages should 

be presented in attractive form, to ad- 
vertisers, advertising agencies, advertis- 
ing magazines and above all to the people 

of Wisconsin's rural neighborhoods. | 

The question is - How can these weekly P 
messages be placed before these varied e 
interests. Let's have your suggestions 
on how it is going to be done. 

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED 

Now 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
x
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Tix interest shown in the Know Wisconsin Better Series by many editors prompts us to make a few suggestions. This series will appear in Build Wisconsin for several months and will cover | many phases of the state's industries, resources, institutions 
and people, 

Here is a suggested outline for running the material in 
story form; or the series may also be run effectively in the form of an advertisement such as appears below. 

h 

% J = KNOW WISCONSIN BETTER 
cd By Mrs. A. H. Shoe maker, Preside ne 

WISCONSIN FEDERATION OF WOMEN’S CLUBS 

Women Are Helping Much 
| To Write Wisconsin i 

History 
aT 

IK IN \ jl i 
A : i$ Ny le de ~ IAINOW Wisconsin Better 

} Her People 

Resources 

Industries 
Institutions 

Number 4 WOMEN'S CLUBS 

Wisconsin Federation of Women's Clubs 
twenty-nine years old 

Specialize on civic activities 
Sixty-eight of seventy-one Counties 

| 
have regular clubs 

| . Stress good citizenship 
: Emphasize rural work : 

Establish free clinics 
Provide hot lunches in rural schools ‘ 

Wisconsin Country Weeklies 
Cover Rural Wisconsin Effectively 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” ‘ | 
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These Sheets, published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, 
are Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of 
Agriculture in co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. : 

Rural Field Offers 
News Opportunity 

Average Small Town May 
Exert Wide Influenco 

on Rural People 

NCE oa week, 52 times a year, country editors in southern Wiscon- 
sin counties prepare 13 columns of strictly local news for their 
readers. Set column upon column this home made copy would form 

a stack 257 inches high or more than 21 foet. The other columns of the 
weekly are filled with advertisements, ready-print material and news printed 
at home that is not flavored with a touch of local color. 

This measurement is the result of a survey recently conducted by a | 
representative of the department of agricultural journalism, at the Wiscon- 
sin College of igriculture. Country newspapers of Dane, Green and Rock 
counties were examined in the study. | 

| 
Newspaper Serves 6,842 

The average newspaper town in this section of the state has a popula~ | 
tion of 1,2°6. However, the field, served by the paper, reaches far out i 
in the country and has a population of 6,842. Those rural people, sub- j 
scribers to the weekly, also trade, for the most part, in the town where ( 
the paper is published. In these towns, the enterprise and initiative of ih 
the local merchants often determine the extent of its trade aren. One Rock 
county town, with a population of 2280, has a trade population that runs 
as high as 18,000. Rural folks living 20 to 35 miles distant patronize this I 
town refularly. 

Officials estimate that if the average town that houses a weekly news- i 
paper in this section of the state took inventory of its property and per- i 
sonal belongings, it would find it was worth around $1,352,621. This value iI 
includes only the town, itself, and does not reach into the farm lands. i 
But the rest of the trade area of these newspaper towns is valued at $9,257,809. i 
This later figure includes farm land, livestock, farm machinery, buildings i 
and personal goods. 

Farm News Limited i 
i 

The survey showed that in their weekly edition, these editors prepar- ik 
ed around 236 inches of news that recorded the doings of the town and its i 
people. But tho farm community, beyond the town's limits, had its news i} 
condensed to 21 column inches, One cditor in a tovm of 440 inhabitants sur- ) 
rounded by one of the richest farm districts in the stnta enrriod but six it 
inches of ferm nows every woo’ i 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” | 
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r 

"The time is coming soon when ; 
the advertiser must find a success- é 
ful way to use the country weekly 
economically, or cease to be a suc- 
cesful national advertiser, ¥ N a recent issue of the 

"The national advertiser must official organ of the Wis- 
bring his message clear to the people. consin Press Association, 
And how else can he do it than "The Howler", there appeared a message 
through the paper of the country from John A, Kuypers, editor of the 
editor who is known and trusted by De Pere Journal-Dermocrat, referring to 
the community he serves. the number of Wisconsin newspapers 

- James O'Shaughnessy, carrying more foreign advertising, 
| American Association of "A check shows", says Editor Kuypers, 

Advertising "that they are carrying out the idea 
of having local dealers request their 

jobbers and wholesalers to do advertising in the local papers". 

It is quite apparent that the income of the weekly can be quite 
decidedly increased, and the merchants of the town benefited by cooperation 
in the solicitation of advertising. As O'Shaughnessy points out, the manu- 
facturer and advertiser will realize sooner or later that, for the great- 
est success in merchandizing, his product must be followed right out to the 
consumer, There are no limits to the possibilities of diverting more 
national advertising to the weekly field, providing we will work with mer- 
chants in ways to tie the newspaper advertising and merchandising closer 

together. 

"I started my business on borrowed money and an ad in the local 
newspaper", says Fred Mann, Sr, of Devil's Lake, North Dakota. Now Mann 
is considered the biggest small town merchant in America, 

He opened his store with the borrowed money and woited for busi- 
ness to come. Then the editor of the local woekly happened in ond tried 
to sell Mr, Mann an ad announcing his opening. idann could not be convinced 
so the editor wrote a small ad, quoting prices and announcing that Mann 
was in the grocery business. The ad brought wonderful results and Mr, Mann 

begen advertising steadily, month in and month out. 

And now Mann spends much of his time speaking to merchants, 
advertisers, and publishers outlining successful methods, Today two page 
spreads, in the Devil's Lake Newspaper, are not uncommon and the books 
show that the business resulting repays manifold. 

sine able gt SE LY 

. 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”
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--- Contents --- Page 

What 4 family Matter (Important) ----- 2 
You ,; Advertise Irish Linens in 
Wii Family Papers ----- 3 
Find Young Dakota Senator Former 

In Badger Editor ----- 3 
This Covering Rurol Wisconsin 

Issue Effectively ----- 4,5,6 

Marathon Times Prepares 

Special Institute Edition 

That agriculture is one of the important industries of Marathon 

county is brought out most forcefully by the special Farmer's Insti- 
tute number of the Marathon Times which was issued by publisher 

Alex P. Gertchen and editor A, T. Lokken to aid in developing the 
Marathon community. 

Several weeks before the opening of the institute these men wrote 

to the college to secure cuts and bulletins. Interesting stories 
containing agricultural information served to fill the sixteen 

page edition. The balanced arrangements of illustrations helped to 
make the paper very readable. 

But Gertchen and Lokken weren't satisfied with just an ordinary 
appearing paper so they ran a pink cover on the institute number, 

and ran a ribbon heading across the entire frort announcing the date 
of the institute. Cuts of important county men were used to bal- 

ance the front sheet. 

Of course a venture of this kind entails considerable expense which 

the publishers were forced to meet, But when one scans over the 
sixteen pages and finds how :nuch advertising the paper really con- 
tains one is surprised how a little town with scarcely 700 popula- 
ticn can afford so much. Marethon merchants tied up their adver= 

tising to the institute. 

__ 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”
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Paper 

Publisher 
With the beginning of 1926 we resolved to promote the interests 

of the country weekly oven more than ever before, BUILD WISCONSIN, there- 
fore, in carrying its share of the burden, offers a new type of service 
in the Wisconsin weekly field. 

Before we can accomplish anything, however, it is important that 
we all agree to push the interests of the weekly foremost. Most of the 
weeklies have no competitors in a direct way. In ao few towns in the 
state there are‘two competing weeklies in the same town, 

Our proposition is that we place the interests of the weekly 
first ond onswer the two following questions. Only by careful coopera= 
tion can the interests of the weekly newspaper be advanced for the common 
good of all the publishers, 

Won't you please, therefore, give a little of your valuable 
time for the benefit of others knowing, that, in turn, many of them are 
going to do the same for you? 

BUILD WISCONSIN will assemble all of the information and re- 
lease it for the benefit of all through this service from time to time. 

Here are several important questions - 

Did your circulation go up or down in 1925? Please explain 
what you think are the reasons. : 

. How did your advertising volume compare with the previous year? 

What are your plans for the year to increase local and national 
advertising? 

; _ © a few minutes will help all of us, 
Please use the back of this sheet if additional Space is needed, 

If you request it we will not use your name or that of your paper 
in mking use of the replies,
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Will Advertise 
- Irish Linens In 

Family Papers 

\ Q country weekly is not a family newspaper, what is it? j 

The query is timely right now for it is reliably reported that ao 
sum of $70,000 is to be spent in America in two years on on intensive 
advertising drive to popularize Irish and Scottish damask linen. The 
announcement has been made by the Minister of Commerce of the Government 

of Northern Ireland. 

Because of the prevailing depression in the linen industry which 
affects wage earners throughout the province the Government considers 
that the efforts being made to improve trade are worthy of support from 
public funds, A 

It is proposed to place the advertising plan in the hands of the 
New York representatives of Irish linen firms. In this manner the demend 

for Irish and Scottish linens in this country is to be stimulated. 

That the country weekly if it had a unified agency to approach the 
problem might secure a large part of the appropriation is proved by the 

observation of the Minister of Finance who believes that tho trade papers 
which have been used in the past are not read by the users of the linen, 
He feels that it would be desirable to place these advertisements in the 

family newspapers, 

Young Dakota Senator 
Former Badger Editor 

G erald P, Nye, the youthful editor of the Griggs County Sentinel 
Courier, Coopertown, North Dakota, who has recently won his seat as 

senator to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Senator E, F, Ladd is 
_ a former editor of the HORTONVILLE REVIEW. 

As a member of the United States Senate he will be the second 
youngest senator. He is 33 years old while the youngest senator, Kk, M, 
La Follette, is only 30. 

The junior North Dakota editor wes born and reared at Wittenberg 

in Shawano county. Hortonville was the original home of the Nye family 

in Wisconsin. | 

! 
Any town that fails to advertise and keep 

up its trade territory falls an easy prey to i 

the mail-order houses.--Iowa Press Bulletin, | 

| 

| 

| 
y
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=\|Dhatis Wour Answer? | <de@\ nat is Your Answero 
5 14 — | 

> | 
i his South Caroline farm- | 

\ . aoe er brought a question to 

i BUILD WISCONSIN on a post 
\w Pd av’ card, just as it appears here. 

or gt Here is a real problem. What 

Q ah i ald is your answer? 

oh ) . 4& most challenging question, | 

yn’ ‘ ow the uses a man should wake of 
Ni the locel newspaper, Here is 

Oo real food for thought, | 

yer oy Hasn't this man, per- | 
haps, hit a keynote in | 

yw the future management | 
of the weeklies? May | 

i not the country weekly 
find that greater success | 

A\v will come by working more | 

hes with the whole community? | 

gu This, of course, is a 
Q very unusual question - 

‘ the inquiry is one of the . 
\W most unusual we have ever | 

received, This farmer . 
wants help from the week- 
ly but he doesn't know 

; how to ask for it. | 

We have sent the farmer the natin which he requested on market- | 

} ing, but as to the use he should make of the weekly newspaper, we con- | 

fess that we don't know what to tell him, i 
A { 

Won't you please help BUILD WISCONSIN in preparing this reply? 
You can if you will drop us a Jine and tell us what you think this \ 
man should expect in the way of help from his loeal newspoper. j 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” |
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| 

7 Calendar | 
’ is i 

of Wisconsin Farm Week | 
"THE WEEKLIES WONTHLY GUIDE" | 

A for News, Editorials & Advertising 

(~ aR) poy] rf) 
/ (Fes] Hav] ev] 

(rar | 

s. Frarm news, rarm ores | n April, for example, dairy work 
farm advertising - what offers farm news opportunities. 

boon they are to the country week- There are cow testing association 
ly. records to report or, if perchance 

there is.no cow testing association, | 
fin increasing proportion of the the locnl creameries or cheese fac= . | 

averoge weekly's subscribers are tories may afford some interesting | 
rural folks while, as yet, in mmy stories. | 
of our papers a dis-proportionate | 
omount of the news is urban, Dairy There are vast editoricl oppor- ! 
work, seeding time, gardening, tunities in the grinding of limestone \ 
fence repairing - what an oppor- the application of phosphates, the | 
tunity they offer for farm news, digging of marl, area testing and 
editorials and advertising. the use of purebred seeds. These | 

subjects also carry news value dur- 
BUILD WISCONSIN contains, in ing spril, and afford an opportunity 

this icsue, "The Weeklies Rural for display advertising. 
Guide", which may offer some val- 
unble suggestions upon sources in This year seed corn testers will 
all three lines. On pages two and be in grent demand because of poor 
three you will find a calendar of quality seed corn. Here is an ad- | 
Wisconsin farm work which, while vertising tie-up. Spraying of the 
not complete or universally appli- orchard suggests advertisements sell- 
cable is suggestive. The sheets ing spray materials, fence repairing 
are stapled that you may file them suggests wire and fence posts, And | 
easily, or better still hang them so every month has its own adver- | 

on your desk for ready reference, tising possibilities which ere very 
evident from the calendar of farm 

P| work, {J 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”



Calendar of Wisconsin Farm Work 

March April May June July August 

Dairy Work Dairy York Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work 

Cleaning up Plowing and Plowing ond Plowing and 
seed for Seedbed Seedbed Seedbed Cultivate Thresh onts 
spring seed- Preparation Preparation Prepnration corn and barley 

ing 

Testing Seed Sowing onts Sowing peas Planting corn Harvest 
Corn and berley, "cabbage other hays 

wheat & peas 

Planting to- Planting Cultivating Topping to- 
bacco seed= corn corn Harvest late bacco plants 
beds peas 

Market Planting Plenting Harvesting Planting 
tobacco onions sugar beets alfalfa . | tobacco 

Gardening 
wenn enne Gardening Harvesting Cut and Harvest 

Planting oseenmne early peas shock oats tobacco 
early pota- oneweene and barley worencen 
toes Picking Plenting worenenn 
meme nen= stones tobacco Harvest 

Picking soeenna- wnnnn-o- Harvest Bush fruits 
Repeir stones alfalfa wnencnnn 
‘ences and meee nnne Planting wren enne Cultivate 
buildings Repair early po- Harvest Harvest Bush potatoes 

meme we fences ond tatoes Strowberries fruits corer cen 
buildings wo------ wanennn- wreeneae 
mecencnn Pre-pink, Harvest Harvest 

Remove straw- pink, ond Cultiveting Strawberries onions 
Pruning berry mulch calyx sprays ame ween Se amen an wa renene 

orchard maecenen weeeeenn Gardening 
are er een wocecen- Harvest and 

Pormant Prune small Planting late market early 
spray fruits potatoes apples 

Dormant Prune small Srd summer Cultivate 4th Sumrer 

spray fruits spray potetoes sprey 

4 |
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Calender of Wigconsin Farm Work 

=~ sn fia 

September October November Decerber Jenuery February 

nities sailed abiai bl cisicieaasiominbaiiis 

Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work Dairy Work 

Cut corn Fall plowing Fall plowing 

. t : 

Fill silo Cut corn 

Shock corn Fill silo 

Seeding, Shredding 

winter Shock corn corn 
frains ancenne omewwnew 

Stock and Stripping 
Harvest husk corn tobacco 
tobacco Stack corn eee eneee woenenne 

Dig Market 
potatoes Dig tobacco 

ceneseas potatoes Stripping Stripping cannes 
weer annem tobacco tobacco 

Herve st 
Cebbege rnd Harvest linnure 

onions Cabbage orchard 

Cutting Cutting 
wood wood 

Harvest and 

Merket enrly Harvest Market ing Marke ting Market Pruning 

apples apples apples apples winter apples orchard 

k
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Country Weekly Has \ 

City Daily Beaten - If i 

i 

ompetition to the country weekly from the city daily, according } 

to the American Press, will be a myth - | 

- IF the publisher of the weekly applies the same | 

caliber of intelligence to the production of the home town paper that ft 

his daily rival puts into his products, i 

- IF real facts be recognized, and | 
i 

- IF the publisher of the weekly does not insist upon i 

traveling down the lane of least resistance, producing the same old sing } 

song sheet that ignores all changing conditions. i 

"There are papers published in cities of 10,000 to 100,000 
population that are coming to sense, in their surrounding territory, an | 

opportunity for widening the field of influence for their publication", } 
declares this writer. The editors of these publications, through their 

correspondents, take great pains to gather the local items. Since the Hi 

daily can put these local items before those interested in them every i 

dey, unless the weekly publisher has a thorough understanding of the Ai 

situation, he is likely to find his daily brother o powerful competitor, i 

this writer points out. i 

This situation may be highly distasteful to many a weekly i 

publisher but he gains nothing by playing ostrich and sticking his head i 

in the sand. If he would combat the rivalry then he must come to see | 

in his newspaper o more intimate contact with his community than it is 

possible for any other publisher, even in an adjoining village, to 

establish, he concludes. | 

Build Wisconsin is anxious to complete the di rectory 
” * R W. ‘ E * t ’ ] »” th ‘ 

ery ural Wisconsin Cffec ively erefore, 
during the next feur ureeks, several Tar ¢ installments 

' ‘ i fas . ‘ 4 

will be mailed to you. This file will be found puite 
useful in the future. 

“phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
j 19
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Webster Phillips : oe Like the Sunshine, } 

Rice Loke wes: Crandon my Wisconsin Country Weeklies F 

. . ag are “Covering Rural Wisconsin ' 

Medford ; Effectively". 

Menomonie © y ‘ | 

. paca! Shaurano ssuming that Wisconsin weeklies | 

Neillsville : a reach an overage of 1200 families, f 

i Wau paca Wisconsin's more than 350 weeklies 
Fountain ? have a combined circulation exceed= f 

City f ( ing 420,000 families. Consider that 
Ripon the average family consists of father 

New Lisbon i Y i 
. ., eWaoupun mother and three children - Wisconsin 

PIRES E country weeklies enjoy more than two 

Dodgeill Waterloo million readers, 

Lancaster Elkhorn These more than 350 weeklies 

oy t a great potential adver- 
Dartington . represen great po r 

tising field. What other medium | 

There are more than 350 covers the ultimate consumer terri- i 

points of agricultural con- tory so thoroughly and completely. 

tact like these. What other advertising medium is ac ' 

well rend as the home weekly? Many i 

are the arguments, mostly good natur- | 

ed, caused by its coming, for do 

not Dad and Mother and Mary and John and Sue all want to have the first 

chance to see where the Jones's have been, and who has a new baby and what 

exciting things have happened in the country during the past week? Such 

reader interest is unparalleled by any other medium, 

Wisconsin's wealth increased by more than $3,500,000 from 1912 to 1922, 

Wisconsin is the sixth state in the total value of its agricultural products 

although it is only twenty-fifth in area and thirteenth in population, 

Wisconsin is the only north central state in which the number of forms in- 

creased from 1920 to 1925, Wisconsin has the lowest percentage of farm ten~ | 

ancy of any middle western state, Wisconsin is the leading dairy state and 

ranks first in the number and value of dairy cattle and in the production of 

milk. For every farm crop which it produces, Wisconsin always has a higher | 

average yield per acre than the average for the entire country. AND WHAT | 

OF THE 350 WEEKLIES? (more ) | 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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Few companies have recognized the value of the weekly os an ad- 

vertising medium, or, if they have recognized it, they have considered the 
field to difficult to handle because of the innumerable individual contracts 
necessary to cover the field, Consolidation of the circulation seems to be 
a solution. : 

When fifteen of the nation's leading farm weeklies reached the 

point where they really recognized the special advantages of cooperation, 
they decided to cooperate, Today the Standard Farm Paper Unit, comprising 
these fifteen weeklies, represents one of the richest units in the farm field. 

When will the country weeklies reach this point of cooperation? 

DAILIES Twenty-nine Wisconsin dailies formed the Wisconsin Daily News- 
COOPERATE paper League. They solicit advertising as a group. What of 

the weeklies, still closer to the soil? 

Even under the exisiting conditions some manufacturers are al- 
ready recognizing thé important field ond are utilizing the weekly as an ad~ 

vertising medium, The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers Association 
through the Hemlock Promotion Bureau are planning to use the 

MERITS OF weeklies. Lumber dealers have felt the competition of substi- 
LUMBER TO tutes because of the consistent advertising which these agencies 
BE BROADCAST have done. In carrying their message to the people, the lum- 

berman have chosen a medium which will strike near home and 

deliver a very effective message. 

The Hemlock Promotion Bureau offers denlers assistance in ad- 

vertising in local papers. At present, in one form or another, cooperation 
enables 160 local papers of towns and cities of Wisconsin, Northern Michigan 

and nearby cities of adjoining states. 

TWO TO ONE First is "The two to one cooperation". The retailer promises 
COOPERATION to pay one-third of the expense for space, every two weeks in 

his local paper, and the Hemlock Manufacturers agree to pay 
two-thirds and furnish the plate ads prepared by regularly employed adver~ 
tising experts, Each ad bears the name and business card of the retail lum- 
berman. This proposition is limited to dealers in county seats and in cities 

of population of from 3,000 to 100,000. 

In cities under 3,000 the second proposition is to furnish free 
electrotype ads, expertly written with "punch" and prepared at considerable 
expense. These ads all bear the address ond name of the lumber dealer. The 
plates are furnished without cost as often as the dealer agrees to insert 
them and pay for the space. Free follow up literature and plans go with this 

offer to help the dealer. 

THIRD PLAN The third offer is to furnish without charge, if the dealer 
FAS LOCAL agrees to run them in his home poper, o series of advertising 
Vi.LUE copy, with cuts for illustrations, suitable for local condi- 

tions. These ads ore attractive and can be modified by the 

retailer, 

The rich weekly field with its virgin possibilities is being 

pioneered, Perhaps sometime the papers which come so close to the heart of 

the American people will carry advertising obtained through state and perhaps 

national agencies of its own, 

call



Copy Sells the 
Hardest Prospect | 

ight at this time of the year when the chicks are orriving fast 
and the springtime problems appear, the farmer is in the market 

for many supplies, Unless the local merchants call many of the needed 
supplies to his attention, the seed catalogs and the mail order catalogs i 
may, and then money needed for the upbuilding of the community goes 

gallavantin'.away. 

Copy may sell even the hardest prospect. Why not write some good 

interesting copy and then take it to your local merchant. Explain the 
situation and show him how little it will cost him to get his message to 

the farmer. Will your merchant turn down good copy? 

Every farmer is interested in chickens now. He wants to raise a 

high percentage of the chicks which he hatches or buys. Take this little 

ad to the merchant, maybe there are several of them, - you'll have more 

advertising. 

L et us help you insure 
your Spring Chick Crop 

You want to raise at least 90% f 
of your baby chicks and you can if you : 
consider our two good policies of in- | 

surance. f 

For an excellent commercial mix- 
ture we recommend @-9---<----9n--menn nnn 
Thousands of poultrymen like it because 

of its cheapness and reliability. There i 

are no mixing troubles = everything that i 

the chick needs is contained in the mix- | 

ture. | 

If you like the Wisconsin chick 
ration and like to mix your own we have . 
all of the necessary ingredients. They 

are = 

80 pounds ground yellow corn | 

20 pounds wheat middlings i 

5 pounds pearl grit i 
5 pounds ground raw bone | 

1 pound common salt i 

i 
} 

Bed. emg pee gute cS ig pla ae mag Nf 2 7 i 

Se eRe ememeays 
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MUTUAL COOPERATION IS THE ANSWER } 

What the reader might do j 

Give the paper information on all pro- HE South Carolina farm- i 

gressive matters. er who inquired about the | 

serene use he should expect to make of i 

Use display or advertising columns. his local newspaper has been 

ccicagaannepaiieees answered, Wisconsin weekly edi- 

Have a local forum for exchange of tors, as usuel, have promptly } 

ideas. come to our rescue. 

Patronize the printing department for At the left are the answers v 

letterheads and envelopes. which seem to be quite compre- | 

— hensive and complete. We have tH 

Subscribe to keep in touch with the summarized the material in this f 

community. manner that the points may be it 

—__— outstanding. }) 

Exchange helpful ideas on labor saving il 

devices for the farm and home, The whole relation, accord- | 

—_—_—_ ing to the replies of Badger edi- i 

Engage the editors confidence on all tors, seems to be a mutual one. | 

matters relating to the welfare of the They feel that the reader and the i 

community. His newspaper is a great editor must cooperate for the ql 

potent force. mutual welfare of the community. if 

—— They feel that the farmers are Vi 

Expect the peer to digest agricul- entitled to their just propor- i 

tural literature and present "meaty" tion of space. They believe that iW 

summaries, a new farm home means just as if 

err much for the community as a new | 

Expect the paper to play up farm nows town or city home. ii 

as prominently as town nows. 
H 

ee Every worthy cause requires | 

Expect the county agent or high school the papers support - whether the it 

teacher to contribute timely informa- farmers are building o farmers i 

tional matter. hall in the town or whether tho i 
Seen town people are building a com~ i 

Be tolerant of the advertising. munity building. i 

Remember that it is intended for you and i 

constitutes the editor's bread and butter, Perhaps, for the common, . i 

good, through the guidance of the i 

paper, the town and country folks 

can unite their efforts and build a joint hall which the community will feel { 

to be its very own, Perhaps the editor can lead in making community grow i 

where town and country grew before. if 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” | 
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The Scientific How = ' 

Students of the Journalism Department f 

Ty, Fd 7 ; ] at the University of Wisconsin recently got f 

up a checking sheet on editorials. Here \ 

te f orla are some of the tests: 

The Town i What apparently was the occnsion for 

: writing the editorial? What are the evi- 

The Country dent sources upon which the writer drew in 

preparing the editorial? 
i 

The Community 

{ 

Does the writer deal with the subject i 

- need leadership. procdly or pettily? Does the editorial aim i 

primarily to explain, to prove, or to per- i 

Many sundo ? 
i 

Wisconsin 

ii 

Editors What form of argument is used? Are ‘ 

are there fallacies in the argument? Is the f 

Meeting length of the editorial proportionate to i 

j the the importance and complexity of the sub- ft 

Challenge. ject? 
i 

Could you change the order of the ideas ie 

The Practical Why - land thereby make the editorial clearer and i 

more effective? 
if 

"There is no agency so 
{ 

necessary to community pro~ Could any part of the editorial be | 

gress as the weekly or omitted to advantage? Is its typographical i 

semi-weekly newspaper. It form suited to the class of readers to } 

is to the community what which the editorial appeals? Does the | 

the locomotive is to the writer maintain throughout a tone appro~ I 

train. 
priate to his subject and his treatment of + 

it? 
i 

"Tf the locomotive moves 
1 

the train moves, Similer~ . - National Printer Journalist 

ly, a wide-awake progress~ 
{ 

ive newspaper makes & wide-~ 
i 

awake progressive community; 
) 

and any reasonable program 

ql 

of achievement that it sets 
if 

and wisely works for, in the 
(More ) i 

interest of all the people, 
i 

can be realized". © 
j 

- Osman C. Hopper 
| 

“phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly" 
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"Newspaper readers are not only entitled to thought~ 
ful expression from their editors but editorials may also 

give character to a paper. Readers expect their editors, 

through wide acquaintance with the community, to form i 

opinions which will enable them to be leaders and up- 

standing men in the community". - 
A. F, Ender, The RICE LAKE CHRONOTYPE 

It is not difficult to agree quite heartily with Editor Ender, 

The editor can do much for the advancement of the town, the country 

and the commnity as a whole. Some of this leadership can be exerted 

by editorializing from time to time on important local issuese 

Editor Chas, Lowater of the Spring Valley Sun has an interesting, 

constructive editprial column. He writes as follows: 

4 HOME, NOT A BOARDING HOUSE 

"Let's consider first the needs of our own people - those who 

rake up the home community - not the village of Spring Valley alone, 

but all who consider this their home town. Let us plan so that these 

home people will be able to make a good living here, first; and next, 

that they be able to find all needed recreation and social pleasures 

right here at home. 

In other words, let's make the Spring Valley community self 

sufficient, providing everything needed for prosperous happy and in- 

telligent home life. We can do it if we will." 

PUTTING ALL THE EGGS IN ONE BASKET 

----Farmers in this vicinity have seen the fall- 

acy of planting all their land to potatoes. Our best and 

most prosperous farmers have not put all of their eggs 

in one basket, First of all they have gone in on some 

scale for dairying. Next they have diversified their 

crops to a large extent, On the average they have come 

out way ahead of the one crop farmer, 

Both of these papers have editorial columns 20 ems wide and they 

use large, well leaded type to make the editorials easy to read. 

(More )
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The Newspaper jis oa Mirror 

Practically every town is a reflection of its newspaper or | 
newspapers. The newspapor can tie town and farm together, When it 
ties farm ond town together for the common good, it is promoting the : ) 

welfare of the community. One such paper is the Waterloo Courier. 

The question of building a community hell has long been under 
discussion, The merchants end townspeople have been unable to finance 
the undertaking with the result that a badly needed community hell 
has not been built. Recently the farmers felt that they needed a 

hall in the town as a place for the cooperative shipping association 
meetings and a place to be used for social gatherings during the winter. 

They, too, found difficulty in arriving at any action. Finally, 
through the interest of the Courier, the merchants were brought to 
consider the matter of a joint hall with the farmers. Almost half 

of the shares needed for the building of the hall have already been 
sold. 

Editor White writes - 

GRASPING AN OPPORTUNITY 

"Courier folks saw in this proposition an oppor= 
tunity to get for the community two things which it 
has needed for many years: 1. a place for farm 

activities, and, 2. a winter sports auditorium 
both together at a price it can afford §o pay. 

"Therefore, the Courier will push this pro- 
position believing its consumation the greatest 

thing that has ever happened to Waterloo and its ) 
surrounding trade districts as a builder of geniune | 
community SPIRIT." i 

Waterloo folks, farmers and townpeople are reading the Courier 
with interest these days, 

There Are Others | 

We could print a lot more fine agricultural editorials which 
appeared this week, There are the Spring Valley Sun, Mukwonago Chief, 
Sparta Herald, Algoma Record-Herald, Frederick Star, and Fort Atkin- 
son Democart. Many other undoubtedly appeared in papers that did not 
come to our desk, 

When 350 weeklies give such support, Wisconsin will thrive as : 

never in her history. 

eewenew ene ennce 
’ 
; | 

2 |
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! Always a Big Problem 

How Some Badger Editors are Solving It. | 

4 High school departments, better qual~- 

ity paper, more complete gathering of the 

news, appealing to farmers through a spe~ 

cial farm department, comic sections, cir- 

culation campaigns, good rural correspond- 

| ents, - all of these are credited for the 

pbuilding of circulation. 

F " . Ape) 

SAMPLE COPIES ALWAYS HELP u cae ee one shelving 
i for the improvement of the paper 

es 4 : s s " 

The occasional “blanketing" of : - eck a af tae ; 

your territory with additional cop- j bY eouyore te Noel eo, eae 
. { tionnaire sent out by the Univer~- } 

ies of your newspaper may be an idea ity of Wis : Meany of chem 

for publishers who have never tried \ SRE uce eG aie tt yo \ 

. ‘ ‘ report excellent increases in ‘ 

this out. Postal regulations permit tn b f thei b sb 

publishers to send out ten per cent je mumper© eer usUPEOnaberHe ( 

of the total weight, mailed to sub- iiWe anoreasedioumcinouc 

sceribers during the calendar year, as lation by more than 900 in 1925", 

sample copies which may be mailed at i . 4 
3 ° © > 2 

ayy) time’. says A, A. Washburn, of the Cline i 

: eiwanvene Dent sar tonville Dairyman-Gazette. The { 

‘ tA circulation of this paper has f 

increased from less than 900 to 

nearly 300 in five years. Its editor seeks ' 

to get out a paper which appeals to farmers 

over a big territory, i 

Frank J, McCay, of The Walworth Times, ( 

H reports an increase of 14% for 1925. He 

\ attributes the increase to better news gather~ 

} ing and a better quality of paper. "The 

i High School department draws many new ones", 

t he says. 

Spradling and Mc Coy, of the Sparta | 

Herald, stress the importance of a live sub- | 

scription list. They weeded out 150 dead- 

wood subscribers. 

“Phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”
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Novel Stunts Attract Subscribers 

V. W. Pratt, publisher of the Elkton, South Dakota Record, has a 
novel innovation in the hidden money contest which he recently introduced 

to his readers. 

In the hidden money contest, extra letters were placed in some 
of the display ads. These letters, when assembled in the proper order, 
spelled the name of one of the advertisers, At his place of business 
the editor deposited $2,00 and the first person to call on the advertiser 
to collect the money was tle winner. The first contest was such a 
success that it was repeated in a second issue. 

During the month of November the Record sent a sample copy to 
every home in the territory. "It resulted in more advertising, more pages, 
and a better newspaper for Elkton", says Editor Pratt. 

Recommend New Circulation Policy 

C ollect When You Can", has been supplanted by "Pay Now" in the 
case of two South Dakota editors. This advance toward better business 
and, consequently, better journalism is being made by these editors after 
fifty years of experience in publishing a paper in their towns under the 
old system of "Collect When You Can". 

"We don't intend to force the paper on any one but we do hope 
to get pay for those we send out", says a recent editorial. These edi- | 

tors are stopping all pepers not paid for in advance and are sending a | 

bill with subscriptions overdue. 

Advocate $2 Subscription | 

| 
1 tide papers advocate the increase of subscription rates to $2.00 

a year. Many Wisconsin weeklies have already raised their rates to this 

point and have experienced little loss in the number of subscribers. 

If the home paper is newsy enough, the subscriber will not worry over the 

extra fifty cent charge. : 

Weekly editors are sometimes urged to study some of the promotion 

sohemes of the city papers. Perhaps a good ready print serial will attract | 

readers, if proper attention is directed to it from the news colums,. 

Much reader interest can be stimulated among the farmers and some sub- 

scriptions can be added if farm news is given adequate space, We believo i 

the farm field is tho greatest potential circulation field. 

A lively interest in the welfare of the community end an active | 

interest in projects affecting the community are certain to draw sub- | 

scribers to the paper. | 

29 |
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j BADGER WEEKLIES EXCEL 

\ PAPERS OF NATION 

Gore IN VARIETY OF 

Tre =) NAMES 

\ PHONON ae \~ 
: Te wes =. Wr. 

ken i ee pee eS a isconsin weekly papers 

Yee ys aw ee = \ oe \ ane different. Almost one- 

ieee | a Lee ok them - 103 to be ex~ 

= A\Z EE eV eee Ny act - are individually named, 

ee NAA es Se NG 
yore Nee Nee Ne, Ne , 

_ \Z oo Ne : It has been claimed that 

aN Lo for the United States os a 

whole, almost oneehalf of the 

papers use either alone, or in 

combination, the word, Journal", 

This is a surprising condition, for newspaper editors are credited \ 

with having much originality end resourcefulness. In the naming of the i 

paper, there is o great opportunity to incorporate the feetures of the j 

town thet the paper may have an individuality of its own. Such papers as | 

the Oil City Derrick, The Tombstone Epitaph, the Steamboat Pilot, of 

Steamboat Springs, and the Nome Nugget are never in danger of losing 

their individuality. 
i 

While Wisconsin has but five weeklies named Journal, it has thirty- } 

two named News. Such nomes as Times, Enterprise, Herald, Press, Record, 

and Reporter are also quite popular occurring between nine and twenty- 

six times in the stato. 

And a lot of unusual names are found in the weekly list. THE MUGWUMP, | 

of Slades Corners, is one of the interesting names. Another is THE 

MAZOMANIE SICKLE, Among the more popular names are Review, County News, \ 

Republican, Tribune, Lender, Advocate, Chronicle, Star, Courier, Advance, | 

Post, Sun, Free,Press, Pilot, Gazette, Democrat, and County Herald. 
i 

THE COLBY PHONOGRAPH is one of the distinctive list. Of course, 

there are others which show originality on the part of their founder. In i 

this roll there are such names as River Miner, Favorite, Gleaner, Blade, 

Pioneer Press, State Center, County Citizen and Progress. The County 

News Shield, Weekly News, County Ledger, Atlas, The Vindicator, Country- 

man, Broadcaster and Quill are other names chosen by discriminating Badger 

editors. 

“phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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THE KINGSTON SPY seems to say, "I have a penetrating eye; I will report { 
all your deeds whether or not they be for your renown", An interesting 
background seems to be hidden in the names of many of the Badger pipers. : 

Other unduplicated names are News-Wave, Statesman, Weekly Events, 
Times Observer, Express, Valley Farmer, Bee, State Register, News-Calumet, 
Times-Call, New North, Pick ond Gad, and Scout. Similarly unusual are 
Central Union, Local, Nonpariel-Journal, Success, State Banner, Dial, 
Transcript, Independent-Register, Teller and News-Letter, 

Only a few of the state weeklies display their political connections 
such as Republican Journal, Journal-Democrat, County Republican, Inde~ 
pendent Journal, Standard-Democrat, County Democrat, Democrat, Independent 
and Republican. Even here, however, in many instances the politics of the 
paper has changed without a change in name. We are even told that there 
have been Republicans published by democrats and Democrats edited by 
republicans. Apparently, then, there is much and there is little in a 
name. 1 

GARLOCK WRITES INTERESTING SERIES 
FOR WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN EDITORS } 

The "Tales of the Thirty-Second" are being interestingly written 
by G. W. Garlock, of the WEST SALEM NONPAREIL JOURNAL. | 

Gerlock was a Lieutenant Colonel in the 32nd Division and saw action ' 

where the fight was thickest, 
| 

Since Editor Garlock saw service with Pershing, Liggett, Haan, 

Boardman, McCoy and other great lenders, this feature will likely prove 

of interest to Badger editors. 

| 

VETERAN BADGER EDITOR RETIRES 
AFTER FIFTY-TWO YEARS OF SERVICE 

For nearly seventy years the BADGER STATE BANNER of Black River Falls 

appeared regularly, After fifty-two years of service on this paper, | 

George F. Cooper, is retiring and has sold the paper to Merlin Hull, 

of the Jackson County Journal. The combined papers will appear under the | 

name BANNER-JOURNAL. | 

Best wishes to you Editor Cooper and congratulations Editor Hull.
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WOMEN APPRECIATE SPECIAL DEPARTMENT 
WITH VARIETY OF INFORMATIONAL 

EASY-TO*READ MATTER 

W... do women readers want?" That is a question of growing impor~ 
tance to every wide-awnke editor. 

The few unclassified recipe "fillers" that once seemed adequate no 
longer meet the needs of his women readers. Today, more than ever before, 
he is realizing the need of a women's department which includes inter- 
esting and informative material in condensed form on such phases of home- 
making as food, clothing, shelter, health, recreation, and education, 

Adding regular columns on vegetable cookery, general nutrition, 
marketing, health, and child training are only a few of the suggestions 
presented by Mrs. Walter C, Peirce.at an Ohio Press Association conven- 
tion. Through a health department she believes that much may be done 
to promote community health. With the assistance of o community health 
commissioner the people may be informed from week to week of the symp- 
toms of and ways to prevent contagious diseases, 

Ideal Newspaper Has Calendar 

"The ideal county newspaper", she states, “earries as a permanent 
feature a calendar of coming events; dates, speakers, ond definite 
places of meeting of the various township farm bureaus, of all the 4H 
Clubs, parent-teacher associations, and specialists’ group meetings. 
Something of the nature of the programs may be added as the time approaches 
for these meetings, 

So important seemed the question “What do women readers want?" 
that Mrs, Ida Migliorio, editor of the Household Magazine, recently made 
a tour of the United States to talk in person with a number of readers, 
It was from this experience that she has drawn her conclusions that her 
women readers want well-rounded information on the subject of homemaking. 

"The woman wants short, snappy material, and she wants informational 
matter easily read", informs Mrs, Migliario. "She wants something to 
file, something to take to her club, something to use in answering roll 
call, or something that she can give on a club program as well as somer 
thing to help her with her homemaking, The need of brevity complicates 
the editor's work, To condense the matter of an article into a few words 
is difficult, but essential," 

It's up to the editor, 

I —— wil
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ZR Neus — 
CZ ZA NS \ Town and Country Are Full 

p Lf | \ of It 

\ a ‘ Every weekly newspaper has a 

twofold news problem, Its news terri- 

f a | tory covers both town and country. | 

"Although the news of Welling- 

ton is covered adequately, a special 

effort is made to get a representative 

amount of news from the whole county", 

= says Henry Deskins Wells, editor, | 

x The Wellington (Texas) Leader. Since 

S — it is difficult to get more than local | 

briefs from the community correspond=- 

is / ents, a field man is employed, He | 

° travels over the Wellington trade \ 

territory, according to Wells, and | 

writes up each farmer as he visits him, { 

News, according to legend, 
| 

represents the letters "Phe fieldman's column", accord- | 

which stand for the four ing to Wells, “is carried on the front 

directions, Many of the page under the title ‘Ramble over i 

early newspapers publish the County'. It is one of the inter- | 

this sign on their front esting features of the paper and the | 

page to denote that they town people read it nearly as closely | 

wore gathering the nows as the farmers." | 

from all directions. Then 
| 

it is thought that some The town news is divided in | 

editor, at some. time, did two general divisions. The first is | 

not have room to print that news which commands display heads | 

* the customary sign so he because of its importance. This class } 

arranged the letters included news of unusual happenings, 

N.E.W.S. town and country developments, civic 

and agricultural programs and other 

3 news that wins a display head. 

The slogan of the local news gatherer is "nomos", asserts this 

Texas editor. Each issue of the paper contains from 300 to 500 names. 

‘A column called "Here and There" is conducted to give prief interviews 

with various people of the community. 

(More) 

: “phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly" |
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Wisconsin Weeklies Are Reaching Out 

Wisconsin weeklies are reaching out into the open country. 
In many instances, a new farm home is now considered as important as 
a new town or city home, Farm meetings ond important farm doings are 
slowly reaching the front page of the local newspaper. 

From a single pile of papers received by BUILD WISCONSIN we 

clipped many interesting agricultural articles. Not all of these papers 

confine their agricultural material to one page. The editors of a 

large number feel that the folks on the form are interested in all the 

news in the paper, even if it is distributed through the paper in accord- 
ance with its news value and general community interest. 

In this way, when of sufficient importance, farm stories head 

the columns of the, front page just as might the news of the banks, the 

schools, the clubs, or other community institutions or enterprises. 

This practice really seems to be becoming more general and editors, who 

favor this plan, insist that “every page of the country weekly is the 

fermers page" and that, in consequence, the farm and the rural home 
should not be accorded oither a special page or a special department. 

Much Variety Possible - 

Similarly, there is wide variance in the method of securing and 

preparing ogricultural material, On some publications like the Elkhorn 

Independent or the Long Prairie (Minnesota) Leader an experienced 

agricultural editor or reporter is responsible for the news of the 

country. On such others as tho Luck Enterprise or the Door County News 

this responsibility falls upon the editor, himself, who is familiar with 

agricultural conditions, And on still others considerable cooperation 

is obtained from the county agent, agricultural teacher, or club leader, 

Can Use Country School News 

Some editors make a specinlity of letters from the rural schools 

of the county. The Lapeer County Pross, of Lapeer, Michigan, is such 

Qa papere 

Editor W. P. icGuire recently headed the department "News of 

the Activities of the County's Rural Schools". Letters from three to 

four column inches are numerous. To maintain interest, special assign- 

ments are worked up, such as an article on how the different rural 

schools got their names. The school news editors prepare the informa~ 

tion, 

ee See
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Noted Journnlist Believes That { 

Eduention and Treining Will | 
Raise the Standard i 

HE country weekly with its clean news columns, with its inspiring 
editorials, with its desire to really help its renders is bound to bring 

about a change in the journalism of the country, 

So believes W, W. Ball, Dean of the School of Journalism at the i 
University of South Carolina, He believes that men and women of character, 

intelligence, and scholarship will possess themselves of it. Dean Ball 

is convinoed that one of the best excuses for the schools of journalism, 

grinding out journelists, is to expound and impress the opportunity of 

the country weekly. 

Journalism Students Should Enter Field 

Just recently three Wisconsin weeklies were edited by students | 
from the Course in Journalism ot the University of Wisconsin, These | 

students obtained a better iden of the importance of the weekly and they | 

returned to their classes better able to understand a discussion of the 
weeklies problems, | 

"Conditions have changed greatly in the country newspaper field 

during the past ten years", says 0. W. Little, field secretary of the 
Kansas Press Association, The country field offers inducements today | 
thot no one cen afford to overlook. - } 

To be called o country editor no longer brings a smile of derision | 

or pity, Little declares. Scores of country editors are mong the oute 
standing and prominent men of the country. They are know as writers, i} 

lawmakers, orators and business men, 

The country editor of today, if he is the right kind, is no longer | 

the doormat of his town, dependent on the tolerance of his fellows or | 

the business crumbs that drop from cnotherts table, exclaims Little. | 

The country editor is a business man, | 

AN EDITOR'S INSPIRATION | 

An editor has been inspired, after looking over his | 

list of delinquent subscribers, to compose the following: 
"How dear to our heart is the old silver dollar, If 

when some kind subscriber presents it to view; the Liberty | 
head without necktie or collar, and all the strange things | 
which to us seem so new; the wide-spreading eagle, the | 
arrows below it, the stars and the words with the strange | 
things they tell; the coin of our fathers, we're glad that | 
we know it, for some time or other "twill come in right | 
well, the spread-eagle dollar, the star-spangled dollar, | 
the old silver dollar we all love so well,-Borrowed | 
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MAST HEAD MAY DO DOUBLE DUTY 

A SUGGESTION Brief Sketch of Community and | 

Par eA ee, Weekly May be Displayed 
on Editorial Page y 

HE COVERING of rural Wiscowsin effectively by its more than 

Sy 350 country newspapers is based on the thorough serving of each . 

community by its local weekly. 

Serving the local field includes, among other things, develop- 

ing in the minds of the home people an appreciation of the com~ 

munity, its institutions, industries, countryside, and its 

enterprise and vision. 

Some of this valuable material, condensed into a few para- 

graphs, has been carried in BUILD WISCONSIN during the past 

several months, The community and its mainstays were the sub- 

jects of these sketches. 

Despite the fact that BUILD WISCONSIN aimed to acquaint other 

editors with your newspaper community, we doubt if all the local 

people knew all the material that was embodied in these short 

paragraphs. Why not, starting this week, revise the two para- 

graphs that covered your town and newspaper, boil them down and 

then set them in a box in some conspicuous part of the paper, 

preferably the top of the editorial column? These could be run 

on this page for several weeks at a time. 

Short, stripped to its very edge, without any braggadocia, 

a brief thumbnail sketch on the town and rural community might 

include 

+ location and extent into the country 

- size } 

~ chief industries and type of farming 

- wealth ; 
- local institutions 
- number of rural routes 
- summer attractions 
- traveling facilities 

Just as concise would be the sketch on the home newspapere 

This would give 

- date ami place of establishment | 

- early editors ‘ | 

- mergers and changes | 

- circulation and present field ] 

- present policy e | 

After setting these two short paragraphs in the box, won't | 

you send BUILD WISCONSIN a marked copy of the paper carrying them? |
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BADGER EDITORS OF 60'S 

” ff DEVELOPED READY-PRINT 

WR HEN AN inventory is‘ taken of Wisconsin's contributions to the 
IZ progress of the nation, somewhere in the list will be found an 

item that has become one of the editor's handiest newspapering 
Fa tools = ready-print. 

Though neither invented nor used for the first time in 
the state, it was not until a group of Wisconsin country editors 
experimented with it, that ready-print became a practical real- 
ity in newspaper making. During an emergency, ready-print, in 

—_— == rough and only fairly satisfactory form, was used 
Editors Faced Hard by the open country editor; and, as a result of this 
Times in Civil War trial, such improvement took place that, in a rela- 

—oSSSS— tively short time, it became an almost necessary 
adjunct in the shops of both daily and weekly newspapers. 

At the time of the Civil War, many an able bodied editor 
or husky "devil" marched away with the yolunteers. As a result, 
the activities of most newspapers were noticeably handicapped. 
In the small towns, where this shortage was most acute, the 
majority of weeklies reduced their size and a large number sus- 
pended publication. 

This, at least, was the situation at Baraboo, in Sauk ' 
county. About the first of July, 1861, Editor Ansel N. Kellogg, 

of THE REPUBLIC, short-handed by the loss of his journeyman 
printer, Joseph J. Weirich, a recent recruit of the Union forces, | 
encountered more than the usual difficulty in getting out a | 
full sheet on the regular day of publication. Determined to keep | 
the paper alive, Kellogg went to Madison and obtained from David 
Atwood and Horace Rublee, publishers of the Madison Daily Journal, 
some half sheet supplements, printed on both sides with war news. 
These were folded and distributed with tho home-printed material. 

While mailing out his combination paper, the Baraboo 
editor conceived the idea of printing only one side of a sheet 
= in Madison and putting local materin] on the other 

Prints One Side side. This, he reasoned, would make a neater job 
of Sheet at Home than the full sheet supplements and would save nearly 

—aaaaUoUoUoyEey sx as much time and labor. He, therefore, ordered his 
next supply of paper printed on one side of a full sheet, and on 
July 10, 1861, when he issued his rogular edition, half of the 
paper consisted of news from the Madison daily and the remainder 
of the REPUBLIC was filled with local material. 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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This was a red letter day for modern newspapering. ‘ 
It is considered to be the roal beginning of the ready-print ! 
industry. However, the idea of saving tire and labor by : ; 
avoiding multiplicity of printing was not new. Even as carly 
as 1857, it was practiced to a limited extent in England. And 
at the time of the Mexican War, a Vermont printer, Andrew 
Jackson Aikens, successfully made use of away-from-home printed 

pages in preparing the SPIRIT OF THE AGE, published at Woodstock, } 
In 1851, Hagndorn Brothers, publishers of the Staten Islander, | 
used ready printed insides that they obtained from the NEW YORK 
SUN. However, neither Aiken's nor the Hagadorns! experiments 
made a noticeable impression on country journalism, | 

| 
That Kellogg at Baraboo succeeded with ready print is | 

illustrated by the fact that, within a few months efter his first | 
issue, four other papers were using the service. These were the | 
BRODHEAD REPORTER, COLUMBUS JOURNAL, RICHLAND OBSERVER, and the 
JUNEAU COUNTY ARGUS, all of which wero supplied by Atwood and | 

————————————_—‘sRublee. Theo material in these sheets had formerly 
Other Badger Weeklies appeared in THE JOURNAL, but because of its gen- | 

Follow Baraboo Paper eral nature, it was still of interest to the read- 
——— ae) | ONS) OF (COuNtrY newspapers. | 

Early the next year, 1862, Ty L. Terry, editor of the | 
BERLIN COURANT, saw possibilities of on association of pub- 
lishers which would print inside sheets at a central office, 
These were to contain material of interest to all the weeklies 
and would be distributed at cost. He planned to defray ex- 
penses by carrying advertising on the ready print sheets. 
Nothing of importance resulted from Terry's plan due to the fact 
that a snow blockade kept the publishers away from the proposed 
meeting. At this time, Atwood and Rublee were serving more 

than 30 papers but they were not using the advertising feature. 

The publishers of the MILWAUKEE EVENING WISCONSIN, 
Cramer, Aikens and Cramer, were convinced in 1864 that the new 
labor saving device was headed for a bright future, and they 
entered the business, their list of clients numbered four at 

—_————— the start. Aikens of the ifilwaukee firm was 
Milwaukee Publishers the Vermont printer who, 20 years earlier, had 
Use Ready-Print Ads used ready-print. He remembered that back East, 

ee a Boston Business Directory had been sent to | 

New England editors. This gave him the idea of carrying a — 

directory of Milwaukee merchents in the ready print section. 
The plan proved successful and the Milwoukee business cards 
became a feature in the weeklies that patronized the EVENING 
WISCONSIN. 

In a relatively short time, the Milwaukee organization 

expanded its business until it was sending ready-print, con- 
taining the advertising cards to more than 30 papers. This 
application of Editor Terry's plan by a private organization 
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rather than o cooperative printing association enabled the 

EVENING WISCCNSIN to lower the cost of ready=print to a point 
where it was nearly as cheap as blank paper. The majority 
of weeklies patronizing Atwood and Rublee naturally turned to . 
the cheaper source cf supply. 

Kellogg, feeling that the business would develop in 
other states os well as in Wisconsin, sold the BARABOO REPUBLIC, 

ae and, in 1865, went to Chicago where he established 

Business Expands the first piant thet prepared ready-print sheets set 
to Other States up exclusively for the country newspnper. At first, 

SS his clients numbered eight, five in Illinois, two 

in Wisconsin, and one in Minnesota. His sheets contained seven 
columns, without date of heading, all were exactly alike and 
were printed on the same day. 

It is not to be thought thet ready=-print had smooth 
sailing during these years. Naturally it encountered opposi- 
tion, Editors, opposed to the service, scornfully called it 
"patent insides" and said that it would deaden enterprise, and 
consequently the weekly paper would deteriorate in originality 
and quality, Its friends, however, contended that, by lighten- 
ing the burden of the editor it would enable him to put more 
time on his local material ami thus produce a better newspaper, 

In 1866, the Madison publishers, Atwood and Rublee 
retired from the ready-print business. Kellogg's clientele 
increased and he, with remarkable initiative, established 
numerous supply houses in the country. In 1906, when his busi- 
ness was sold to the Western Newspeper Union, he operated nine 
houses and supplied 1,827 newspapers with the service. 

EDITOR PIEPER SPEAKS 
HIGHLY OF HIS LOCATION 

HERE ARE many attractions in his commnity that 
appeal to Editor Frank E. Pieper, of the Hilbert 
Favorite, but there is none that he feels is 

as important to the welfare and prosperity of Hilbert 
as the fact that it is located in the heart of a cele- 
brated dairy section. He expresses this idea every- 
time THE FAVORITE goes forth to Calumet county folks, 
On his mast head, conspicuously placed below the name 
of the paper, he has set "Published in Calumet County - 
'The Milk Vein of the World! ", 

rts 34
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; PLAIN BORDERS AID TO 
MAKE EFFECTIVE DISPLAYS . 

IMPLICITY in the make-up of a weekly newspaper is just as 
appealing and effective as ever, This is especially true in 
laying out the display advertising. The borders, for instance, 

can be made attractive even with common ordinary rules and line. Some 
printers have at times felt that the simple and common lines were too 
homely and did not carry a sufficiently decorative effect for use in 
special advertisements and on booklets and pamphlets that were done in 

. the printing department. 

Evidence that the simple borders, which are dignified and yet 
friendly, are, for the most part, superior to the elaborate and ornate 
finishesiis furnished by the large number of newspaper and magazine 

advertisements that are enclosed in a very simple dress. There appears 
to be a tendency to use the simplist form and construction in every 
branch of mechanics. Of course, the typography of the copy of these 

‘ ads is neatly done and there is plenty of white space intervening be- 

tween the border and the type. . 

WIND BLOWS TOWARD MORE 
DAIRYING AROUND BLAIR 

DITOR H. C. Kirkpatrick, of Blair, took stock of his section 
of Trempealeau county in the last issue of the PRESS when he 
compared the March pay check of the local creamery with that 

0: e same month of last year, Boxed, colum wide, this comment 

framed as an editorial, was set at the head of a front page column, | 
Kirkpatrick called his friendly talk "Six Thousand Dollars More", It | 
continues: 

That's what the farmers of this community produced last month | 
over the corresponding month of the year before. And we venture the 
assertion that they did it with no increase in expense to speak of. This 
section is fast becoming one of the real dairy sections of the state and 
our dairymen are becoming more and more adept in extracting the lacteal | 
fluid from bossy at a minimum of expense. One result of this is that 
at a less price per pound for butterfat, the local creamery paid out 
$6,287.77 more for March butterfat this year than they did for the same 

month last year. Average that up for a year and you get $75,462.24. 
Distribute that among the farmers of this community and you will agree 
that it will make a considerable difference. And the Lord knows they are 
entitled to it. Rolling out at four or five in the morning and milking 

fifteen or twenty cows before breakfast isn't some people's idea of a 
holiday, but to a man who is interested in farming, and especially in 
the dairy end of it, that early rolling out is distinctly preferable to 
sitting in a stuffy office or store eight or ten hours a day, And we'll 

say that the farmer has the laugh on the office man at that. 
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4 EARS ON MAST HEAD TELL 

RY OF COUNITY'S MAINSTAYS 
IXY} 

fommunity HE EARS on the mast head of the MILLTOWN NEWSMAN carry at ; 

Builders the present time two significant community building state- 

ments. In one, Editor George Cook states, "Milltown Co-op 

Creamery Turns out Three-Quarters of a Million Pounds of Land 0! Lakes 

Butter Annually." The other reads, "Milltown Farmers are Growing 

1,250 Acres of Peas for the Frame Canning Factory Now Under the Course 

of Construction. " 

Both of these ears, set in bold fact, are 11 picas wide and 

about 5 lines deep. 

WORDS TO SQUARE INCH 

The first column gives the size of type; the second gives the 

approximate number of words to the square inch of composition in that type. 

5 point solid cessserserercevccseresecrssscers 69 

5 point leaded (1 pte) coceceececccvereereeees 59 

6 point SOLId seecevecscerreceverccerssroerees 47 

6 point leaded (2 pte) sevescecserseerereesecs 34 

8 point SOLId sevececcecerccccrccccsesscorrees 32 

B point leaded sevecereraceesrerccccererecsese 23 

10 point solid cesessaceecccceccservccersscsers 21 | 

10 point leaded seocceveccecnccverrscersrvccees 16 

12 point solid csrseccceccccsecerccccesssescare 4 

12 point leaded ssscoaceescccererecesereroceces a 

14 pOint solid seccececcccecevcevevccervvescces a | 

14 point leaded sssoceceessecscecrcrsssccrorers 7 

18 point SOLId seecsevereerersreececcesersorers it a 

18 point leaded ssssscsersevevccvecceresvcccons 5 | 
1 

-- Country Publisher, Winnipeg. | 

wR” RO" HEALTHY CIRCULATION 

\ By BUILT ON NEWS SERVICE | 

_ W_Y 
| 

Wy OLUNTARY growth of newspaper circulation", declares Diek Pugh, 

Rey | Baitor of the LUCK ENTERPRISE, "can be traced to the standing | 

We of the publication in the community." 

As new subscribers enter the fold of the ENTERPRISE, Pugh 

gives their names end addresses in a small box at the bottom of a front 

page colum. Last week he added six names. People enjoy seeing their | 

name in print. Maybe the fact that this Badger publisher gives prom~ 

inence to these new clients has something to do with this unusually | 

effoctive method of increasing circulation. 

Pema Oo i
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The Coming of the Weekly Paper From Our | 

| 
| Old Home Town is Like the Visit of a Friend, 

It keeps Us in Touch with the Happenings 

and Prevents that "Rip Van Winkle" Peeling, 

When We Go Back. - An Old Timer 

\ 

Many Suggestions Are Offered j 

t By Distant Subscribers Who 
Want Old Home 

Town News 

"| HE expression of an old timer, reproduced above, is a 

splendid advertisement for the old home town weekly. 

It is but one of the many received in connection with a ques~ 

2 tionnaire recently sent out by Build Wisconsin. 

We are passing on some of the comments made by mon and 

women who, long since, have left the home town and who seldom re- 

turn to visit relatives and friends. Just as they come we are 

reproducing them - the roses are mixed with the thorns. We are 

sure, however, that we will all profit by their viewpoint, and 

that from many of them we may receive new inspiration being 

thankful for this opinion which has been rendered fairly, we hope, 

and without prejudice. 

"Our old home tovm weekly acts as the middleman between 

the activities of community life back home and we who are sta~ 

tioned at more distant places", writes a Pepin county native. 

"Beyond ‘the boundaries of the immediate community, con- 

tinues this man, the paper holds very little interest for its 

readers, This is due to the very small amount of educational 

matter contained within its colums. National and state news, 

along with agricultural information, is very, very limited, 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”
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Lack of space is undoubtedly the reason, -- the editor catering to 
the ideo of filling his pages with ads upon ads end peying little 
attention to the news value. 

Agricultural News Is Important 

"There is an open fiold for a reel honest-to-foodnessfarm 
_ page section throughout the circulation area of the paper. Farirers 

_ in this area are eager to grasp the latest findings of experimental 
workers. If the editor could be induced to add a page of real agri- 
cultural information written by a !live-wire! agricultural writer, 

I believe the circulation would increase 60 per cent and the benefit 
derived from the printed pares would increase o like smount." 

| Californian Offers Suggestions | 

"My home tovm paper is not unlike wany of its fellows in this 
country. It is no better and no worse." In this manner a Californian 
characterizes his home town woekly. : 

This man has other pertinent thoughts which are interesting 
for they convey a readers impression of the publishing field. He con- 
tinues: "I doubt if many of those not actively onzaged in the nows- 
paper business have ever stopped to realize thot the newspaper renders 
a physical service to its community in that it is a factory where raw 
products and labor are coribined to produce the finished product. 

"ks a factory this institution has a payroll that helps to 
keep the wheels of commerce turing. Some communities pay high bonuses 
for factories, giving free power, free light, etic; and yet overlook 
the fact that they have a busy factory in the shave of “heir local 

newspaper plant. | 

Stresses Educational Value 

"In addition to this physicrl service, the newspnper renddrs 
an cducational service. Educational authorities have said that 90 | 
per cent of the world's education attained after the age of cleven 
yeers, comes through reeding newspaper. ‘this is a tremendous re- 
sponsibility to place upon the men who make our newspaperse 

"The newspapers, in addition to keeping their resders in- 
formed on the happenings of the day, the devoloprent of scivenco and 
industry, keep the people informed about their j;overmuent which is 
the greatest safo guard against corruption." 
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Local Items Rank High | i 

Local items seem to be as popular with the old readers who . 

have left the town as they are with the local subscribers 

"One of the home papers comes to my desk regularly end when 

it comes I always pause a moment to see what is going on in the old 

home neighborhood," writes another friend of the home town paper. 

"Local items, mostly of a personal nature, interest me most. 

One wants to know what the schoolmates of former deys, the friends and 

neichbors of the old farm home, os well as other acquaintances are 

doing; so I should say from the standpoint of my casual reading, the 

short personal news items interest me most. 

"There is,: of course, also a larger viewpoint. The tovn 

paper reflects the progress of the conmunity and by following its pages 

one knows what is going on without having to weit until one can see 

things first hand." 

| Another Sums It Up. | 

My old home town weekly has been coming to me regularly for 

the past 35 years and I look upon it as a compendium of information, 

writes a prominent extension worker, He adds, "It comes just like 

a visitor from the old home." j 

"T enjoy reading its locel news items; the editorials, in-~ 

cluding social, economic, industrial, political and other interesting 

discussions are in like monner eagerly read when the paper reaches 

us, he concludes," 

ee 

N aggressive newspaper editor is Dick Pugh, of the Iuck 

Enterprise and part owner of the Frederick Star who has now 

leased tho Milltown Newsman, The Newsman will be changed to its 

former name the Herald. 

The future plans of Goorge Cook, former publisher of tho 

Newsaen, are indefinite at this writing. 

Mr. Pugh will give his personal attention and supervision to 

the Milltown paper, but will continue to devote the greater part of 

his time to the Luck Entorprisee 

BUILD WISCONSIN extends best wishes to Editor Pugh. 
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Both Hartford Papers Now 
Uncer Samo lianarement 

IG things are happening in Hartford, The HARTFORD TIMES and ; 

THE HARTFORD PRESS are now owned by C. Kk. Hathaway, tho former 

owrer of the TIMES. Fred L. LeCount, retiring publisher and owner 

of the PRESS, sold out to the owner of the TIMES because the two 

publishers felt that two papers was one too many for the field. 

"Elimination of competition in the nowspaper ficld moans just one 
thing," says Editor Nathaway, and that is a better paper, more 

news, more featuros, wider circulation and a better advertising 

medium. 

For the present, both the TI™BS and the FRESS will be published, 
but they will hoth carry the same news and the same advertising. 

An editorial policy which Editor Hathaway promises to maintain 

calls for a preater Hartford und community. "We shall ever strive", 

he writes, "to make of this a bigger and better community in which 
to live, try to bring credit and prestige upon our industries and 

upon ovr farmers and dairymen, and to keep the outside world fully 

informed upon what Hartford is doing and imtends to do, 

"We shall work for clean and economical government in city, county, 

stato and nation. We shall work for those bills ond that lersisla- 

tion which we believe will be of greatest value to the groatest 

number of people, We shall not be dictated to by any political 

party." 

| Editor Hathaway brings out another interesting fact which we cannot 

help but montion. A now era is dawning in country nowspaper work, 

he believes, He points out that in the past few yenrs out of over 

12,000 weekly newspapers published in the United States, over 6,000 

papers have been discontinued, consolidated, or just ceased to exist. 

He adds, "The greatest detriment to any community is a weak, puny, 

ill-gotten up ond poorly supported newspaper, And the greatest 

benefit is a strong virulent newspaper with financial resources and 

the ability to put across tho big things that spell success and 

bring prestige to tho town andthe community in which thet paper cir- 

culates. We second the motion, 

To Fred L. LeCount, BUILD WISCONSIN bids farewell. Your 50 yoars 

of service in the country field have been well spent. 

To C. R. Hathaway, BUILD WISCONSIN extends its heartiest wishes for 

success. lay the city of Hartford support you well end may you in 

turn render a real service through en outstending corimunity papers 

i a nla ak a
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Arresting Siogens 

Attract Attention 
"The World's Greatest Newspaper" 

Many Wisconsin 
Weeklies Use Them "For You and Your Town" 

"All the News That's Fit to Print" 

Reet everyone in the 
Middle West is familiar 

with the slogan, "The World's Greatest Newspaper", A Chicago paper 
is using this phrase in its great drive for leadership in the newspaper 
field, 

Another well known slogan in the Eastern newspaper field is that 
of the New York Times. "All the News That's Fit to Print", has occupied 
an important position on its masthead for a long time, The value of a 
slogan increases with time if it is particularly appropriate and has 
an appeal to the popular mind. 

Examine the front page of other leading American newspapers and 
. you will find that most of them utilize the attention getting and hold- 
ing value of a slogan. "For You and Your Town", was originated by 
Arthur Capper for the Kansas City Kansan. The Indianapolis Star says, 
"Always First, Always Fair, Always Complete". 

Many Wisconsin Weeklies | \ 
Use Appropriate Slogan | 

The large city dailies are not the only newspapers to appreciate | 
the value of an earmark, Wisconsin country weeklies are assertive and 

they say some definite things about themselves and their community. | 
Take the Spencer Record, for instance, with its slogan, "For the Whole | 
Community", or the Elkhorn Independent with its catchy phrase, "The | 
Letter From Home". 

A Large Percentage | 

Boost Their Town 

By far the greater number of Wisconsin weeklies center their 
slogan around a boost for their town and community. The Tri-County 

Record of Kiel says, "Kiel - The Little City That Does Big Things". 
The Brillion News proclaims that it is, "For a City of Thrifty People, 

Happy Homes, Busy Workshops", and The Chippewa Valley Courier pro- 
fesses, "The Courier Boost Every Worthy Cause", 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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Other papers in this group are The Walworth Times which carries 
the earmark, "The Paper Every Subscriber Likes To Read, It's a 
Comminity Newspaper". The Norwalk Star says, “Advertising Gets the 
Buyer and the Seller Together = Try it Out", ; 

; Luxemburg is "The Best Market and Trading Place in Kewaunee 
County" according to the slogen of The Luxemburg News. The Bangor In- 
dependent is, “Devoted to the Upbuilding of Bangor and LaCrosse County" 
accarding to the inscription on its own masthead, "Have Faith in 
Your Own Town and Your Own Town Will Have Faith In You", says The 

Washburn Times. 

Of similar interest are the slogans of three other state weeklies. 

The Reedsburg Times claims "Reedsburg the Market Center of Sauk County". 
"Community Loyality Pays Dividends", proclaims the Ladysmith News- 
Budget, while The, Colby Phonograph asserts that it is, "Devoted to 
the Interest of Marathon and Clark Counties". 

Unusual and Distinctive 

Are Many of the Slogans 

Displaying its interest in good government The Standard Democrat 
of Burlington voices, "A Government of the People, By the People and 
for the People", 

The Sawyer County Record carries four outstanding statements 

on its masthead. They are; “Devoted to the Interests of Sawyer County 
In Particular and Northern Wisconsin In General", “There Is Only One 
Better Man Than the Men Who Gets Behind and Pushes, and That Is the 

Man Who Gets Ahead and Pulls", "With Fear In Your Heart You Are 
Already Half Beaten, Isn't it the Truth", "One Advantage In Being 
a 'Live Wire' Is That Folks Won't Step On You". 

The Mukwonago Chief is "Thirty-Seven Years Old And Still Going 
Strong". The Independent Journal boasts "Chilton, The Badger City 
of Opportunities", "Hew Straight to the Line, Let the Chips Fly Where 
They Will", declares the Algoma Record Herald. 

Printed In the Heart of the Penokees - the Berkshires of the 
Middle West is The Mellen Record, The Mendota Sun-Bulletin (ILL.) 
is, "Growing Every Day". 

\ 

Only a few of tho Badger weeklies give agriculture any prominence | 
on their mastheads. But the Dairymon-Gazette is "Clintonville's Home | 
and Farm Paper", while the Ojibwe Courier is, "For the Agricultural, 
Industrial and Social Developmont of Southern Sawyer C ountye 

According to its own slogan the Delavan Republican is “Wisconsin's 
Leading Weekly Newspaper". The Door County News has "Nows Worth 
While". 

eee a 
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HE Rice Lake Chronotype has installed a new linotype for better and 
quicker newspaper and job printing. 

Says Editor Ender, "The rapidly increasing circulation of the Chrono- 

type together with our advertising and job printing induced us to 
add to our mechanical equipment a muktiple-magazine linotype for the 
quick and accurate news service and the production of superior job 
work." 

Surely such efforts to serve will be appreciate by Chronotype readers, 

Editor Ender. 

DITOR H. E. Goldsmith of the Vernon County Censor has joined the 
ranks of the benedicts, 

Build Wisconsin extends to Mr. and Mrs. Goldsmith the best wishes of 

Wisconsin weekly editors, 

LBERT L. Johnson of Harvard, Illinois has purchased the Genoa City 
Broadcaster. Along with the Broadcaster Editor Johnson also pure 
chased the Richmond (Illinois) Gazette which covers a large number | 

of small towns in Northeastern Illinois near the Wisconsin state line, | 
Richmond and Genoa City are but a few miles apart. | 

Editor Johnson will undoubtedly consolidate the two papers. The 
Genoa City Broadcaster was established two years ago and has enjoyed 

an extensive circulation, : 

With your years of experience, Editor Johnson, you will be able to | 
publish a progressive and prosperous paper in this locality. Build | 
Wisconsin offers best wishes for success. | 

| 

| 
| 

HAT will undoubtedly be an interesting series is being started by | 
Editors Spradling and McCoy of the Sparta Herald. Sparta and Monroe 
county people sre being acquainted with the outstanding facts concern- 

ing Sparta and the county. The information is presented as follows: 

Monroe County Sparta 

Facts-sNo,. 1 Facts-=No, 1 
During Last Year Last Year the Sparta 
Monroe County Pro- SPARTA HERALDii Co-operative Creamery 

duced 7,728,732 Produced 1, 296, 725 lbs. 
pounds of Creamery of butter. 

Butter. 

i?
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Long Prairie Leader 

Boosts Todd County 

Although the Long Prairie (Minnesota) Leader is already recog 
nized as one of Minnesota's leading weeklies, and, as a great 

friend of its farm readers, it is forging ahead making more 
' innovations. It recently issued an eight page section on the 

front page of which appeared an illustration similar to that 
reproduced here. 

Editor Lee says editorially, "In this issue we have a section 
devoted to Todd county and its farm resources. Much of the 
issue is devoted to a compilation of facts and statistics 
about the county's dairy developments and opportunities. Todd 
county is one of the great dairy sections of America and is 
growing into a greater and greater dairy community every yéar. 

The Leader publishes this edition in a desire to help the 
advertising of Todd county. Send a few copies of the ijssue 
to your acquaiMtaHTegs7in other states. It may be the means , | 
of rendering thhem a grpat service by enabling them to vee | 
come acquainted with the farm opportunities to be had 

here." Todd 
| 

County | 
| 

| 
This eight page edition covers the farming resources | 
of the county quite completely. One page is devoted to 
pictures of Todd county cooperative creameries)\ and a | 
story of Todd, a cooperative county. The center\spread is 

given over to figures showing that Todd county farmers earn- | 
ed over $3,000,000 for butterfat in 1925. The yearly state- | 
ment of each creamery is reporduced, 4 

The entire edition covers the farming resources of Todd 
county. 

| 

|} 
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Cow testing associations, too, receive considerable space in ‘ 
this edition, Detailed statements on the work of the two Todd 
county associations are included. Editor Todd shows how the 
averare yield of the cows in the association is greater than : 
that for the average of the cows of the state, Then he says, 
"When you come to Todd county you locate at once in « region 
that is well developed along dairy lines." 

County Breeders Association Emphasized 

That there are few counties in his state where the farmers have, 
through organization, done such practical work in dairy herd build- 
ing as in Todd county is another point emphasized by the Long 
Prairie Leader, The pictures of the three famous bulls owned by 
the association are reproduced in the special farm edition. 

Praised Cooperative Shipping Associations 

Every farmer in the county has access to a cooperative shipping 
association which is successfully operated, Editor Lee points 
out. He included statements of the various associations showing 
the business they did during 1925, That farmers support their 
organizations whole-heartedly is shown by the reports, 

Why So Much Agriculture 

Such an elaborate treatment of the agricultural interests of a 
county is indeed unusual, At first thought, one concludes that | 
Editor Lee is fortunate for being located in Todd county, other- | 
wise such on extensive treatment of the agriculture of a county | 

might not be possible. 

Upon thorough investigation, however, one soon learns that the | 
Long Prairie Leader has for a long time played an important role | 
in the development of the agricultural interests of the county. i 
It has, for many years, played up the farm news prominently and I 
has made a special effort to cover the agricultural news of the | 
county thoroughly. 

Every worthy agricultural effort in Tood county has received 
; the endorsement and vigorous support of the Long Prairie Leader. 

For years it has been pointed to as a paper which was adequately 
covering its territory which, in its case, happens to be a whole 

county. 

Perhaps, then, the Long Prairie Leader, is reaping the harvest { 
from seeds it has sown early in its career. Perhaps, Tood county 

agriculture owes the Long Prairie Leader a debt of gratitude for 
its leadership through the trying development period. 

With the growth of the agricultural interests and an increase in 

the general prosperity of the county has grown the Long Prairie Leader. 
Its readers look forward to the paper each week but its farm reade | 

ers, in particular, anticipate its coming for they know that county 
news and county progress will be thoroughly chronicled, | 
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Washington Man Says A Woll 

Illustrated Country 
Press is Next Big 

Step Forward 

believe that the groatest future dovelopment in your 

papers will be achieved by the use of more illustrotions, 

This is what Fred C, Wiman, of the Washington i 

Your Prese Association, recently told Washington weekly editors. 
Story He spoke very enthusiastically of the improvements which 
In were being made in the weekly field but cmphasized in par- 
Pictures ticular the need df greater attractiveness and more appeal 
Leaves in the weekly press. 5 

Little 
Untold "Did you ever stop to consider", said Wiman, "that 

most country newspapers are very poorly illustrated?" 
“Frequently they contain no pictures at all. Uvery other 
class of publication competing for the interest of your 
readers is profusely illustrated. The large city dailies 
are going in more and more for country circulation. Their 

s percentoge of illustrated spaco is increasing all the tine." 

Ww IMAN pointed out thet farm journals, trade papers, and 
pe ee ae magazines all use pictures to a great oxtent. This is an 
Se eT age of illustration, people want it, they expect it, und, 

Pictures frequently derand it. The people in your communities, your 
Always friends snd neighbors 211 like to look at pictures, They 
Appeal subscribe to publicutions that cater to this appetite for 

To pictures. 
the 
Popular Don't overlook the average person's interest in 
Mind pictures and especially their own picture or that of their 

establishment, warned Wiman, The time has cone when the 
country publisher mst pay more attention to the pictures 

in his paper. 

In New York it is said they don't stop to read the 
news, they depend entirely on pictures, continued Wiman. 

New Yorkers are just small towners under the skin. Both 
men end women enjoy looking at pictures no matter how old 

they are. 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly”
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| peewersesitercessesssn Wimen, although enthusiastic about illustrating 
the country press, understands the many difficulties 

NSSSSEENTSESSNSSNNESY which beset the country publisher. He says there are 

several reasons for the lack of development along this : 

line. 
Farm Scenes 

When he told the Washington editors that they 

New Farm Buildings | hed only recently reached the point where they could 

afford to spend money for illustrations, he undoubtecly 

Prominent Farmers touched the keynote of the country press in general. 

Prize Livestock And then he said, " Those of you who could 
afford it have been to busy selling advertising and 

College running your own linotypes to think about it. You have 

Publications had so many details of general improvement to look after 

that you have lost sight of some golden opportunities." 

Rural Meetings : 

Wiman told of publishers who have used a Sew 

City Residences pictures from time to time. They have found that every 

dollar so invested paid them dividends in more then 

Successful one way, he asserted. 
Merchants 

He said, "I know of one publisher who ran a 

Civic Meetings series of pictures of farms near his tom. This was 

used to build up circulation. It created a wide smount 

Noted Visitors of interest. Another of your members ran a series of 

pictures of prominent business men in his town. This 

High School had its effect on his advertising columns. Most people 

Teachers are vain enough to enjoy seeing their picture in the 

paper. Put this vanity to work for you." 
Winning 4H Boys 

and Girls BUILD UP A FILE 

College Students After running an illustration in the paper the 

plate should be filed away and saved. Wiman added, if 

Good Citizens the large dailies can afford to file ond save all of 

the numerous pictures that they run, especially where 

Beauty Spots portraits of people and scenes that may later be of 

historical interest are used, it will certainly bo more 

Old Cuts than worth your while to save all plates which may later 

be of local interest. 
Photos of Old 

Settlers PLAN A BUDGET 

and 
Anything This western newspaper man stresses the point 

of thet it is very desirable to plan an illustration 

Unusual budget. A sall amount of the earnings is set aside. 

Interest Then there can be pictures in every issue. 

(more) 
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BE A CAMERA FAN 
ay AN 

Ny a m "One man I know makes use of a camera of his own," 
ee Gi} said Wiman. When anything of interest happons in town he 

takes a picture of it. It is just an ordinary camera that . 
( anyone can operate, He has learned to take good pictures 

| NS and finds it invaluable. If he happens to be out for a 

oP. ies drive on Sunday afternoon he quite frequently photographs 
o the farm of some subscriber or éome other scene of inter- 

est." f 

Another way of relieving yourself of some of the detail is to 
appoint some person in your town as staff photographer for your papere 
Tell him that you want pictures of local news events, and informal pictures 

of people as well. A great deal of this work is largely a matter of habit, 
Get into the habit of using a picture for each issue of your paper. It 

doesn't necessarily have to be a large picture. /. small one column picture 
of one of your merchents or old subscribers makes a staunch friend for you 
when run in your paper. 

ADVERTISING COMES EASIER 

4 better illustrated country press will make it easier for you to 
obtain the foreign advertising vou are after, declared Wiman. You will be 
better able to compete on an equal basis with the circulation of the large 

dailies. Make the picture feature a regular part of each issue. If you 
make a conscientious effort you will find a growing enthusiasm and interest 

in vour paper, not only among your subscribers but among your advertisers 
as well. 

WISCONSIN WEEKLIES MAY PROFIT 

What Fred S, Wiman told the “ashkington editors will undoubtedly con- 
tain much of interest to Wisconsin weekly editors. His suggestions for ob= 
taining pictures seem to be excellent. But you have another valuable 
source which offers you a wide variety of choice. 

fny of the cuts used in the many bulletins ond circulars issued at 
the college ore available for reprint in the weekly papers. Editors who 
have tried them find that they reproduce well. 

ee Recently Editor Henry E. Howe of the Prairie 
ae du Chien Courier borrowed the cuts of the collego alfalfa 

eee ‘ie bulletin and reprinted the bulletin with illustrations 
ee ZZ in a series of three articles. Needless to say, those 
— 2 issues of the Courier were eagerly read by the farmers, 
Ze The irportance of alfalfa was very forcibly brought to 

their attention, 

Perhaps the best way to secure these cuts is to write for a list of 
bulletins ond circulars, Then those desired will be meiled to you froe. 
Cuts can then be selected easily by giving the number of the bulletin or cir- 

cular in which they appear and the number of the cut in the publication, 
Address Agricultural Editor, Agricultural Hall, Madison, Wisconsin 
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Maybe a Town Creed 
Will Help Your Town 

Perhaps your town needs a creed for strength and growth. Thayer, Kansas 
did. So The Thayer Kansas News has published and is working for the following creed, entitled "Helping Thayer Grow": 

I will speak a good word for every fellow business man, 
even though he be my competitor. 

I will vote at every olection, putting the future of Thayer 
ahead of my own private hour interests. 

I will not support a mail order house or buy from my own 
wholesale houses, personal articles not stocked in my store. 
Rather, I will partonize my fellow merchants as IT want cus- 
tomers to patronize mo. 

I will try to buy stock in some local industry, thus helping 
to build up payrolls and values in my home town. 

I will try to keep my store attractive, going forward each year 
in stock ond fixtures, instead of backward. . 

I will keep my lawm neat and help make my street the most 
attractive street in all Thayer. 

I will attend some church every Sunday. 

I will ever work for enlarged school facilities, 

I will give a job to every Thayer girl and boy I can employ 
to get them interested in thrift and economy. 

I will thank God my home is in old Thayer, and not Chicago or 
China. 

----Thayer Kansas (Weckly) News 

Relates Its History 

The Mt. Horeb Times is one of the wecklies to publish its own 
history in its columns as related in "Covering Rural Wisconsin Effectively". 
Editor Zintz says to his readers, "Come in and look up the towns in which 
you are interested in "Covering Rural Wisconsin Effectively." 

That's another idea. Besides following the suggestion to publish 
the history of the paper and a sketch of the industries of the town, | Editor Zintz has evolved theidea of using the directory to get subscribers 
to come to his office, Such contacts are valuable, | 

‘ ill 
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS-----= 

The Country Weekly May 
Be a Community Builder 

L y [———] HE rural community and the country weekly 
yy Uy) are inseparably connected. Y}) P y 

LY oa A rural community consists of the people 
a in a local area tributary to the center of their 

A] Le common interests. Hence, a community newspaper 
— represents both town and country folk. ao bi P y 

\ A former Wisconsin mon, C, J. Galpin, 
now in charge of Rural Life Studies of the 

"For the whole community" United States Department of Agriculture, deter- 
- Spencer Record mines the community orea by starting from the 

business center and marking on a map the farm 
homes which do most of their business at that 
center. 

While other na- 

tions found in Kenyon L. Butterfield, noted authority 
this and in that on rural life, says, 
feature much of : 

value to the news- "The core of the community idea, 
paper as a com= then - as applied to rural life - 
munity builder, is thet we must make the commun- 
America employed ity, as a unit, an entity, a thing, 
them all, improved the point of departure in oll our 

upon them, and thinking about the rural problem 
brought them to- end, in its local application, the 
gether in the direct aim of o11 organized efforts 
wonderful organ for improvement or redirection, 
that now shapes The building of real, local farm 
the destinies commnities is perhaps the main 
of each ond every taks in erecting an adequate rurel 
community in civilization. Here is the real 
the United States, goal of all rural effort, the inner 

-Louis F. Jordan kernel of a sane country life 
movement, the moving slogan of the 
campaign for rural progress that 

must be waged by the present gen- 
eration." 

' “The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” su!
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Many Wisconsin weeklies are aware of their commmnity 
relations. The Spencer Record boasts the slogan, "For the whole 
community." Another paper interested in community improvement 
is the Waterloo Courier, It is playing no small part in oon- 
ducting the drive for members in the proposed farmer-tovm com- ; 
munity building at Waterloo. Both the news and editorial columns 
are used to boost this building project which is rapidly mater- 
ializing with the aid of the Courier. 

Waupaca County Post Work Extends Throughout County 

Waupaca county, doubtless, has no rival in the United 
States in the unique ond economical method used to carry the area 
test campaign to a successful close. Much of the credit for the 
original idea must be given to Editor D. F. Burnham, of the 
Waupaca County Post. 

As early as 1916 the Editor of the Post spoke on this 
measure at agricultural meetings in school houses in various parts 
of Waupaca county, and early in 1917 had secured more than a 
third of the required signatures. The entry of the United States 
into the World War made it necessary to abandon, temporarily, 
this project, ‘ 

But Editor Burnham's paper was located at the county seat 
and he saw an opportunity to make his a county wide project. 
Consequently, in 1923 after conditions had reverted to normal 
he attended the annual meting of the Waupaca County Guernsey 
Breeders association and introduced a resolution asking the 
county board to authorize the county superintendent to use his 
clerical force to mail out two blank petitions to every teacher 
in the county with a circular letter fully describing the plan 
of making the canvas for signatures. 

It was suggested that the teacher should nppoint six 
pupils, three on each of two rival canvassing coiumittees, to 
visit the dairymen of their district in quest of signatures. 
But the campaign was not without its disparaging moments. 
Nevertheless, after the resolution had passed by a unanimous 
vote, Editor Burnham went right ohead making every effort to 
make the campaign a success, 

County Editors Cooperate to Insure Success of Campaign 

When Editor Burnham made his second request asking for an 
appropriation of $20 to be used in the purchase of pictures for 
all of those schools that would get signatures of all residents 
of the district who owned one or more cows, the appropriation 
was made conditional with the provision that the county Holstein 
association would provide a like amount. The association, how= 
ever, would not meet until two weoks later and no time could be 
lost in carrying the campaign to completion, 

" 
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Hence, a meeting of the county press association was 
called for the purpose of enlisting the nid of all of the week- 
lies in the county. Editor Burnham agreed to furnish copy 
proofs to all ten weekly newspapers. 

Several publishers offered to give free subscriptions for 
the remainder of the year to any school after its committees 
had secured signatures of 80 per cent of 11 dairymen within the 
district, Needless to say, this admirable cooperation among 
the publishers of the county proved to be the life saver of the 
campaign. When the Holstein breeders met they approved the 
appropriation, The successful foundation for the campaign had 
been laid, 

School District Plan Works Well in Other Counties 

This school district plan for securing the names of farm- 
ers proved to be a decided success in Waupaca county. It court- 
ed so much favor that Portage county later tried it with equal 
ly satisfactory results, 

Dane county, at the present time, is interested in this 
neighborhood project for the testing of its cattle. The pride 
and friendly rivalry in the neighboring districts, the wider 
study and expression of personal opinion, have an educational 
value more important than the financial saving that results 
from the use of the school district organization to put over 
this big project, declares Editor Burnham. 

Suggested Projects are Innumerable 

Such concerted action is invaluable to the improvement of | 
rural civilization. It is just such work that Kenyon L. Butter- | 
field has in mind, | 

Whether the project centers around the county or the | 
trade area of the town or the individual neighborhood remarkably | 
valueable results can usually be obtained, The power of the | 
press is as potent in this connection as in any otler. | 

I 
Even though the project may only be a small one, if it | 

is worth while, its benefits will not only help the community 
but will also, in turn, bring everlasting glory to the paper 
and its editor, A boost for a community hall, assistance in 
organizing a cow testing association, on effort to increase the 
legume acreage of the vicinity in connection with the plens of 
the county agent, and community picnics in the form of field 
days with agricultural extension workers conducting interesting 
programs are projects which will reflect their influence in later 
years. 
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THERE is an old saying that he who "teoeteth" not his own horn 
Advertise the same shall not be “tooteth"., This seems to apply equally 
Your well in the weekly field. If we do not boost our ow work, 
Paper who will? Surely, the metropolitan editor will not and the 
As metropolitan press shop will not. i 
You 
Expect Editor James L. Small had these things in mind when he de= 
Others cided that each letter leaving his office must contain as much 
To metter advertising ourselves as the postoge stamp will carry." 
Advertise 

Here is a sample of what Editor Small sends out: 

THESE THINGS 
REALLY HAPPENED 

A CIRCULAR LELTER composed by the local agent of a big company 
and printed in our office, was afterwards distributed among the company's 
other agents in this territory. It also came to the attention of one of 
the managers, who forwarded a copy of it to headquarters for possible 
use in one of the company's publications. 

AN AD written, set up in the Chief Office and appearing in its 
Easter issue, so struck a visiting representative of the firm whose foods 
it advertised that he asked for a typed copy of it to show to the others, 

AN EDITORIAL in the Chief of March 18th, 1926, on the free chest 
clinic was characterized by a member of the medical staff of the Wiscon- 
sin Anti-Tuberculosis Association as "splendid", and he went on to say: 
"I have passed it on to our publicity department as a model for them to 
use in their work." 

THE CAMPUS SKYLARKS who furnished the music for our Easter ball 
here in IMukwonago, who hold forth at the Hotel Antlers in Milwaukee and 

j who are known as the boys from WKAF", were so impressed by the posters 
. } announcing the dance, which were put out by the Chief job plant, that 

| they asked for a couple of them to take back with them to Milwaukeo. 

These are not fairy tales = they are leaves taken right out of | 
| the book of our daily oxperience. They will help to show you what we 
} aro trying to do and how far our efforts are successful: (1) Along | 
} advertising lines; (2) In providing Mukwonago and the surrounding coun- ) 
try with a newspaper to which it my point with pride; (3) In turning | 
out job work at as low a price as is consistent with increased cost | 
of production and proper workmanship. | 

| 
We thank you for your attention and we ask your continued | 

| petronage and co-operation, | ! 
| 

Sincerely Yours, 

THE MUKWONAGO CHIEF 
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THE Prairie du Chien Courier which, according to its own 
Occasional slogan, Covers Crawford County Like the Sunshine, developed 

ao novel plan last winter of increasing its advertising in- 
Complete come with the opportunity of introducing itself to a large ; 

number of new readers without any increase in circulation 
Coverage expense, 

Of the Editor H., E. Howe and Son, who publish the Prairie du Chien 
Courier, doubled the reguler rate of the paper from 25¢ per 

Trade column inch to 50¢. They, in turn, guaranteed a complete 
coverage of Prairie du Chien's trade territory, mailing 4,000 

Area copies to the box numbers on all the rural routes in Crawford 
and northwest Grant county. 

Has 

The publishers report that the expense involved in producing 
Its these 4,000 copies amounted to $285, at the job work rate. 

"While we are probably $25 short our estimated price, the 
Advantages profit is well invested as a sample copy proposition, ond 

as the merchants are hichly pleased with the results of 
their sales, it, all in all, is a splendid proposition. 

Each edvortiser is given a little card with his advertisement 
pasted on the lower part and two to four additional blanks 

that he may place the name of the articles on the card or 
use them in the windows end about the store, "The idea of 
using this card", says Editor Howe, "is to draw the atten- 
tion of the people quickly to the stores that advertise 
and head off the 'smartaleck! who figures to cash in on the 
other fellows investment in advertising by merely making | 
a window display with prices marked on the articles," | 

\ 

He adds, "This is an important feature and has made a hit 
with our advertisers in all lines of merchandising." | 

| 
| 
1 

| 
| 

THE Weunokee Tribune and the Fort Atkinson Democrat are at 
Two present engared in an extensive circulation drive. The 

Tribune contest is solely for boys while the Democrat con- 
Papers test is more extensive and carrics a large sedan as a first 

prize. Many awards are offered in both contests, 
Stage 

Unlike ordinary subscription contests, Editor Shmied 
Circulation announces that the Democrat contest will run for only six’ 

and one-"alf weeks. This feature undoubtedly is a great 
Contests adventage for it does not allow the interest to lag. | 

| 

| 
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These Sheets, published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper | 

| are Issued by the Department of Agios Larus. a lg Witenes CG | 
Agriculture in co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 

Volume 4 June 14, 1926 Number 24 

ep News of the Surrounding Community 

fo Comes In Through the Country 
fo Correspondent 

J The country news- \ 
f paper is peculiarly \ nee ra re 

f a home institution, It 
goes into the majority of \ xpressions of Editor W. A. Hume, 
homes in the community \ of the Chilton Times, give in an 
where, unlike its big broth- | exact and concise way his opinions con- 
er, it is read by every mem- cerning the value and importance of the 
ber of the family with on county correspondent, They tell a big 
interest equalled only by storye 

personal contact with { 

the individuals figur- Agreeing with Editor Hume, W. P. 
ing in its weekly Kirkwood, of the division of publica- 

. budget of news. tions, University of Minnesota, says, 
"The country weekly newspaper of 
today differs in two important 
respects from the country weekly 

The fact that inocule-} of o few years ago. It concentrates 

tion of legume seed has on local news, the news of its own 
given exceptional results community. The socond difference 
on the farm of a neighbor, lies in a broader concept of the 

John Jones, enlivens the terms "locel" and "commnity." 
reader more than does the In short, the country weekly has 
latest from the Court of both narrowed and broadened its 
St. James, that the Prince } field; it has given up, in a large 
of Wales has adopted a measure, the field universal, but 

white bow tie with a black J has extended its local field. 
edge for formal evening 
wear. "These changes have been the cause 

of a vast improvement in the coun- 
try weekly and of a tremendous in- 

Ce)” orease in ite tnfluence. It hag 

The country newspaper does not fulfill its 
mission unless it covers every section of the coun- 
ty. the small cross-road neighborhood, as well as 
the villages and large centers. This can be done 
only by securing the services of someone who knows 

what legitimate news is and who is capable of writ- 
ing for the common interest of the paper and the 

community. 
We Ae Hume - Chilton Times. 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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SATLOR COUNTY GTARIEET, EEDTOER wm ‘ 

N= ways of boosting 
various features of the 7 { 

weekly paper have been worlk- > eee x % 4 a Bree o ceothsoey =the ‘tera | | ery Mant dd ee Ese 
Star-News and The Wr.lowrth Is A Live News areas oe aa Times. Story To Some- ee Se 

This want-cd advertise- sete 
ment is quite largely respon- fee avinai oa tank a 
sible for tho lrrge poge of A reetecin TRBUTE TH “SLUNG REWE", 

| want ads which appecrs in the OF CRLATER IMPORTANCE TO SOMA tat Gano 
| Star-News repulorly. Editor apdptbe ory on ri = 

Conrad finds that, ot one ' oN 
cent a word, this page ig a se, 
very good source of come, Fs ‘That's ced of a resume 

r ‘ why The Star-News Want 
Advertisers, too find AR ay Column is the most thor- 

that the Star-News has pull- ty io _— Weekly News- 
ing power. fs n rosult, ads 4 ye LAS “ fat Column in the 

selling everything from a 7 +s 
hatching eggs to form equip- ee on 
ment nppear on this pare 4 yo~ ’] 
regulsorly. ‘\: 

Editor Conrad has been 
eble to build up this large, USE THE STAR-NEWS 
wont ad pege becouse his Medford, Wis. 
paper circulates quite gen- PHONE 262 Rm Phone, W. H. Geared 3119 
erally in Taylor county. 
Other county seat publishors 
may find hore a source of 

income which has not received 

adequate attention, 

Many weeklies editors who devote some Postmaster: If not delivered to party addressed 
space toward the promotion of the want seinen fe Funiehes: Fetinge searanteed 
ad department find that it pays well. = 
Subscribers, too, in many cascs, heve THE Sy} 
found that it pays to watch tho want ad rn 
columns for bergeins. It is a mtucl ben- WALWORTH “Sr 
efit departmort. = 

TI : 
The illustration appearing at the MES = 

bottom of the page is printed on tho wrapper 
of the Walworth oe Editor ixeCay Che | PINOON AT WALWORTH, Wisconenae 
phasizes the quality of the paper through SE eee ete ee peeve 
the prize ribbons cach weck when the sub- _— ee ae 09 the 
seriber receives his pzper. Ths value of | pers. of: She: Walworth Times 
such advertising accumulates with the Seeman Sec eae p aeey eaaeseaan ce ae See 
passing yoars,. 
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found out its readers! desire and has learned how to met it", 

Most Important Of 411 

Is News of Home Community 

Editor Hume believes that the mission of the country weekly is 
to furnish its readers, first with the importont news of the nation, 
second that of the state, and most importent of all, the news of the 
community in which its readers live. In order to do this, he points out 
the necessity of a well developed country correspondence. 

Country correspondence is a benefit to the subscribers of the 
paper for it brings to them the general local news in each small neigh- 

borhood, much of which would be lost if the editor were expected to 
gother it. Editor Hume asserts that it is also a benefit in the way 
of securing new subscribers in localities where there nre news corres- 
pondents, 11 of the neighbors are enxious to see what the local 

correspondent has written concerning them. ; 

ee 

Need To Be Careful f 
In Selecting Correspondents 

_—_—_—_—$———$—————————______________F a | 

In order to secure rural locel news of o desirable type some | 
special training is usually necessary, Frequently, the editor can pass 
on tips to the correspondent ond then, through writing hints, the 
correspondent develops the ability to garner news from possip and pree 

sent it interestingly. 

The Times has had little trouble in keeping on its staff a corps 
of very good correspondents, declares Editor Hume. He says, "He is proud 
of them and challenges any country newspaper in the stato to match them". 
Among them are school teachers, professional men graduates from common 
schools and high schools and still others who have had very little school 

training, but who, nevertheless, have a nose for news and who do very rye 

well, with some re-editing in our office." 

= 

Kirkwood Outlines Plan 
| To Cover the Territory Adequately 

———————— SEE 

Rather than to run chances on the results of the country corres- 
pondents activities, Mr. Kirkwood believes it wise to initiate a special 

service for the country correspondent. He points out that the building 
up of an efficient staff is fundamental. For the beginning plan, he 
suggests the following: Take a map of the region and outline thereon the 

area properly claimable as the paper's commnity,. 
Indicate on the map the centers oat which the correspondents should 

‘ be active. Count the number. ' 
Decide what column rate can be afforded for news not being ofraid I 

to make it high enough to command good service, remembering that “all the } 
news thet's fit to print" is the only basis of highest successe i 

uly
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Prepare a booklet of instructions and rules of style. 
Moke up packages of supplies, including one of booklets, and a 

list of subscribers in each possible correspondents territory. 
Then get into your Rolls-Rough, with o full tank of gas-tax 

paid - and start out, 

Visit faithful readers in the different centers and solicit 
their aid in finding the right person in each cose, 

——————————ee 

Correspondent Items Give 
Editor Good Story Tips 

Mr. Kirkwood believes that style and the preparation of copy, 
important as they may be, are less important than the development of a 

keen news sense. To accomplish this, he suggests that every corres= 
pondent's contribution be scanned for "germs" of good stories. 

When a tip for a good story has been found, the reporter is 

usually called and told to secure more facts concerning the matter. 
After the story has been written, it is given adequate space and a good 
position on the front page. Here is a real opportunity to secure agri- 
cultural news and to have it written with the agricultural viewpoint. 

To further stimulate correspondents in the production of food agricul- 
tural stories modest prizes may be offered, suggest Mr. Kirkwood, 

SSE 

An Occasional Get-Together 
Helps To Secure a Unified Spirit 

ES 

Meny editors who have numerous country correspondents bring them 
into the office occasionally to give them a whirl at copy-reading and the 
practical facing of editorial problems. This opportunity to face the 
editors problems often gives the correspondent a better understanding of 
the office needs, Such contacts count for a great deal, 

Still other publishers hold picnics for their news gatherers and 
correspondents. All such efforts serve to bring about a feeling of 
common interest. 

aaaa>aeaNea@qaq@vEqEqPUOB@YQEDYBBNRQQ@T[VP@[{]][{][[]™—X—“—X"— 

Better Pay of the Correspondents 
Will Return in News, Advertising,and Circulation 
—=—lllllIlul Ill — LL — L[—S========= 

Mr, Kirkwood feels that the best methods will not work well unless 
the incentive is strong. Stationery and free copies of the paper are not 
enough to produce the best service. In this connection he says, "Those 

| who pay differ as the proper amount to pay. One dollar a colum is little 
| enough, If o publisher received fifteen letters, each a half colum, 

: every week, paying $1.00 a column, his weekly correspondence bill would | 
amount to only $7.50 - a small sum, indeed, to pay for local news, the 
supreme factor in country newspaper making. Payment for copy might well 

be supplemented also, by commission on new subscriptions and on advertising, 
| 

fe re 
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These Sheets, published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, 

are Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of 
Agriculture in co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 

Volume 4 June 21, 1926 Number 25 

GOOD ADVERTISING----------= 

The man who uses the newspapers tells his story 
quickly and directly to a11 the people in the L) 
territory covered by the circulation of these 

| papers. In your ads be straightforward - be hs 
sensible! The attempt to use clever witticisms ' 

6 in ads has done more to ruin advertising than 5) 
any other factor. Don't be sensational, Tell 
the simple unvarnished truth about your product. 

Poor goods cannot be sold by sensational adver- ‘ 
tising. - A. H. Deute, Borden Company 

| The CONVINCE THE DOUBTERS | 

Good 

WHAT this sales manager says about the news- 
Ad paper advertising field, as a whole, may also 

be directly applied to the weekly field. 
Is the Country merchants are discovering that adver- 

tisements carried consistently in the home 
Truth town weekly paper, pays big returns, 

Well If Mr. Deute's remarks on the type of advertis- 
ing apply anywhere they certainly apply in the 

Told weekly press. The small town merchant cannot 
use the publishers cut service to advantage. 

When these cuts are used in connection with ads that are well sct and 

convey a real message concorning bargains then the ad is most effective. 

The housewife is interested in bargains. They 
must be to tho ad in the woekly paper what the art work and illustrations 
are to an ad in a national magazine. They mst gain the readers atten- 
tion. 

In scanning tho press of ‘the country one finds 
considerable originality displayed by merchants. M. Murray, hardwaro 
dealer of Honesdale, Pennsylvania has worked out an effective way of 
presenting his advertisements. 

The od resembles a small newspnper, and carries 
the head, "EVERYTHING FOR THE FARM.NEWS", } 

Publishod by MURRAY COMPANY, Honesdale, Pa, 

| 
“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 
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The titlo is lettered on a drawing of o farm scone. Below 

this appears what resembles the newspaper content. Thore is a 

feature, "Springtime Is Moore Paint Time", In it the company dis~ 

cusses the value of paint and then suggests that the reader telophone 

for more information. 

Similar items are run concerning fertilizers, seod corn, shingles : 

and implements. Jokes are used to introduco a point. Names Of pure 

chasers ond the wares they purchase are also published. 

At the bottom of the ad the advertiser has another scene, this 

one being of his store with the lettering, "MURRAY COMPANY, Everything 

for the Farm, Honesdele, Pa. 

Mr. Murray reports that the ad is very effective and recommends 

it to the merchant in the average small tovm. Perhaps somo merchant 

who has been hard to sell on the value of advertising will foll for 

this idea. It is, bound to attract attention and may win for you a 

steady advertiser. 

White In reply to our pink shect questionarie sent out 

Reports early in the year to learn of new advertising sales 

Successful methods originated by the editors, we received an inter~- 

Advertising esting roply from J. Lewis White, publisher of the Water~ 

Campaign loo Courier. He reports, "We hope - expect - to in- 
crease locel advertising because of one big victory in 

1925. We have won over our biggest merchant from circular and magazine 

advertising to entire Courier space, and he's doing o bigger business 

because of it and at smaller cost. Merchants here were accustomed to 

sending out circulars before we came, becnuse of two rather indifferent 

papers. We are also getting folks educated, more, to read the adver= 

tising. That holps." 

In order to convince this merchant White relates how he employed 

two well known local ladies to canvass the readers of tho town to ob- : 

tain their opinion concerning advertising. Such a large percentage of 

the readers expressed their preference for special bergein ads that 

this item alone was convincing, 

An equally lerge per cent seid thet they raroly read the store 

magazine, and that after it had been read once it was rarely referred 

to ogain later in the month. The merchant was then convinced that White 

was right when he seid that it was better to reach the reader every week 

with a timely message and special bargains to attract him to the storo 

than to reach ham only once a month. Now his records that White was right. 

Editors may wonder why White considers this an important victory. 

When one considers that this is the largest merchant in the town White's 

psychology is easily understood. Other merchants are already beginning 

to follow this merchant's example. 
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Other An Illinois editor points out the advantogo of getting 
Stunts your home town morchants to cooporate with each other 
Are by putting on dollar davs, spring ond fall openings, cloar- 

of ance sales and the like. He believes such things will 
Value greatly hasten the day when both you and the merchont will % 

be able tocash in on your wide trade frontiers. 

"Once they understand that your fight is their fight, coopera- 
tion will follow os o matter of course", says this editor, This is 
quite like the experience of many Badger editors. Only recently a 
baker in a small towm moved to a new location in the town. He remodel- 
ed the store which ho purchased and then hnd ao special opening. The 
preceding issue of the weckly carried a page of advertising, Other 
town merchants congratulated the baker on his new place of businesses 

This type of advortising is froquently secon in the city press 
but not o11 small tovm publishers have adopted this plan. Its possi- 
bilities scem to bo unlimited, 

The Home Town Paper 

When the evenin? meal is over an! the dishes put away, 
An' you settle down to store your mind with hapon's 

of the day, 
Comes a peaceful feclin' ofcr you, brushing from your 

face a frown 
As you scan the weekly paper from your ol* home town. 

It tells you cll about who's sick ant those who come 7 

and go, 
Likewise the coming vendue at the farm of Jnbez Stowe, 4 

The burning of the cider mill belonging to Hub Brown 

Get's a write-up in the paper from your ol' home town. 

There ain't oan entertainment or ec meetint where they pray, 

But what I know about it though I'm living far away. 
If the chicken poxs is ragin' or the mumps is goin! rount 
I persue it in the paper from the ol* home town. ~ 

I road the mornin! pepers and the evenin' papers, too, 

Ant I sometimes pick a novel up an’ sorter skip it 

through; 
But when I want somo pabulum, which nowhere olse is foun! 
I unrap tho little pepor from my ol home town, 

They say our good and bad deeds are recorded up on high, 
So that God can classify us when it comes our time to dic 

If that be true, I know o man who's going to wear & crown - 

He's the gent who runs the paper in my ol! home town. 
- John Kelly (Chicago Tribuno ) 
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Advertising Keops Business Home 

DITOR William S,. Gilpin takes the Osseo people to task in 
a recent issue of The Ossco Nows. Osseo merchants scem to : 
be suffering from peddlcr ond mail order competition. We hate 
to venture a reason, but after a careful cxamnination of a 

recent issue we are inclined to do so even at the risk of being con- 
sored, The merchants seem to do too little advertising in their 
local paper. 

Editor Gilpin probably has spent considernble effort driving é 
this message home to the merchants of Osseo. Merchants in other towns 

who have been confronted with similar situations have faced them 7 
squarely and met them through advertising. Of course, the editor mst 
first gain the confidence of the merchants so that they understand 
that their problem is his problem, Then the battle is half won, re- 
port Badger editors who have faced similar situations. 

One tire dealer recently ran a large ad in his country weekly 
quoting the price on mail order tire and then listing the price of 

his tires below them to show that his prices on tires were actually 
lower than those of the mail order houses. This is a most effective 
way of meeting tho competition, he reports. . 

We believe that merchants will appreciate such tips from the 
editor. Then a co-operative attempt to swing business to the merchant 
will result, and both the advertiser and the publisher will profit by it. 

What One National Advertiser Reports 

ORTY ads were sent out to weekly papers by an advertising re- 
presentative of a city manufscturer, Two weeks oftor the ads 
had been sent out it was necessary to write sixteen of the papers 
asking them if the copy had been received, Sixteon had sent 

checking copies and no invoice. lone of the forty papers acknowledged 
the receipt of the advertisement. Thirty days after the ad went out 
each paper received its check. 

The business service given by these papers was so utterly un- 
satisfactory to the solicitor, thet he guve it up in disgust. There 

is a mighty morel to that story. 
- The Ohio Newspaper. 
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Extras ond Special Sections 
Although Novelties In 

The Country Press 
May Be Issued 

Sometimes 

ust after the last issue of The Reedsburg Times had been 
printed the news came in that the buildings on o nearby farm 
had cought fire, The entire staff of the Times, editorial 

= | and printing, hopped into the publishers car ond motored out 
EXTRA] to view the flames. Upon their return to the office they 
(ieee set to work getting out an extra to insert in the weeks edi- 
sets tion which had not yet been mailed. 

= >~* S| | About three hours of "beavty sleep" were Jost in the venture 
= _~ ~~ | declares publisher Ninmen, but the proportions of the fire 

were so great thet the members of the staff decided that the 

extra was due Times Renders. 

Directs Attention to Country 

It is interesting, indeed, that this effort of The Reedsburg 
Times should have centered around a country fire. Perhaps, it 
emphasizes the fire hazard in the country. The Reedsburg fire 
department did not respond to the call, for the council had 
given orders that the fire department was not to give service 
outside of the city limits. Publisher Ninman's publicity of 
this rule may help the farmers around Reedsburg to secure some 
assistance from the city fire department. 

Another interesting feature brought out by this extra is the 
effort the publisher may make toward securing some protection 
for farmers. Fire departments in many small town do respond 
to calls from farm fires. Some sort of co-operntive sgreenent 
is usually possible between the towm and country folks, The 
publishers, of course, representing both town and country 
interests, as he does, has the best opportunity to bring the 

conditions to public light. 

Issues Special Automotive Section 

or the same issue publisher Ninman hed prepared an nutomotive 

section insert, printed on green paper to comand attention. 
Garages, tire dealers, and implement dealers advertised liber- 

ally. 

in tad In the reading columns the Times printed sutomobile news and 
rej=! information concerning power farming. All of the type was sot 

‘@Q=6 in the office, the pnper consisting of eight pages. As on adver- 

“| tising medium it was certninly cffective,. 

&?
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SATISFACTION COMES IN SERVING ‘ 

The Weekly Deals 
i tsacismarsammatenmil In SERVICE** 

McConnelsville, Ohio. i 
This encournging 

Fellow Publishers: message wns presented to 
: | the editors of Ohio at 

Much of the best blood of the small ao meeting of the state 
town has been drained by the cities, and ! press association. Be- 
never before were the rural sections in | cause of the breadth of 
greater need of leadership. vision shown we are pre- 

| senting this message to 

: i Wisconsin oditors, for 
This leadership is our brithright - | Ejitor Motson assures 

but it is a conditional grant of powor | Build Wisconsin that the 
which only the editoriel will make cffec-|| probloms of the wockly 
tivo. } are quito similar ro- 

| gardless of where they 
; ore publishod. 

Our opportunity for service is un- | 
limited. Most of us own our own publica- 
tion end like the Norseman, "Call no man Editor Matsonts 
Master". Weekly Horald received 

first prize at the Ohio 
Newspaper Show for being 

We have no personal axe to grind, an allearound good nows- 
no interest to subserve, higher than the paper. His cditorial do- 
public good. Let us assert our peroga- partment was considered 
tive of leadership more vigorously. especially good, 

This Ohio editor 
Let us command the respect and pres- has other interesting 

tige that comes only through the editorial] views regarding the value 
colum,. Let us remember that this colum of the editorial colums. 
is the heart and soul of the paper - and He says, "The paper with- 
a not very inspiring reflection, if, when out them becomes a mere 
help up the mirror of public opinion, handbill with sufficient 
only the image of canned editorials news to carry the adver- 
appears. tising, and possesses no 

more of character, no | 
We Ds Matson, Editor _....- 

The Weekly Horald <a 
a Ms = ee , 
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more of personality, no more of individuality than the handbill." 

Washington Editor Agrees 
With Ohio Editor p 

Like Editor Matson, J. li. Stoddard, editor of the Waterville Wash- 

ington Empire~Press, believes that the country press has a great respon- 
sibility. Service is the keynote of his message. Keeping up the commnity 
morale is one of the duties of the country press, and it has wonderful 
possibilities, declares this editor. It means live advertising as well as 
live news matter. Here is where the merchant ond the editor mst show 

real cooperation. 

If properly worked out, both community and merchant will be wonder- 

fully helped, asserts Mr. Stoddard. 

Have Ideal Country Weekly 

Only With Ideal Editorial Page 

The paper's ability to serve can be measured in terms of its edi- 
torial page. "I do not believe we can have the Ideal Country Weekly with- 
out the ideal editorial page", says Mr. Stoddard. 

He believes that, "this page must have the "punch? that will make 
the reader think straight on his community, state and nation, The great- 
est challenge that was ever put up to a body of men is our responsibility 
to see that representative government is properly interpreted to our read- 
ers. We mst stand for the things that are economically sound and in 

keeping with progress in all lines of endeavor." 

Only The Wide Awake Editor 
Can Fully Serve His Commnity 

| We mst not allow ourselves to get into a rut, for if we do there 

is danger of getting cross ways in the road, avers Mr. Stoddard. 

In these days of "findtem, skintem, and forgettom", "lovetem" ond 
leavetom", free circulation and Ford transportation, the editor who thinks 
he can bury himself in his little old sanctum sanctorum and let the rest 

of the world go by, is not going to bring to his community the service 

and enthusiasm that will be demanded. 

In this connection Mr. Stoddard likes to quote the words of Edgar 

A. Guest: 

re,
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"Perhaps the victory shall not como to mo, 
Perhaps I shall not reach the goal I seck, 

It may be at the last I shall be weak, 
And falter as the promised land I sec, 

Yet I mst try for it and strive to be : 
All that a conqueror is. 

On to the Peak mst be my call - This way lies Victoryi" 

Agriculture Offers 
Many Editorial Subjects 

The’ many agricultural interests that surround the weckly, are apt 
subjects for editorials. “It is our experience" says Editor Matson, "that, 
on an average, in a community as small as ours, not more than two local 

topics worthy of editorial treatment break each week. Roads, taxes, schools, 
projects backed by the Farm Bureau and agriculturel interests, and reason- 
able proposals for civic betterment, usually supply the subject matter." 

The editor, through his contacts with the agricultural commnity, 
can sense the agricultural needs and point to them through his editorials. 

Like Editor Matson, practically every weekly editor is confronted 
with the road problem in his territory. To show what power the editorial 
has, this Ohio editor relates of his experiences in testing the power 
of the editorials in his paper. Morgan county roads are hilly. There are 
1000 miles of roads, 15,000 people, and a taxing duplicate of $18,000,000. 

With the county already bonded to the limit and its income added 

to state aid, only capable of paying for one or two miles of high priced 
road each year, the case looked hopeless, declares Editor ifatson. The 
Weekly Herald then began editorially to advocate gravel and limestone road, 
taking the position that it was either cheap road or no road, Although 
opposed by the State Highway Commission at first, Morgan county people be- 
came interested and today Morgan county has good gravel and limestone roads. 

Canned Editorials 
Have Little Value 

"Why do small personals or canned editorials so frequently appear 
in the editorial colwm of the woekly paper?", asks Editor ifatson. From 
his own experience, knowing that the editorial requires time and preparation, 

time and thought in writing, he understands the reason. Time is the most 
precious commodity of the small print shop. If, however, subjects worthy 
of editorial comment are noted during the week, the editorials can be 
written on Friday and Saturday during the lull which follows after the paper 
goes to press, concludes Mr. Matson. 
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Community and Farm Stories 
Occupy Front Page In 

Weekly Press | 

ISCONSIN weekly editors are to be commended for the splen- | 

did attention given to the commmnity and the farm field. | 

An ever increasing number of weeklies are running agricul- 

tural material on the front page of the paper. 

Farm picnics, cattle sales, tuberculin testing, improvements | 

in farm buildings are given space with the other feature material. 

This recognition of agriculture is bound to help in the improvemont ' 

of agriculture. 

The Glenwood City Tribune tells of the big celebration which 

the Dunn County dairymen planned in celebration of the completion 

of the area test in Dunn county. 

Over in Juneeu county the Necedah Republican is assisting 

the farmers in promoting the test in that county. Its influence, \| 

will undoubtedly help Juneau county in its aroa test for tuber- 

culosis. : | 

Polk County Agriculture Booms | 

One of the outstanding weeklies promoting the agriculture of 

its community is The Frederick Star. Editor Oleson published a | 

complete story of the annual creamery meet at Frederick. Nearly 

200 people attended the meeting at which a representative of 

| the Minnesota Cooperative Creamery Association spoke. This, per- 

| haps, is one of the most effective ways to spread the gospel of 

cooperation among the farmers and the community. 

Besides this story, other articles of a similar issue appeared 

in the same issue of the Star. A car of dairy stock was’sold to 

Minnesota buyers and this was told in a three line head. A calf 

club to be organized was discussed at length, The Frederick Booster 

Club, too, received considerable space. 

Amount of Space Increasing Rapidly 

Weekly editors understand that the prosperity of the whole | 

community is determined more or less by tho general farm prosperity. | 

Accordingly, events of a particular farm nature are utilized by 

the editor as a means of interesting the whole farming population | 

in agricultural matters. : 

The Dunn County News boosted Dunn county's big dairymen's | 

Picnic, also the picnic of the Elk Mound Cooperative Creamery Com= | 

pany. Editors understand that by promoting a mutual feeling among | 

the farmers progress can be made mch more repidly. As such a 

medium, picnics appear to be unexcelled. | 

ee 
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_ —— onthe Country Weekly 
| it ii i ' OUNTRY NEWSPAPERING con, when analyzed, be divided 
pyr Ii: ae i into four clearly defined branches. These are (1) 

Heat | the reportorial field, (2) editorial, (3) advertising 

{' —, and (4) circulation. The editor's ability to perform 

Se — 77 the duties of these departments and yet keep each in 

} = el its proper proportion mey be a geuge by which the paper's 

el aE, success is measured. The relation that exists betwoen these 

four branches is unusually intimate. They are parts of the 

whole and can not be separated from each other. 

One of these divisions, circulation, has beon rather fully 

studied by L. L. Longsdorf, student in farm jourralism at the Wiscon- 

gin College of Agriculture. Longsdorf has exrmined and compared some 

of the plans and methods that have been successfully used throughout 

America in circulation building. His inquiry will be issued in the 

next several issues of BUILD WISCONSIN. There may be practicel applica- 

tions for Badger editors in this discussion. 

In this first installment, Longsdorf, by pointing out that 

the country weekly's field extends into the rural commnity, subston- 

tiates on idea that has become a fundamental principle in the work of 

many Wisconsin editors. 

inca teen 

(1) The Weekly HE YEEKLY newspaper is the community's 

Serves the Entire loudest speaker. Each woek it broadcasts 

Rural Commnity to folks of the home town and to the 

formers of the open country. 

In the workshop of the commnity, the nowspapor foes by the 

lable of "Community Builder", As a commnity institution, it mey renk 

with the school and the church, It is universally accopted, in the 

town ond the country and by all classes of people, as the of ficial 

mouthpiece of the tocality. 

The importance of the weekly as a community service agent 

seems to depend to a large extent upon the source and amount of local 

news thet it serves to its readers each weck. To be succossful and 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” J » |
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to win its way into the local hones, it must cover adequately and | 

report the happenings of the community. The boundaries of tho 

commnity, as tho oditor knows, do not stop with the town and 

villoge limits. It poncotrates for out into tho farm districts, 

, in fact, it often roaches as far as 10 and ; 

aon S 20 miles beyond the town's city hall. 
*° = igo 

i 

KATHE “ os ae \_- hen the smo.1l1 town nowspapor 

. enn eee \ reaches the homes of its subscribers, it be- 

\ Persone \ ee | ¢ comes universal recdirg matter for the ontire 

\ ee ' Pay _° family. Other types of reading that tho 

= = de . country homo receives must wait its turn for 

eer a tho attontion of the family - the woekly cores 

| wo first. Tho local news of the succossful 

ae \— > wockly paper has for its background tho noigh-. 

2 cae bors and tho home scenes and it is only 
YBN e naturnl thot the entire family should eager- 

ae a ly road of themselves and their hores. 

A at Influcnce of Worthy Leadership 

oo The influence of the weekly peper is 

often reflected through its editorial colums. 

In this section, the enterprising cditor speaks outright to his | 

clients ond friends. It is only in this space tnet ho kas, accord 

ing to the rules of modern newspapering, the license to present his 

personal views on public matters. 

The custom of permitting opinion and bias to permeate the 

news colums is rapidly becoming a practice of the prst. Tho forward- 

minded editor now relegates personal taste to the editorial page. 

Tho influence that the oditor oxorts on the community do- 

pends to o.large extent on his charactor, views and progrossivencss. 

If he is enterprising and can win tho confidence of his rondors by 

writing well-founded and carofully-thought-out editorials, he may 

be the greatest single force in the building of the ontire community. 

Builds and Maintains Business 

Like other institutions of the cormunity, the weckly news- 

paper, itself a symbol of prosperity, makes ond dovelopes busincss. 

In every issue of the successful country paper, there are 

columns of advertising, both display and clossificd. Thot theso ro- 

flect, in a way, the business condition of the territory is only 

too well known to the country editor. It is through these advortis~ 

ing sections that the opportunities offered by local business is 

kept before community's eyes. 

That the readers of the country press are buyers of noarly 

“everything under the sun" is appreciated by only some of the large 

i dca Ra a Ma a a
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manufacturers. The advertising programs of only a few of the success- 

ful business firms call for frequent insertions in the wockly news- 

papers. It seoms that the value of the country paper as on advortis- 

ing medium has only been touched and it will not be surprising if f 

during the next few years, business senses and nvails itsclf of its 

unrivalled advertising possibilitics. 

Next week, the sccond urticle of this serics 
will point out that the circulation of the weekly 
newspaper often depends on the service it renders. 

You, no doubt, will want to save this serios. 
They become more interesting as they proceed. 

"SIGNED EDITORIAL FOR 
COMIUNITY NEWSPAPERS 

vis a six cylinder cormnity", 

is the pertinent question raised by J. H. Kolb, rurel life specialist 

at the Wisconsin College of Agriculture. The following ccitorial points 

» out that the Badger commnity is expanding. It can be used in tho 

following form in your editorial columns. 

| TUAW sins the ht mn LL GLOW LTE | 

With a motor vehicle for every 5.8 porsons in the United 

States in 1925, there is no question but that this is on age of cars 

and cylinders with mich and rapid travel. 

Different periods have had different emphasis. For oxcmple, 

during the sottlement and pioneering days the emphasis was expansion, 

conquering a new territory, pushing the covered wagon farther and 

farther westward. 

Then there was the period when the free land had been about 

exhausted ond the emphasis became one of more intensive development 

of the territory already settled, In this period the groot physical 

and biological sciences having to do with plant and animal production 

came for major contributions. In Wisconsin the names of Henry, Babcock, 

Russell, Moore and other will olways be associoted with this groot 

period, Their contributions havo been great, and they aro not at an end. 

This emphasis must go on and become perfected and expanded for it lies 

at the foundation of modern ogriculture. 

| 
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: But there is anothor emphasis which seems to be recognized 

on every hand. It is somotimes cclled the organization emphrsis 

where the great cconomic and social relations of farring como in for 

their share of attention. 

It is quite necessary to suggest that this organization 

emphasis of the day is on © scale mich larger then the old country 

neighborhood of the settlement days. At that tire much of economic 

and social life was within the neighborhood boundaries, centering in 

such institutions as the church, tho school, the store. ‘tho liniting 

factors were the horse and tho ronds. But all this is changed. 

There may be no agrecment as to what the limiting foctor 

really is at present, but it is probebly tho man hirsclf. But in cny 

case, agriculture in its cconomic and social iifo is widened out to 

.a larger commnity basis. This community is not confined to country 

neighborhoods, but is expanded to teke in both country cnd town. 

The farmer's goto continues to swing open on roads but 

/ the good roads lead to tom, This farmer ond his fenily are dependent 

upon this town for many of the goods and sorvices, he cennot find on 

his farm, nor in his old noighborhood settlement, such as flour, fucl, 

clothing, doctor, high school teacher, or recreation. On tho other 

hand this town is directly dependent upon its rural community for the 

supply of new wealth which is to be poured into the channels of trade 

ond cormerce. - J. H. Kolb. 

ee 

COUNTY EDITORS PERFECT 
DISTRICT ASSOCIATION 

DITORS AND publishers of Prico and ishlond countics havo 

organized the Price-/.shlond Countics Press hLssociation, the’ 

a final perfecting of plans taking place at Park Falls, June 

20. 

eae | 
Tho organization meeting was attended by George Sackett, of 

tho PHILLIPS TIMES; George Foster, PHILLIPS BEE; F. A. Kromoer, UPFER 

WISCONSIN FARMER; Natt Hart, BUTTERNUT BULLETIN and GLIDDEN ENTERPRISE; 

Ire Kenyon, MELLEN: RECORD, R. E. Smith, PARK FALLS INDEPENDENT; and 

J. Le McGregor and M. D. Hinshaw of the PARK FALLS HERALD. 

Officers, who will guide Wisconsin's youngest press family, 

are George Sackett, president; J. C. Chapple, Jr., vice-president; 

‘M. D. Hinshaw, secretary end treasurer. Bosides these officers, the 

board of directors is composed of Matt Hart and Ira Kenyon. 

The next meeting of the association will be held July ll. 

The committee on rules ond laws will submit by-laws for the association 

at that time. 

ii 45 |
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Slm@cog. ATIARL Pagel MsaIe | 
GSIACULATION BUILDING | 

onthe Country Weekly 

«3 z f F THE READER has the priviloge of 

The Weekly's judging the worth and value of a 

Circulation Often publication, be it the country week= 

Depends on Service ly or the metropolitan magazine, he 

, ; sonds his vote to the circulation ' | 

or business monagor. His decision is reflectod throvgh the circula- 

tion figures. 

Of the many fundamentals in country newspapering, circulation 

is probably the most indisponsible. the profitableness ond the influ- 

ence of the weekly enterprise is often in direct ratio to the circulo- 

tion of the paper. Besides detormining the valuoc of advertising, 

circulation is the finel mark by which tho cost of advertising is 

figured, Thus it is only natural that newspopers strain and edge in 

their attempts to garner the clusive circulotion. 

The average Wisconsin weekly has a circulation slightly ox- 

cecding the 1,000-mark. This varies from the extreme figures of 5,000 

to 400. Some of the state's most influentiol journals have around 

1,500 subscribers. ; 

Reader Appeal Vory Necessary 

The first, and in fact the only, cost of circulation is service. 

In other words, the enterprising editor first to prepare an interesting 

and appealing paper. The successful weekly appeals to all its readers, 

both the folks in town and the people in tho country. ' 

Covering the happenings of the town is gonorally quite ade= 

quately done by tho editor and his assistants. This includos the 

mectings, functions, trends and devel opmonts that conter around, and 

in, the confines of tho city limits. Boing on hand, the editor is 

able to got much of this important news just as it happense 

The editor's other important assignmnt is the country fiold. 

If news could be woighed-like material objects, tho valuo of tho 

material that originates out along the rurol routes would often tip 

the bean more than that of the town ond village. There my bo editors 

who neglected the opportunities of the countryside; but, for tho most 

part, this was not done through short-sightedness but rathor through 

“phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” |
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an inability to add another job tc the three or four mon's dutics 
that thoy are now porforringe 

Country Correspondents Great Help 

"We keep up our circulation", oxplains an Ohio editor, "by 
the sort of paper we publish. We strivo at all times to put out the j 
very best paper possible and thoroughly cob the entiro country and 
surroundings countries for news. 

The rural cerrespondent has proved of great sorvice in covor- 
ing the rural field. A reprosentctive of the pnper, generally somo 
member of a rural fanily, gathers what nows he or sho hoars and secs 

and sends it to the oditor every week, Some Wisconsin weeklies have 
several dozen correspondents in the field ard their contributions 
make up several columns of the best type of news. 

Country: correspondence may be used in one of two forms. In 
the first, the editor selects the most important happenings of a 
report and sets it oat the head of the section. The headline of the 

report, preprrec in regular news style, 
Cait G generally refers to the outstanding 

Kb Ge news note in the entire correspondence. 
at in Sthe;; The other method, which incidentally 

N —Mectctow is giving wey to the fcrmer, entails 
EWs OF Sn, oe only the use of the sane head, week 
a New Com = “ ofter week. This gives the name of 
aa = a a the community and seldom anything else. 

— a 
ee ee = a = So great are the news possibil- 

Sea ae 5 = ities of some sections thet the edi- 
0 ~ tor has added a farm reporter to 

as — ay aoe his staff. This assistant, travel- 
a = = ing by car, spends the greater part 

ae? q == of the week visiting the farrers of 
i ple a Se the section. He makes personal 

~.. ae. ees contacts with readers snd potential 
PP IA readers and aids them in their prob=- 

i lems. He clso works with the county 
agent ond other ogricultural leaders. Be- 

sides gathering the news, he works on country circulation and adver- 
tising. However, neither of the latter duties should be expected to 
give startling returns in a short time. It is only when the farm 
editor becomes thoroughly acquainted with his field and his clients 
that he can see and appreciate the limitations as well os the possi- 

bilities of the territory. 

Weekly is Everybody's Paper 

Much of the news prepared by the farm editor is similar to the 
features carried by farm magazines. These stories, depicting the 
work of a successful farm or home-maker, make the most interesting 
type of reading. Of course, there sre,every weok, colums of short 
items that savor of farm life. Before o country editor was added 

3 cig
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| 
to the staff. somo editors have beon known to feel that the assistant } 
would in time moke his rounds and exhaust’ his territory. Instead of | 
this condition, the news possibilities grow sd expanded. In this | 
connection, remember that. they are in many rural districts 500 to 
1,500 rural fomilies, the combined population of which is gonorally | 
greater than of the local town or city. i i 

Farm news can be set either by itself, on a special "Farn | 
Department" page, or it may be placed throughout the weekly just like | 
the town news. The latter system seems to be finding fevor with Badger 
editors. They feel that country news is interesting to the entire 
commnity and there is no more reason for setting it by itself than | 

for putting the news of the banks or the city council in o special 
section. When importont enough, it goes on the front page and in the | 
same number it is set throughout the paper. | 

Reader Appreciate Service 

Wisconsin editors, like newspsper men of other states, hove seen 
the possibilities of a farm editor and a few of them have added this 
dignitary to their staff. Others are contemplating the move, Like 
other good things, the department must grow and develop. It is seldom 
a stupendous success at the very start, but in time it bids fair to 

become on essentical of first importance. 

If the editor thoroughly covers the field, prepares an attrac- 
tive paper, he is tempting his folks with a choice article. That they 
appreciate it is shown by the manner in which they subscribe ond ro~ 
subscribe for the weekly. 

However, substantial circulation can not be built over night, 
even th ough the paper is rendering a noteworthy service. Some enter~ 
prising men have, to their surprise, discovered this fact ofter going 
into a commnity and investing both ability and finance. Though 
their paper covered and reported ol1 the news, the circulation showed 
little signs of growth. This point only typifies a difference between 
rural and urban minds, The former is more conservative and slower to 

react, but generally his response is more solid ond judicious. 

In next week's BUILD WISCONSIN, the 
author will analyze some of the methods 
that editors in different parts of the 
country have used in promoting and stimu- ' 
lating newspaper circulation. j 
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‘ SIGNED EDITORIALS FOR | 

COMMNITY NEWSPAPERS 

Here is the second of a series of community editorials which ' 

i | 

can be used by country weekly newspapers. This is by Arthur E, Holt, t i 

of the Chicago Theological Seminary. His outlook on the small community | 

will be fresh and invigorating to country folks. . 

I AM one of the smaller communities of Arerica, I am 

not Chicago and I am not New York. But people core here | 

to exchenge the goods of life. Soxe come here to sell 

produce and to buy clothing; some come to buy machinery $ 

some come for pleasure; some come for borrowing and lend- 

ing money; some come for education and some come for re= 

ligion. Because I ama trade center, therefore I should 

seek to be a service center. 

I will respect myself. I will not indulge in self 

pity because I am small. 

I will develop and conserve my resources. I will not 

fail to organize as I should but I will not waste my 

energy in useless orgonization. 

I will not encourage factional strife of ony kind, 

religious, social, or economic. Other communities moy 

be able to endure factionalism but my resources are 

limited and they mst be conserved. 

I amo thinking unit in America's great Republic 

which is ruled by public opinion, and I will endeavor to 

make my contribution to an intelligent public opinion. | 

I will not knowingly be ruled by ignorance nor pre= 

judice. I will resent oll attempts to fill my mind 

with propaganda os an insult, not to be endured at the 

hends of those who try it. 

Because I om a commnity the most important fact i 

about me is that I have a purpose and a spirit. I | 

will encourage all those individuals and those groups 

who try to keep their spirit and purpose frec from evil 

and full of righteousness and gocd will. | 

I will recognize that probably the basic man in my 

commnity is a farmer, a gardener, a fishermen, or o 

miner. Were it not for these people who man tho in- } 

dustries, my commnity would not exist. I will try to 

prosper with them and not off them. | 

I am a small community but I do not need to be iso~ | 

lated nor provincial; the goods of the world are mine, } 

but the world expects me to provide as well as take. I : 

will be worthy of the whole-hearted devotion of ny 

people because I offer to them a chance to secure the |
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SUMMER PRESS TOUR ROUTE 
RICH Il SCENIC INTEREST 

State's Official Gcologist Describes 

Three Intoresting Provincos 

to bo Visited by Editors 
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When the Editors of Wisconsin wocklics lcavo Wise 

consin Rapids on August 13th for thoir 6th annual 

summer pross tour, thoy will be setting out to cross, 

what geologists ond goographers regard as, throo 

great provinces. ie have asked our State Geologist 

to give us, for circulation in BUILD WISCONSIN, a dos- 

cription of the geology of the country traveled by 

Trunk Highway 13 from Wisconsin Rapids to Superior. 

May we suggest thot you read it over now and then put 

it with a state road map in one of the handiest pock- 

ets of your car? It will then bo right whore you 

will need it when you want it most. 

“Phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” Ph 
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By 
E. F. Boan, State Geologist | 

| 
In this trip throe of the physiogrephic provinces of l/isconsin will \ 

be travorsed: (1) the Central Plain, (2) tho Northern Highland, and (3) : 

tho Lake Superior Lowland, 
i 

} 

The Central Plain is a crescent shaped belt, extending from Mari- 

| nette county southwest to Portage, thence northwest to Burnett county. The 

width of this plain varies from five miles in Marinette county to fifty | 

miles in the region south of Wisconsin Rapids. This plain is underlain by | 

weak Cambrian sandstone. The soil is sandy and the topography generally 

level except for mounds, like those at Camp Douglas, which rise abruptly 

from the plain. 

Mountains Covered Wisconsin 

Just as a stump-covered field enables us to picture the forest 

that has long since disappeared, so by a study of the worn-down stumps of 

mountains, the geologist is able to picture the mounteins thac once covered 

all of Wisconsin. These mountains were worn down until nothing remained 

but an undulating plain with occasional hills. This is the history of the 

Northern Highland of Wisconsin which is part of the Lake Superior Highland, 

a region of granites and other igneous rocks which extends northwerd in 

Canada to Hudson Bay and Labrador. 

The Lake Superior Lowland is a clay plain, formed by the deposit~ 

ing of mud in glacial lakes that were held in between the front of the great 

continental ice sheet and the highlands to the south, west, and north. The 

lake clay and beach deposits show that, at one time, the surface of the lake 

stood about 450 feet above the present level of Lake Superior. The outlet 

was southward past Solon Springs to the St. Croix River. Since glacial times 

the clay plain has been cut into by streams so that many parts are very 

hilly. The streams now flow in ravines from a few feet to over a hundred 

feet in depth. 

Some Points of Interest Enroute 

In the following paragraphs is described, briefly, the geology of 

the trip. The figure after each city or village name is the elevation above 

sea level at a railroad station, 

Wisconsin Rapids - (1017) Here the Wisconsin River hes cut down 

through the sandstone to granite, thus causing the falls and rapids which 

furnish power for the industries of the city. For somo distance northwest~ 

erly from Wisconsin Rapids the route lies near the north edge of the Central 

Plain. Along Hemlock Creek Granit is exposed. 

Pittsville - (1030) This town is in the granite area. One of the 

earlier ice sheets extended a short distance south of Pittsville; hence there 

is considerable variety in the types of bowlders. The glacial deposit is 

thin so that the granite topography has not been greatly modified. North of 

Pittsville there are numerous granite outcrops along Yellow River. The hill 
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to be seen at oa distance on tho right is Powers Bluff, o quartzite mound. 

Marshfield - (1278) As we leave Marshfield, wo cross the Yarsh= 

field Moraine, a deposit of bowlders, sand, gravel and clay built at the 

edge of a melting ice shoet. 

Spencer - (1308) Unity - (1333) Colby - (1355) ; 

Granite Ronds are Famed 

Abbotsford - (1422) - Marathon county is famed for her disintegrated 

gronite roads. The glacial drift is very thin so that weathered granit can 

be excavated and used os a road surfacing. Much of Clark county is under- 

lain by sandstone with a covering of glacial drift. 

Stetsonville - (1447) Little Bleck - (1416) 

Medford - (1410) North of Medford the route enters the torminal 

moraine of the Wisconsin ice sheet, Here the topography is characterized 

by irregular ridges, hummocky hills, and undrained deprossions called kettles. 

These kettles are due to the melting of buricd ice blocks or are depressions 

inclosed by drift ridges. Lakes and swamps ere numerous. The glncial drift 

is heavy and rock outcrops are uncommon. ‘ell records indicate that the 

rock under the drift is granit in character. Botwoen Medford and High Bridge 

there are great areas of gently undulating to level topography called ground 

moraine, Here the melting ice shect did not pause long enough to form a 

terminal moraine. 

Chelsea - (1525) Westboro - (1504) Ogema - (1551) Prentice - 

(1542) Phillips - (1456) Fifield - (1454) Park Folle ~ (1494) 

Butternut - (1504) 

Glidden - (1521) North of Gordon Lake tho route crosses the brood 

flat divide between the Chippewa ond Bad rivers. 

Morse - (1497) 

Cross the Gogebic Range 

Cayuga - (1457) About six miles north of Cayuga tho highway crosses 

the Gogebic ree through a gap at an clevetion of 1500 feet, bout three 

miles east of here Mt. Whittlesey rises to a height of 1866 fect. The Gogebic 

Range is a ridge eighty miles in length and one to two miles in width, It 

is composed of iron formation and quartzite dipping steeply northward. 

The iron mines ot Hurley and on the Michigan side from Ironwood 

east are in the Range. In the vicinity of Mollen on attempt has been made 

at the Berkshire Mine to concentrate tho lean hard iron formation which 

characterizes the west end of the Gogebic Range. 

| 
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Suggests Side Trip 

Mellen.- (1242) From Mellen a side trip should be taken to soe | 

Copper Falls of the Bad Rivor and the falls at the junction of Tylers Fork 

and Bad River. These falls arc due to trap rock. Following is a description 

of these falls written in 1880:+ 

"In the southern part of Section 17 the bed River contracts, 

the current grows swifter, ond, finally, turning to the north, makes a per~ 

pendicular leap of 25 feet into a narrow rock walled gorge. ‘tho fall is a 

picturesque one, tho river being divided into two channels by a high mass 

of rock, the western channel carrying the most water. Along the slonting 

bottom of this gorge, with a width of about 25 to 40 feet, the river rushes 

in a northeasterly direction for 1,100 fect, falling in this distance about 

40 feet, to the mouth of Tyler's Fork, which enters from the east, and is 

the first important tributary received. Immediately at the movtn of tho 

latter stream, the gorge turns abruptly at right angles, tronding now north= 

west. Directly in thé angle of tho convex or eastern side of the bend, 

Tyler's Fork enters Bad River by o fail of 45 feet over tho woll of the gorge 

here about 65 feet deep. The top of the wall is thus cut into by the former 

stream, upon which thore aro, 4 few rods above, two falls of 10 feet each, 

with intervening rapids, making the total fall at the mouth of the stream 

between 60 and 70 feet. Beyond the mouth of Tyler's Fork the Bad River 

gorge, trending now northwesterly, deopens, soon reaching 100 feet, with 

overhanging walls of boulder-conglomerate and vertically placed sandstone» 

Be Bridge - (981) Just south of High Bridge, Ashland county 

operates a large gravel pit. This deposit is a beach formed when a glaciol 

lake stood at this level. From High Bridge north the soil is lergoely heavy 

red clay since the route lies in the Lake Superior Lowland. 

Marengo ~ (775) 

. Boat Trip Offers Much 

Ashland - (671) The mean level of Lake Superior is 602 fect above 

sea level. The visitor who wishes to see the shore featuros of Bayficld 

Peninsula in the most satisfactory fashion had bost travel by boet. The 

cliffs of red sandstone range from a few feet to 60 foot in height. Waves 

have carved innumerable caves, arches, and pillars in the sandstone, produc~ 

ing remarkably interesting architectural effects. Along much of the shore 

the waves are cutting cliffs in sand, clay, gravel, and bowlders. The material 

worn from the cliffs is carricd along shore to build beaches end bars. The 

auto trip, however, permits many views of the shore features. From Ashland 

north the highway skirts the shore of Chequamegon Bay. To the wost the lend 

rises to heights of 150 to 650 feet above the bay. 

Washburn - (656) The red sandstone of this area was at one time 

extensively quarried. Public taste has turned to colored stone. 
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Bayfield - (617) At- Red Cliff the route swings westerly across | 
the peninsula to Cornucopia. Away from the lake no sandstone ledge is seen. | 
The ridges and knobs are of drift deposited by the grent ice sheet, In 
glacial times two great lobes of ice were formed, one moving southwesterly, | 
the other moving southward on the eastern side of Bryfield Peninsula. As i 
the ice melted away, the kettle mornine was formed betwee. the tyo lobes. i 

This is a region hnving on exceedingly irregular surface with kmobs, ridges, : 
and kettles from 50 to 150 feet deep. Here the surface rises to a height 
of about 700 feet above the lake ond the drift is probnbly 600 feet in depth. 
This area is a part of the “barrens". The soil is so sandy that water sinks 
rapidly into the ground. There are no streams, but there ore numerous kettle 
lakes. Trunk Highway 13 lies to the north of the kettle moraine in a region | 
of milder topography. 

From Cornucopia through Herbster, Port Wing, and Orienta to Mar- 
tinsen the route roughly parallels the lake, crossing numerous streams deeply | 
cut in glacial drift or lake clay with falls over sandstone ledge near the | 
lake, 

From Martinsen south five miles, thence westerly to Superior the | 
route is through the clay plain deeply cut by streams since glacial times. 

See Manitou Falls 

superior - There are numerous points of interest cround the city: 
the ore docks, Billings Park, the Duluth drive. 

All visitors should wisit Menitou Falls, the highest waterfall in 

the state, which is about 12 miles south of the city on Trunk Highwoy 35. 

Southward from Superior there is a gradual rise of about seven 
feet per mile in the first nine miles. From there on to the roa corner near ) 
Manitou Falls the grade rapidly becomes steeper. At Monitou Falls the Black | 
River drops over the steep northern slope of the Douglas Range in a fall of | 
160 feet in a horizontal distance of not more than 150 fect. 4% the falls 
the gorge walls are of trap. Below the falls, the river flows for about a 
mile in a narrow canyon with sandstone walls rising from 100 to 170 feet above 
the river. Below the sandstone gorge the valley is somewhat wider and is 
bordered by clay banks from 60 to 100 feet in height. The waterfall and 
gorge indicate that after the continental ice sheet withdrew, the Black River 
cascaded down a slope much like the one now occupied by the highway. This 
stream soon cut a channel through the loose sand, gravel, and cley. There 
was a waterfall near the north end of the present sandstone canyon. This 
waterfall gradually worked back into the sandstone and finally into the trap, 

producing the gorge and falls of today. 

The Upper Falls is a little over a mile in a straight line, about 
a mile ani a half by the river, from Manitou Falls, At Upper Falls there is 

a perpendicular fall of 31 feet over trap ledge. 
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SON OF WISCO!SIN | 

NOW HELDS N. E. Ae | 

In electing Herman Roo president of the Netional Editorial fssocia- | 

tion, the members accorded their highest honors to a native of Wisconsin | 

ond to an under-study of one of Wisconsin's most beloved editors. | 

Biographers have it that the newly elected chieftain was born at 

Porters Mills, Eau Claire county, Wisconsin, on June 9, 1886. Later on 

the family moved to Stanley where the future editor attended the public 

schools and came under the influence of W. H. Bridgman, editor of the Stanley 

Republican. | 

Neighbor Praises Roe's Leadership | 

Writing of the qualifications of the newly elected prosicent, one | 

of his fellow-townsmen “tells the world" that he has the ability, oncrgy, 

training and the equipment which are needed in newspaper work, but above all 

the character which nlakes for leadership. 

"His is a rare quality of community-mindedness, secking community 

building on o sound basis," writes this neighbor. "IT have never known anyone 

so fair-minded and so willing to give of his energy, his means and the support 

of his newspaper to all of the things worth while in the life of the North- 

field Commnity, whether it be for the farmors, the business man, the schools 

and colleges, the churches, or any individual, institution or couse whoso 

welfare is the public good." 

Is Interested in Agriculture 

According to his local admirers, Mr. Roe's public service includes 

a variety of interests. "He has served his own community in its civic or~ 

ganizations, as president of its school board, as president of the Community 

club, as president and treasurer of the Rice county fair, as a worker in his 

church - always with energy and devotion. Keenly interested in the develop- 

ment of good roads he was chosen secretary of one of the pioneer highway 

associations organized in this section of the state and was one of the organ- 

jzers of the Jefferson Highway Association in New Orloans in November, 1915. 

For six years he was a member of the board of managers of the 

Minnesota State Fair; he is just entering his second term as president of 

the Minnesota Agricultural Society. He has contributed moterially to bring- 

ing publishers generally to a better understending of their problems and 

to more business-like methods in the publishing of their newspapers; and they 

have rewarded him with many professional honors, among them the secretary~ 

ship of the Minnesota Editorial Association. A Republican in politics, he 

has long taken on active part in prty affairs. In the 1924 campaign he 

served as secretary of the Republican State Central Committee - the office 

held by his predecessor, Congressman Heatwole, in the late eighties." 
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on the Country weekly 

Maintaining the OST SUCCESSFUL newspapers maintain 
Circulation is the a pnid-in-advance circulation. Irre- 
First Step in Build- spective ofthe price, whether it is 
ing Business .» » + « $1.50 or $2.00, these publishers will 

not mail out their papers until the 

reader pays cashe 

The present day country editor, unlike his predecessor of 
the past decade, maintains an inflexible policy of dropping a subscriber 
soon after his subscription expires and seldom, if ever, starting a 
new one until the price is paid - in cash. This plan, strange as it 
may seem, appears to promote the business, - Large publications, as the 
farm magazines, advertise this fact on their mast head. This planis — 
vastly different from the system of yesterday when the editor would 
often permit the subscription to run on indefinitely. Cases are known 
where,on the final day of reckoning, the subscriber owed as much as 

$44. 

Money Makes Paper Go 

In his demand for cash, the modern publisher may be unortho~ 
dox, compared to the publisher of days gone by. The newspaper then wos 
much more gratuitous than it is now, Payments in groceries, potatoes, 
wood and other necessities were even accepted by the editor. 

The first step in building circulation is the mainteining 
of the present circulation list. This is surely much better than per- 

mitting it to slip and dwindle. 

Before subscriptions expire, the readers of most wecklies 

; are warned of the approaching day by a blue pencil mark on the label 

or at the top of the front page. A note, inside, set in a prominent 

place, as in a front page box, tells the reader that if a mark is 
on his paper, his subscription expires in the near future. 

In case the subscription is not renewed shortly before the 

expiration date, some editors send out a printed post cerd. This is not 

a threat, merely a tactful reminder. Tho following post card used by 

the SPENCER (Iowa) NEWS-HERALD has sorved as an effective preliminary 

notice. 

— “The Little Partner ef The Badger Weekly” eb
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Ky THE SPENCER NEWS-HERALD I 

i! $2.00 per Yoar Payable | 

in Iowa in Advence 

H 
- Your subscription to the NEWS-HERALD f \| 

| ae aA expires soon. Tho exact date is shown on \| 

=—- Sot the address of your paper. You dontt want 

to miss a single issue of the paper that | 

tells of the news of your friends and home. 

Mn Xu i . Won't you please send us your re~ 

——— aa newal at once? Money should be sent by 

(CYP a aal postoffice money order, bank draft, check 

i or registered mail. 

Please enclose this card with your 4 

U remittance. | 

Despite the iron clad policy, few weekly editors drop the ‘sub= 

scriber as soon as he becomes a delinquent. He is too valuable, and gen- 

erally he can be brought back to the list of paid-up readers. A second 

card, sent sometime after the expiration of the subscription, is the next 

contact that some editors make, Like the following card, the message 

should be kindly, positive in its approach, and without the suggestion 

of a reproval. 

i, Colorado Springs, Colo. 

it March 6, 1926 

i? 
my My dear Sir; 

The bookkeeper informed me today ere 

that your subscription to THE FARM NEWS ex~ ne ’ 

pired, and in acoordence with our stop-when- tenn y= 

the-timets-out plan, your name will be taken ss 

off the mailing list. However, we have a hunch Sense 

that you don't want to miss THE FARM NEWS, le ty 

so we are having the paper mailed you another AN 

week. You probably over-looked the date of the RD: — 

expiration of your subscription. We know how alee ics ; 

it goes, for we do things like that ourselves. ot Ne s 

If you will sit down right now, write that _—— 

check for $1.50 and mail it today, you won't 

miss a single copy. A. MY 

Editor I y 
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Instead of the post card, other editors use a form letter which 
is neatly typed for every stibscriber. Typing the complete letter instead 
of inserting the name is costly but, as the editor of SPENCER NEWS-HERALD 
states, the extra returns are well worth the cost. The following letter 
used by the Hawkeye editor costs, by the time it reaches the delinquent, 
10 to 15 cents. However, it brings a response from more than 60 per cent 
of the subscribers, 

Ht THE SPENCER NEWS=HERALD 

Spencer, Iowa 
| February 16, 1926 

Mr. Thos. Meyers, 

Madison, R, 2, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

We noticed in looking over our subscrip~ 

tion list that your subscription expired December 10, 
Now we know you merely over-looked this matter, so we 
are enclosing a check for $2.00, together with a stamped 
envelope. This requires only your signature and name 

of your bank end then yeur subscription will be paid 

up to December 10, 1926. : 

4 We will appreciate your prompt reply. 

Very truly yours a ly ! ELC, Wle 
Mi ELC/ESS E.L.C. White, Publisher 

The appeal in this letter impresses the subscriber, There is 
even a blank check and a stamped envelope. All it needs is his signature 
on the dotted line, 

When the subscriber does not pay or make arrangements to pay, 
the enterprising editor will rightfully shear his name from the list. 
This move often impresses the delinquent, and he sometimes comes to the 

office and pays his subscription several years ahead. 

There are many different plans end modifications of this system 
that are following in maintaining the circulation. However, to be success~ 
ful, the editor or the circulation manager mst exercise tact and sympathy. 

A suggestion leads to a reminder, possibly an entreaty, but never to a 

threat or mention of reproval. 

Campaigns and “stunts" that have been used in increasing 
"weekly" circulation will be reviewed by Longsdorf in 
next week's BUILD WISCONSIN, 
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E EDITORS ADVISED THAT 
"TAYLOR COUNTY WILL 

SEEM JUST LIKE HOME" 

Farming is Backbono of 
County. Villagers Interest 
Themselves in Community 

Enterprises ‘ 

See al a ee 
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L__? «RAPIDS 

Taylor county is on the map of the 1926 
Summer Tour of the Wisconsin Press Association. 
County Agent Shaffer has supplied BUILD WIS- 
CONSIN with this interesting sketch - telling 
of the resources and institutions of the county. 
Why not reed it now and then carry it with you 
on the trip? It will help to"Know Wisconsin 
Better", 
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By Dan A, Shaffer, 

_ County Agricultural Agent 

When Wisconsin editors visit Taylor county they will be in the heart 

of the clover belt of North Central Wisconsin, It is 275 miles from Chicago, | 

195 miles from Milweukee , 125 miles from St. Peul and Minneapolis and 150 

miles from Superior end Duluth. 
i | 

The climate of Taylor county is unsurpassed for the man who is looke | 

ing for a permanent home. The air is clean, dry and bracing, The summers 

are delightful and winters invigorating. We have an annual roin=fall of | 

about 44 inches, better than a third of which fells during June, July and 

August. This rain-fall, coupled with o fertil soil, is perfectly adapted 

to the growing of grasses and roots, truly the dairyman's paradisee 

Lumbering is on the Wane 

Pure water is abundant and easily obtained. Springs of clear, pure 

and cold water are numerous. Both man and beast are assured of plenty of 

pure and healthful drinking water. 

Our clay loam soils are the natural home of the clovers, end every 

crop known to the middle western states can be produced with heavy yields 

in the garden spot of North Central Wisconsins 

The county is now rapidly passing from a lumbering to an agricultural - 

community. 

Dairying and general farming have developed along a firm basis., There 

is a tendency toward better homes, better herds and better living, Less than 

one percent of the farmers are tenants, Taylor county is an ideal location 

for the modern dairy farmer. 

Well Supplied with Good Schools 

Taylor county is well supplied with good schools, evenly distributed 

through-out the county. We are proud of our school system, our county normal, 

our four high schools, our fourteen state graded, our six city and village 

graded schools, and our seventy~four rural schools. 

The county has many industries, leading, of course, in dairy manufac- 

turing plants. The Medford Cooperative creamery is one of the largest coopera~ 

tive creameries in the world, It has approximately one thousend patrons, and 

last year a total of 2,225,000 pounds of butter passed through the plant. 

Practically the entire out-put is ninety-two score sweet cream butter. , The 

Rib Lake Cooperative creamery last year churned around a quarter million 

pounds of high quality butter, receiving the cream from a community that a 

few years ago was virgin forest. The Westboro Creamery and the Stetsonville 

Creamery are turning out o high quality product that is satisfying the dis- 

criminating consumer of the large cities. — 

Twenty or more cheese factories are making cheese that is second to 

none in Wisconsin. Last year the Farmers Pride Cheese Factory, was awarded 

the state prize as having the most beautiful surroundings in the state and 

a series of photographs were taken and published in Chicago papers, to illus- - 
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trate the manufacture of cheese under clean, sanitary, and pleasnat surround- 
ingse Acar load of clean, wholesome sweet milk is shipped to Chicago every 
day from Stetsonville., The Medford pea cannery is shipping "Teenie Weenie" 
and "Land O'Lakes" peas to all parts of the globe. 

Finish Sawing This Season 

The lumbering industry in the Medford territory is almost a thing 
of the past. The Medford Lumber Company will finish sawing this summer, A 
veneer factory, window and door frame factory and a sash and door factory 
comprise the other wood working industries in Medford. 

Medford, as the county seat of Teylor county, has one of the finest 
court houses in the state and the court house grounds can not be surpassed 
for beauty in any county in the state, 

Eight churches supply the spiritual needs of Medford and the surround+ 
ing farming community. A beautiful Carnegie library and a fine city park 
furnish all that is to be desired in amusements, etc. 

Proud of School System 

Our fine county normal is sending excellent teachers out into the 
rural communities, and our high school gradustes are making names for them- 
selves in business and in institutions of higher learning. An excellent 
clinic end hospital enjoys a patronage, that at times taxes the capacity of 
the place. Inter-laken and Sacket Lakes, a short distance northwest of town 
have many summer cottages and provide fishing, boating and bathing for thousands 
of people and with our many streams provide excellent fishing, be it trout, 
bass, pike or mskies, 

Two large banks, with deposits of over a million dollars, reflect the 
financial stability of this dairy commmity. The Medford Commercial Club 
with almost 100 per cent membership of the business men of the city has ac= 
complished a great deal toward making Medford a fine place to live and has 
accomplished a great deal in creating an excellent harmony between the business 
man and farmers, 

Newspapers Are Wide-Awake 

Two well equipped newspapers keep the community well informed with 
newsy papers, and their job departments are able to take ample care of all 
printing requirements. 

Rib Lake is still famous as a lumbering town and the large mill on 
the shore of the beautiful Rib Lake is still cutting from 250 to 400,000 feet 
of lumber every 24 hours, The city also has two hotels, several stores, 
a fine high school, beautiful city hall, weekly newspaper, and will soon 
have a new library. 3 

Gilman, a thriving little village in the western part of the county, 
boasts a saw mill, a barrel stave and header factory, a bank, an up-to-date 
cheese factory and a fine farming commnity. One of the prettiest parks 
in the northern part of the state is at Gilman on the banks of Yellow river. 
The park is reached by a suspension bridge over the river and has an ex- 
cellent commnity hall with stage, electric light plant and moving picture 
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machine. Many fine entertainments are given at the hall through the efforts 

of the Gilman Commercial Club. 

Has Beautiful Comunity Hall 

The village of Jump River situated on the shores of beautiful Jump 

River boasts of one of the finest commmnity halls in Northorn Wisconsin. 2 

This hall is used for all community activities and was built through the 

cooperative efforts of the village people ond the surrounding farming community. 

Jump River also has a dentist and a doctor, a saw mill, cheese factory, & 

pickle slating station, hotel and several stores. 

Other villages in the county, surrounded by excellent farming country, 

are Hannibal, Lublin, Westboro, and Stetsonville. These villages all have 

good schools, churches and either a cheese factory or a cresmerye 

County is Growing Rapidly 

Taylor county is growing repidly, it has good markets, good railroad 

facilities. 

To a farmer, coming here from any where in the corn belt the growing 

towns and shipping points of Taylor county will seem "just like home". They 

are, in fact, just a little better than thousands of towns scattered all 

through the farming commmity of the United States. They live in the same way 

and are populated by the same lind of people. Industrious, peaceable, home 

loving, thrifty, with stout hearts. and an ambition to succeeds 
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on the Country weekly 

(4) fF—\ WN ENTFRPRISING college student, 

Avoid Claptrap f7%E\ according to an oft-repeated story, 

Schemes in Stiml- E_=\ undertook to defruy pert of his 

ating Circulation A= college expenses by selling sub- 

scriptions to the local newspaper 

during the summer. As an added attraction, he offered a dish 

pen, this premium to be given to every new subscriber. Sales _ 

were few and they came only after hard work. With his finances 

getting low, the collegian realized thot o radical change must 

be made if ‘he hoped to make anything at the job. With worthy 

initiative, he changed his entire program ond attempted to sell 

the dish pan, offering the newspaper as‘a premium, fccording to 

this particular story, the collegian started at once to make 

money. 

Salesman, as a whole, look on the premium offer as an 

attempt to put over an article or porposition that is none too 

popular. It needs a support on which to lean, Be this ag it 

may, the idea has, nevertheless, found favor in the eyes of 

many circulation managers. 

Egg Beaters to Foot Balls 

The premium, which may range from an egg beater to a 

foot ball, is generally offered to every new subscriber, either 

a now or old reader, Sometimes the offer is :ede direct to the 

readers or the editor my enlist the aid of the local school boys 

who serve as solicitors, When such an offer is on, the pross 

run is increased so that extra copies can be sent to non-sub~ 

scribers, these names being secured from the town end county clerk. 

To be successful, it is necessary that the proiums for 

such a campaign be purchased in wholesale quantities and at a 

low cost so that a fair-sized profit is left to the editor after 

the premiums are awarded, Often there are seasonable articles, 

as skates in the winter, seed in the spring, and thermos bottles 

in summer, that can be selected as premiums. 

When the local boys serve as solicitors, a nore substan- 

tial prize, as, for instance, a coaster wagon may be offered, it 

being necessary to secure five or ten new subscribers, The en- 

“Phe Little Partner ef The Badger Weekly” 4
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ployment of boys as solicitors has proved none too successful in 

the country districts despite the fact that it meets with the 

approval of the city dailies. 

Voting Contests Popular 

During such a campaign, some editors report that it is 

worthwhile to publish every week the names of the new subscribers. 

People like to see their names in print even if thoy are being com~ 

mended for paying a bill. 

Voting contests have been widely used to stimulate in- 

terest. These have sometimes assumed lorge pronortions, running 

for six to ten weeks, and offering substantial prizes that may 

include several automobiles, a radio set ond a few cash prizes. In 

oll, the prizes ond commissions may aggregate between $1,500 and 

$3,000 and sometimes even more 

fccording to the plen, each subscription counts for a 

certain number of votes or credits, say 10,000. The subscriber 

then has the orivilege of nominating a candidate for the contest. 
The candidates! names are displaued in the paper and other sub- 

scribers can votes for them. The object of the plan is apparently 

to get the candidates to work for the subscriptions. 

The voting contest is often handled by © professional 

subscription manager, who, secmingly, finds the work rather profit~ 

able. Many editors have succeeded in staging the contest with the 

help of their office forces. During such a contest, the editor 

invariably turns the front page of the paper over to the publicity 

of the event. Besides this he often donates several pages of free 

advertising to the movement. These facts should be considered in 

the final cost of such a campaign. 

Report Satisfactory Returns 

A voting contest, in the minds of many editors, is well 

worth the cost. They report increases of 35 to 100 per cent in 

circulation. They further state that mony of the contest subscribe 

ers stay with the paper and re-subscribe at the expiration of the 

term. 

An Ohio organization that makes a specialty of building 

country weekly circulation endeavors to study the field before 

they start a campaign. Occasionally they find a territory which 

they feel will not prove profitable. It may either be saturated 

with circulation or it may eppear unable to support adequately 

a weekly newspaper. They suggest prizes that are compatible with 

the apparent opportunities. Using their own cars, they go into 

the territory and select salesman and saleswomen. Generally they 

stay in the community until the canvassers have learned "the 

tricks of the trade". 

Y
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The credits for each subscription are, according to | 

this system, reduced at tho end of the contest period. This plan 

makes it impossible for any person to buy the prizes when the 

contest is nearly completed. 

Dangerous to Cut Prices Q 

Editors, who believe that the principle of special bar- 

gains can be applied to subscriptions, have truly caught the com- 

munity spirit. Similar to "Dollar Day" bargains, some publishers 

offer the weekly for 14 months or more at the regulor price. How-= 

ever, it seems like exceptionally lax business management to reduco 

the price of a $2.00 newspaper to $1.50. Bargaining with the news~ 

papers is not to be recommended. Mony editors affirm the fact 

thot they have had a hard fight getting the subscription price up 

to $2.00 and they don't feel disposed to reduce it on iota. 

Clubbing offers have proved popular with mony country 

editors. Their publication is sometimes offered with a daily 

newspaper, a general magazine and a farm paper. However, in pre- 

paring for a clubbing offer, the editor should follow the matter 

through. Will he, by bringing several publications into his patron's 

homes, especially the daily newspaper, lessen the desire to read 

his own product? 

Some of these methods may be worthy of trial in promote 

ing the weekly's circulation. Others appear to be unadeapted to 

the country field. In every case, the editor will have to deter- 

min the cost and the benefits. Remember that it is the year-in 

and year-out circulation thet offers the editor the most worthy 

while possibilitics. 

—_———— 

Next week, in the concluding installment 

of this circuletion promotion series, the su- 

thor will present views on how tho weekly : 

newspaper may attain a permanent circulation.
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; By John M. Walz, 
County Agricultural Agent 

Douglas county contains approximately 850,000 acres of which 
250,000 acres ore red clay, 300,000 acres are clay loam or silt loam ‘ 
and the balance either sandy, rocky or rather irregular in soil types, 

While the county has made wonderful strides in agriculture 
in the last 15 years, its advance has been remarkably rapid in the last 
four or five years, having increased from 1,557 farms in 1920 to 2,336 
in 1925, and having, during the same period, increased the acreage 
actually in farms from 154,000 to 184,000 acres. Likewise during the 
same period the total number of cattle has increased from 10,000 to 
approximately 14,500 and the dairy cows have increased from 5,600 to 
nearly 10,000. 
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Douglas county was one of tho first in the state, tested for 

tuberculosis and one of the few counties in the state which is o modified 

accredited area. 

Specialize on Italian Cheese 

A large county, extremely well located so far as transporta- 

tion and population is concerned, it enjoys splendid terminal facili- 

ties and has wonderful outlets to all markets. At the presert time the 

county is devoloping rapidly in dairying, poultry and sheep raising. 

Our dairy farmers have a strong co-operative milk producers 

association which now is operating two plants at South Superior and Popler, 

where dried milk, butter and casein are manufactured. It also has, at 

Lake Nebagamon, o flourishing Italian cheese factory which manufacturers 

nothing but Italian Cheese. In addition to this the county is fortunate 

in having a large pea cennery located at Poplar. 

Trout Streams Invite 

Excellent schools, five state trunk highways and better than 

1,200 miles of orads are helping immensely to develop the agricultural 

arease 

In Superior, the county seat, a thriving city of more than 

40,000 people, we have the Great Northern Ore Dock, the second largest 

of its kind in the world, several large flour mills and coal docks to- 

gether with many terminals, and grain elevators. 

Among the points of interest are the Brule River, famous as 

a trout stream, dozens of wonderful lakes including Lake Nebagamon and 

Lake St. Croix both widly advertised summer resorts. Pattison State Park, 

12 miles south of Superior on State Trunk Highway 35 which contoins tle 

highest waterfall in this vicinity - the water falling 168 fect and 

Billings Park in the City of Superior overlooking St. Louis Bay. 

q
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The Apostle Islands, gateway to Chequamogon Bay, hove no rivals 

on the Great Lakes with their eight lighthouses. Irom Duluth to Buffalo, 

from Chicago to Detroit, they are known as the natural horbor of refuge 

of Lake Superior, The twenty Apostles, separated by brond channels from 

75 to 200 feet deep, could shelter the combined navies of the world. They 

have a beauty ond a fascination all their own. 

They wore once the gathoring place of the scattered tribes of 

the ojibways, and here Marquette, /.llouez and the early voyageurs planted 

the seeds of civilization. Seventcon of the twenty Apostles are in /sh- 

land county. They wore set apart by nature as the grcat playground of the 

future, some of the islands destined to become stote parks for tho pre= 

servation of wild life - others, the havon of health seekers, with summer 

homes and an unrivalled summer climate, The islands are ideal for the 

growing of fruit ond farm products. 
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Ideal for Pea Growing | 

Ashland county is one of the leading agricultural counties in 
Northern Wisconsin. During the past ten years wo have reached a point in 
dairying that gives us a place with many Central Wisconsin counties, Many 
pure bred sires were shipped out of this county into other states last ~ 
year, and over ten carloads of high grade dairy cattlo left our county. ; 

Our climate for seed grain is ideal. The cool nights make this 
one of the best pea growing regions in the United States due to freedom 

from disease. Small fruit can be grown as successfully here os in any 
other part of Wisconsin, 

The city lies at an average of fifty feot above the level of 
Lake Superior, and is 669 feet above sea level, 

Ashland Harbor Rated High 

The average value of the marine commerce of Chequamegon Bay for 
the past ten years, from the docks of Ashlend, is over thirty-five million 
dollars annually. In 1924, the value of the marine commerce of Ashland 

was three times that of New York state canals. The bay is 12 miles long, 
protected from the open lake by the natural breakwater of Long Island, 
further protected by a breakwater 8,000 foet long, with a lighthouse on 
the outer end. The largest vessels on the lakes losd et Ashland, 

The city has five miles harbor frontage, with two mnicipally 
owned dock frontages of more than a thousand feet. Hon. Henry A. Powell, 
ex=M, Pe, and one of the Canadian Commissioners who conducted the Decp- 
Waterway hearings at Great Lakes ports said, "This is the finest harbor in 
the world; not even the great harbors of Sydney, Australia, and Halifax, 
N. Se, excol it,” It is conceded to be the finest harbor on the Great Lakes 
and one which will be a great distributing point for the ocean commerce 

which will follow the opening of the St. Lawrence Route. 

Is Coal Distribution Center 

ishiand ranks number seven as a coal distributing center from the 
Great Lakes, Its average annual coal receipts are about 650,000 tons, and 
the coal from its three modern docks coming from Lake Uric and Lake Ontario 
ports, for distribution to tho Gogebic Iron Range cities, as far north as 

Winnipeg, and through Minnesota, tho Dakotas and the wost. 

Mileposts in Ashland History 

The first known white men to set foot in this region were Sieur 
Raddison and Sieur Groseillers, They arrived in Chequamegon Bay during 

the year 1661, landing near what is known as Mission Springs, at Nash. : 

Father Allouez was the first Missionary to visit this region, 

landing in Chequamegon Bay, October 1, 1665. 

In 1668 the Jesuit Missionaries landed on Madeline Islend, and 

established the first settlement at La Pointe.
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In 1848 the first United States Survey of this locality was made | 
by 8S. C. Morris, and in 1854 and 1855 George and Albert Stuntz made a survey 
of the territory south of Chequamegon Bay. 

On the 5th day of July, 1854, Asaph Whittlesly and George Filbourn 
left La Pointe and landed about 5 P. M. of the same date on the western limits 
of the city of Ashland, They built the first house end the same was occupied 
by Mr. Whittlesly, : 

In 1855 the first Post Office was established, 

In 1856 the first white child was born. 

The first election of county officers for the Tow of La Pointe 
was held at Ashland in November 1856, 

Ashland county was created by an act of the legislature on March 
27, 1860, being formerly a part of Michilimackinac, Chinpewa, Crawford, 
St. Croix and La Pointe counties, Ashland was designatod as the county seat. 

The first meeting of the Ashland county board was held May 10, 1860. 

The first election for officers for Ashland county wes held in 
June, 1860. 

Ashland was the county scat until 1863, During that year the 
records were moved to La Pointe which remained the county seat until 1873, 
when the county seat was again established at Ashland, 

In June 1877 the first train arrived in the city of Ashland, over 
the Wisconsin Central. 

On October 3, 1877, the corner stone was laid for the first 
court house. 

During the year 1915 the present or new court house was finished 
and on December 27th, 1915, the offices were moved to their present location. 

In addition to the avenues of employment furnished by our coal 
and iron ore docks, there are several industrial institutions. Prominent 
among these are a large saw mill, charcoal iron works, paper mill, sash 
and door factory, flour and milling products, steel and iron works, cigar 
factories, and several smaller enterprises. 

Ashland is the hub of the transmission line system of the Lake 
Superior District Power Company, and here are located the goneral offices 
of this large power company. Over 300 miles of high voltage power lines, 
all inter-connected, radiate out from Ashland. These lines make the water 
power of Northern Wisconsin end Michigan available to industry in Ashland, 
Cheap, reliable, electric power is necessary to industry. 

Ashland, through the Lake Superior District Power Company, moets 
that requirement, The six hydro-electric plants and two stcam plants of this 
system furnish total power rosources of over 40,000 horse power. Ono of 
these plants, the Bay Front Steam Plant, having a copacity of 19,500 horse 
power, is located in Ashland, on the shores of Choquame gon Beye It is amply 
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capable of caring for the growth of existing iudustries and of handling any } 
new industrial power demand. Tho industrial power situation in Ashland 
offers attractive opportunities to now industries. 

Leads in Hospital Servico 

Two hospitals thoroughly equipped and modern in every respoct, and. 
a corps of specialized physicians and surgoons make Ashlund the loading 
hospital and medical center of Northern Wisconsin 

Ashland is recognized as an outstanding commuaity insofer os 
musical progress is concerned. The city employs a msical dircctor of na= 
tional reputation, having in charge the directing of the North Woods Band of 
$0 pieces, dressed in uniform characteristic of the groat out-doors, the 
biggest boys' band in the world, there being no less than 268 bovs in the 
orgenization, a symphony orchestra of 50 picces and a fife ond drum corps 
composed of thirty-two legionaires, and last, but not leost, the city prides 
itself in having a girls! Hawaiian fuitar club of 350 members. Those or- 
ganizations together with a community choral. club of 100 voices, combine 
their talents in a May Festival - an attraction of outstanding note, 

Northland is a non-sectarian college of Congrogational affilia- 
tion, offering standard courses leading to tho B. A. degree. The college 
maintains a strong school of misic, and an academy department for the benefit 
of young people ofcommunities where no high school is availoble, 

Much Iron Ore Shipped 

The four great iron ore docks at Ashland receive the entire out} 
put of the Gogebic range, for shipment by water to Sovth Chicago, Gary, 
Indiana Harbor, Canadian ports, and to the nine ore receiving ports on 

Lake Erie, The average shipments from the docks of Ashland are about six 
and one-half million gross tons annually. 

Ashland is a city of 11,335 persons, which number represonts 2,301 
homes. This population is 50 percent American born, the next in ordor being 
Scandinavian, German, Canadian and Polish. In 611, there aro 25 national- 
ities in the city. 

Aside from the lake transportation afforded through Choquamegon 
Bay, five railroad systems cross Ashland county, four of which have thoir 
terminus here. Ashland is the eastern terminal for tho Northern Pacific 
from Duluth, the northern torminal of the Chicago & Northwestern running 
along the eastern sido of Wisconsin to Chicago. Also the northern terminal 
of the Soo Line running through the center of the state from Chicago, and 
the northern terminal of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad. 
This, together with being a terminal of a branch line of the Omaha running 
to Washburn end Bayfield, makes our commnity a railroad center of consider= 
able importance. 

Is Famous Playground Region 

On account of the splendid recreational advanteges in this inmediato 
vicinity, Ashland, during the summer months, is a Mecca for tourists. The } 
streams and lakes around Ashland abound in every sort of fish to be found | 
in the Lake region, while forest resources provide the choicest hunting. ' | 
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Some of the most prominent rosorts in Northern Wisconsin are within a few 
miles driving out of Ashlond. Aside from fishing ond hunting, there are 
many points of interost to tho tourist, including the Apostle Islands, Tyler 
Forks, Copper Falls and Squaw Bay, furnishing virgin sconery unsurpassed in 
the Northwest region. With these many adventages, Ashland holds the key 
to the playground of Northern Wisconsin. 

Other cities ond villages of Ashland county situated along the 
Soo Line are Buttornut, Glidden, Morse, Cayugo, Mellen, High Bridgo and 

Marengo; and on the Northwestern Line, the Village of Odanah, headquarters 
of the Bad River Indian Reservation. At these placos one will find several 

saw mills, wood working plants, and an iron mine at Mellen furnishing work 
for the people. 

Ashland county has a total land area of 692,400 acres, 4% of which 
is at present under cultivation, There are 1,079 forms, vith a total crop 
acreage of 27, 996 acres. This county is a modified accredited area, a 
county wide tuberculin test having been applicd twice to all cattle. 
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By W. J. Rogan, 
County Agricultural Agent 

| After Wisconsin's country editors strike north from Wisconsin 

Rapids, they will pass through the southwestern corner of the state's 

largest county, Marathon. What they will see on their short trip in 

the county will give them a clear impression of the wonderful progress 

that has been made in transforming endless virgin forests into one of 

the wealthiest and most progressive dairying and farming sections of the 

state. 

The first white settlers came to what is now Marathon county 

in 1838. The section was then covered with unbroken tracts of pine ard 

primeval hardwood. In that same year, Charles Stevens, after whom Stevens 

Point was later named, established the first sawmill in Marethon county. . 

Seven years later, Marathon county had the total population of 300 white 

settlers who were interested only in logging operations, but it was not 

until 1850, continuing upward to 1875, that large groups of agriculturists 

were induced to come into the county. 
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Early Settlers from Germany 

The first immigrants came from Porerania, Germany. Those 

settlers were of a hardy strain, used to the hardships of the land,and | 

due to their undaunted spirit ond fortitude this rich country was thor- 

oughly developed. 
| 

As the lumber industry receded, acceleretion ond new life was | 

given to dairying. Both business men and farmers realized that if the 

country is to prosper, prospority rust come in increased revenues form 

the thousands of acres of rich lands which laid practically untouched. 

Believes in Cooperation 

Marathon, in recent years, made great strides in the develop~ 

ment of the cooperative marketing idea. Besides having several coopera= 

tive livestock shipping associations, it has within its borders, a large 

cheese sboring warehouse at Wausau, another at Lbbotsford, bordering 

Marathon at the northwest ond a third at Marshfield (just in process of 

erection) bordering Marathon at the sath. 

This central county is even today a center for lumbering in- 

dustry. It has three large paper mills. It boasts of having the first 

electric saw mill in United States which is located at Wousaue 

Clean Herds in tho County 

Marathon county has just completed its areca tost ond while 

exact figures are not available et the present time, it appears that 

the percontage of reactors runs less than six tenths per cent. Marathon 

county produces more cheese than any other county in tho state. In 

fact, for its population, it is one of the largest producing centers 

in United Statos. 

Larger Than Rhode Island 

Marathon county also boasts of having the highest point of 

land in Wisconsin, the tip of which could easily be seen if the editors 

journey within ten miles cast of Colby. The name is Rib Mountains 

Marathon is the largest county in the state ond its square miles of 

territory are larger than tho state of Rhode Island. : 

The farms of the county appreciate capeble leadership and, 

| today, Marathon is the only county in the state that maintains a Home 

Demonstration Agent and a Boys? ond Girls' Club Leader, 

It was one of the first north central counties to introduce 

the agricultural extension system and is one of the few counties in tle 

state to mintein a county agricultural agent for a number of years 

without cessation. 
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Industry Widely Diversified , 

Marathon's variety of industries range from manufacture of 
tooth picks and brooms to steel bridges. 

The county has 10 state highways end 15 trunl: highways. 
Marathon is served by Wisconsin's leading reilrouds, cut in twain by. . . 
the state's largest river developing a trunk system of water power 

serving a territory over 170 miles long and 70 miles wide. 

Unlike any other county, Marathon has instituted a compre- 
hensive system of public parks for its citizens. Plots of virgin timber 
have been purchased from all sections within boundaries which is to be 
preserved for the enjoyment of future generations. 

LOCATES MISSING AUTHOR 

The anonymous story of Ashland county and the Apostle 

Islands, which appeared in a recent issue of BUILD WISCONSIN, has 

found its author. Lee Stewart, county agricultural agent of /ish- 

land, gets the credit for preparing the interesting account of 

these points, both of which are on the editorst itinerary. Stewart 

is one of Ashland's most enthusiastic boosters. 
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By Re Ae, Peterson, 
County Agricultural Agent 

Coming for all sections of the state, Wisconsin's country 
editors, members of the Wisconsin Press Association, will assemble at 
Wisconsin Rapids, in Wood county,, August 12,. The attraction that calls 
the newspaper men and their friends to this county seat city is the 

sixth annual summer trip of the state press association. From this 
city, they start north on an automobile trip that ends four days later 

in Superior. 

The take-off point of the editors! trip lies in the very cen- 
tral part of the state, in fact, natives call Wood the "Heart of Wiscon= 
sin", What the newspaper men will sce after they enter the county will 
help to give them a better impression of tho advantages and glories of 

the entire state. 
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Noted for Famous Cranberrics , 

Wood owes much of its groatnoss to the soil that is found in | 

the county. A considersblo portion of it is of the Colby silt loam type, il 

which is fertile end productive and well suited for clover, alfalfa end 

the generel farm crops. The southern pert of the county has a sandy 

loam soil, and in this district, crenberries are extonsivoly cultivated. 

The cranberry farms of the county are concentrated in a single township, y 

Cranmoor. 

The greatest asset of this central county is her people. 

Hardy and enterprising, they have come to Wood from all parts of the 

Globe. Good Americans, all of them, they are open-minded, open-handed, 

neighborly and progressives 

Supplies Nation With Cattle 

Dairying is the leading agricultural industry of the county. 

There are in the county 52,000 head of high grade and purebred cattle of 

the Holstein, Guernsey, Brown Swiss and Jersey breeds. The cattle are 

healthy, and have all been T. B. tested. 

Hundreds of buyers come to Wood County annuelly from all parts 

of the United States to purchase foundation stock. Elevan million pounds 

of cheese are produced annually in Wood County. Farmers believe in 

having an interest in both the production and marketing program, and 

many of them are cooperating with the Wisconsin Cheese Producers! Asso~ 

ciation to market their cheese. 

Approximately 3,000,000 pounds of butter is manufactured in 

the county annpally. Condensaries serve as a further outlet for the 

milk. A number of factories have developed a special sweet cream trade. 

Whole milk is being shipped to Milwaukee, Chicago, and even as far as ' 

Florida. The dairy industry returns approximately $4,000,000 annually 

to Wood County farmers. Tho farmers believe in diversification, and 

supplement the deiry program with tho production of hogs and of cash 

crops such as peas, beans, cabbage, which find a ready market at the 

canning factories. 

Social Life of Importance 

The citics are Wisconsin Rapids, Marshfield, Pittsville, and 

Nekoosa. The two former have a population of about eight thousand, while 

that of Pittsville end Nekoosa is somewhat less. The villages are Port 

Edwards, Biron, Auburndale, ixpin, Vesper, Milladore, Babcock, end 

Rudolph, All are the best of market centers for farm products, and each 

of them has also developed some phase or another of manufacturing. Four 

large paper mills, as well as other large manufacturing plants furnish 

ready employment for the people of these cities and villages. Churches 

of the different denominations are freely distributed in both country 

and town. Six high schools, a Teachers! Training School and an Agri- 

cultural School, end the best of rural schools, are aiding to educate 

the youth of Wood county. 

Since the passing of the lumber industry, the county has been 

developed very rapidly, agri culturally. The farms that have been improved 

are among the finest in the state. New land is still available and can 

be obtained at reasonable rates. #
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From V. E. Brubaker, 

County Agricultural Agent 

Our wonderful county contains a million acres of land. Many 

thousands of these acres are now producing dairy products and dairy 
cattle , sheep, potatoes, strawberries, apples and grain. Out 2,000 

farmers are steadily but surely building up the best of dairy herds. 
We now have 15,000 head of dairy cattle in the county, mostly of the Hol- 

stein and Guernsey breeds. 

Our lakes and streams attract tourists from every state in 
the Union. Our good roads are always a pleasure to our visitors as woll 
as ourselves. The fine natural harbors found at Washburn and Bayfield 
in the Chequamegon Bay afford economical conditions for large manufac 
turers. Other harbors at Cornucopia, Herbster and Port Wing, located 

on the main shore of Lake Superior, are all good. 

Our farming is diversified and our farmers do not ‘mow what a 

crop failure means. 
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Dairy Business Increasing 

ft presont our dairy products sell for over $2,090,000 annually, 
We have eight cooperative creameries, located at Port Wing, Cornucopia, 

Bayfield, Washburn, Barksdale, Benoit, Mason, Grandview, and Iron River. 

Oru dairy breeders! associations have done ruch to improve the 
dairy cattle in the county. These organizations have made it possible : 

to increase the number of pure bred sires from 29 per cent to 75 per cont 
in the county during the past 4 years. 

Last year, the State Veterinary Department tested every cow 
in the country for tuberculosis and from the 14,500 there wore only 100 
taken as reactors. Our cattle ere now free from this disease. 

The secretary of the Holstein breeders! association is Thoralf 
Yderstad, Mason, and Henry DuBay, Herbster, is secretary of the Guernsey 

breeders! association. 

: : Potatoes 

Bayfield county has thousends of acres of ideal potato land. 
The main varieties are Green Mountains and Rural New Yorker. Our 
largest potato producing commnities are Mason, Grendview, Cable, Iron 

River, Durmmond and Port Wing. 

The secretary of our County potato growers! ond shippers! 

association is C. I, Larson, Mason. 

We wually have several carloads of Rural Now York seed stock 
for sale. This is excellent stock and very clean. 

Small and Tree Fruits ; 

The Bayfield Peninsula has long been noted for its foncy and 
high qualities fruit. Strawberries and raspberries are of exceptionally 
high quality ond are always in demand. Our fruit acreage is rapidly 
increasing. A local conning factor takes care of fruit not suitable 

for shipping. 

The main varieties of apples grow cormercially are Wealthy, 
Dudley, Greening, McIntosh Red, Duchess and Jonathan. The Bayfield 
fruit association at Bayfield and The Farmers' Warehouse, at Washburn, 

both ship fruit cooperatively for growers. Port Wing is also a lorge 

fruit producing community. 

Raise Pure Bred Grains 

Our heavy clay soil, known as the Superior red clay, produces 

high yields of peas, winter wheat, oats and barley. Hach year our grain 

growers in the county sell a large quantity of seed grains, These grains 

are well cleaned and pure in variety end sacks furnished when shipped. 

Both the soup and cenning peas yield exceptionally well in our 

county end are an excellent crop to use in our rotation. 
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Ls on the Country uzehly 
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Merit is the YA PY) EFORE ‘A. WEEKLY newspaper can enter 
Greatest Circu- Ye “W» the class of commoity builders, 
lation Builder. ; ff there are two requirements that 

both its editor end its potential 
readers must answer in the offirmative. They are: 

1 - Is the paper needed in the field? 

2 - Does the paper render service? 

The object of these questions is obvious, and it is only when 
they are answered "Yes" that the country weekly newspaper can hope to 
be a vital force in the building of a healthy community, And, of course, 
in the opposite situation, it is equally hopeless to garner circulation. 

Consider the Paper's Merit 

In the last analysis, community building editors, the country 
over, go on record, by a large majority, as feeling that the merit of 
the paper is the chief factor in attaining a sizeable and permenent 
circulation. 

4 Konsas editor, who has been through several high pressure 
campaigns, feels that the only way in which the country press can get 
its share of subscribers is by representing the entire community. In 

this broad outlook, he assumes that the editor will give his readers 
service that has a value of 100 per cent. r 

"If the paper properly represents the community, it will gain 
the confidence of the people, and", he continues, “it will also gain 
& permanent reputation that can not be shaken by periodical adversity. 
If the field is large enough, the circulation will grow without visible 
effort. 

"I do not favor sudden high powered boosting of any kind", this 
Kansan avers, “ond, I have never entered into any kind of tget-rich- 
quick! schemes, I believe", he concludes, "in quality. If the paper 
possesses this factor, its circulation will always be in healthy cone 
dition." 

“The Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” eo
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Make the Weel:ly Interosting | 

"Make your paper the best you know how", is the mazim that | 
guides the endeavors of an Iowa editors 

"In the first place," he explcins, "we ccasiter the only justi- - 
fiable basis on which sound circulation cor ve socured is through the 
publishing of the best paper possible. A good newspaper, both literally 
and figuratively, appears to be the backbone of strong circulation, and 
all the high pressure circulation schemes in the world won't sell an 

inferior product. 

" pecccveeee First, we try to get all the city news, then all 
the country news with as much rural correspoucence cs possible. We 
departmentalize the news, that is, each week, we have certain features, 

for exemple, farm news, local sports, birth ond obituaries, und several 
others, This system, besides being a convenience, helps us to make 

up the paper." : 

Maintain Present Circulation 

That names and plenty of them promotes interest in a publica- 
tion is a fact well known to country editors. A Wisconsin editor, pub- 

| lishing a strong paper in Kewaunee county, feels that he has actually 
built a large part of his circulation by persistently siming to publish 

as meny names as possible. 

"Names in the paper", he states, "is the surest method of 
building circulation and putting it upon a solid foundation, They make 
for interest and they indicate that the editor is thoroughly covering 

his field." 

") prime consideration in circulation building", points out 
a Minnesota editor, "is to insure the contiruanze of the present cir- 
culation. A steady circulation to a s:nli vcper, is -yorth more than 
a variable one that rises end falls spasmodiveily. Remember that our 

advertising rates can not be changed over nig):t." 

Merit Wins 7,400 Subscribers 

Furthermore, the Minnesota publisher explains that it is very 
necessary that the editor go on record as maintaining and adhering to 
a definite news policy. It is exceptionally nesesssry that his news 
be representative of the entire community, especially that his reporters 
cross the city limits and set foot on the soil of the nearby farms, he 

concludes. 

A New Jersey paper, with probably the largest circulation of 
any single weekly in the country, the figure being 7,400, points with 
pride to the fact that it has never had a contest to increase its cir~ 
culation, It has never offered a premium nor entered into a clubbing 

arrangement. It has never had subscription "Bargoin Days", nor in fact 
any of the vommonly used devices for stimulating circulation. It has, 

as its editor agrees, established itself on merit. 
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[ Do You Recall | 

- when Herman W. Roe, newly electe| president of 
the National Editorial Association, addressed members of the 
Wisconsin Press Association in these words; 

"I confess I love the state of my birth, Wisconsin. 
Any man who comes from Wisconsin, or who happens to have been 
born in Wisconsin, is naturally proud of that fact and I 
should be proud of that fact beceuse Wisconsin has been very 
generous, indeed, to me, and to the father and wother, who 
in 1880 came to this state from Norway and settied in a 
town that has been wonderfully served by one of the menbers 
of the Wisconsin Press Association. Wisconsin has treated 
that mother and father generously, so much so that they have 
been able to send six sons through college. So why shouldn't 

| I love Wisconsin and anything I can do to repay that debt 

I am anxious to do. 

"I had intended, after I finished college, to 
study law and settle down in Wisconsin. It was only a trick 
of fate that turned me to newspaper work and I am now mighty 
grateful that the tide was turned, because, in my judgment, 

from what I have seen of the average small town, there is no 

place where a man has greater opportunity than has the pub- 
lishers of the country newspaper. 

"We need more men and women****"** tu take charge 
of these commnity newspapers, men ani womea who have the 
vision ami who will contribute to the up-building of a pros- 
perous and successful rural life in Amrica." - Delivered 
before Wisconsin Farmers’ Products Merchardicing Conference, 

February 2, 1923. 
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a SIGHED EDITORIALS 7OR | 

COMMUNITY NEWS P.LPERS | 

The Zarge number of your readers, who are living on the farm, 7 

will enjoy the following editorinl as much as town people who spent their | 

childhood days on the nearby farms. This 1s tho fourth of a series of 

signed editorials that will be issued through BUTLD WisCONS IN. 

The Old Farm Has Changed 

Those of us who can look back on boyhood on a farm, and thet 

is a good many of us, recall most vividly the lack of companionship. At 

the time, perhaps, it was the round of chores thot we liked the least. 

For there was fun,,and chores frequently interfered with our plans. In 

summer there were a thousand and one things to explore, in winter, the 

sled ond skates, and a dog with a nose for game. How we enjoy living 

over those days when we had to crack the ice in the pitcher to get water 

to wash our faces on cold mornings; ond we bonst, as becomes lien whose 

pocketbooks have expanded with their girths, that this is the kind of 

hardening that makes successful men. But nost of us will admit that 

what we needed more than anything else was a wider circle of friends. 

The farm youngster of today need not te lonely. The motor car 

has erased the lines between town and country, Yet just os important 

as the means of getting somewhere is the now spirit in tho farmlands, 

the commmity of interest that has grown up in recent years. For the 

boys and girls, this spirit finds expression in the "4-H clubs" that 

our departments of agriculture have fostered. With their calves and 

pigs and samples of sewing and canning, the boys and girls meet in 

friendly rivalry at county ond stete fairs. 

Interesting stories could be told sbovt how a boy's enthus- 

jams aroused by these clubs has led the father to ways of better farn= 

ing. But even better than the business training these clubs otford 

the farmers of tomorrow is their influence for good citizenship. The 

four Hts stand for “head, heart, hand and health," meening thereby 

tho development of wholesome men and wonen with an interest in their 

country as well as in thoir means of livelihood. 

In all the talk about farm problems, the improvement in farm 

machinery, methods of marketing and electrification of the farm, it 

should not be overlooked that the most important question is the kind 

of men and women the farm is preparing for tomorrow. 

-- Milvaukee Journal 
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RURAL COMMUNITIES NEED LEADERSHIP 

Small Towns, Aligned with the Fermers, Can 
Aid in Redistributing Power and 

Privilege in America 

By /.RTHUR E. HOLT 

Editor's Note - When Mr. Holt comes to Wiscon- 
sin in August, he will bring to townsmen, 

villagers and farmers a conviction that the 

villages and towns, which are the home of rural 

weeklies and the service stations of agricul- 

turol commnities, have every reason to moin~ 

tain ond develop local self-respect. 

MODERN SOCIETY has undergone a certain necessary concentration 

of power. Business has developed centers of trade and centers of credit. 

Transportation systems radiate from the big centers like the strands of 

a spiderts web. Until very recently the mojority of the people have 

lived in villages but the steady centripetel urge toward the big city 

has turned a majority of our people into urban dwellers. 

| We mist expect the city to grow, but it is possible to acquiesce 

too easily inthe city trend. A friend of mine who wes recently in 

Russia said that the Russian revolution took place so easily because 

the power of Russia was concentrated in two big cities ond that when 

these two cities were captured, the revolutionists had the control of 

the nation. He said such a sudden change would not have been possible 

in any nation whose power and privilege were well distributed. Of course 

he might have gone farther and said that had Russia's power end privilege 

been well distributed, the revolution would not have been necessary. 

Be thot as it may, his remarks are eloquent of the necessity for a "Dis- 

tributed Amrica,." 

Need of Local Self-Respect 

How big ought a community to be? We measure communities as the 

census does, but I suggest another stendard of measurement. That commnit 

is the largest for you which makes the largest use of you. There is a 

Taw of atetat antec returns in community STE. . 

Perhaps there were not more nor better concerts in a community 

of seven thousand in which I once lived, but I attended more than I attend 

in Chicago. 

“phe Little Partner of Phe Badger Weekly” i
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Perhaps the office holders are more numerous in Chicago, but 
I voted for more whom I knew when I lived in a smaller commnity, Thot 
community is the largest which makes the best uso of you and calls for 
the investment of the most will power, purpose, and intelligence on your 
part. Judged by this standard there is a basis for a fine self-respect 
on the part of the hamlet, the villoge and the town. 

Conservation of Local Resources 

I clip the following from an Associated Press report: "Without 
having simed to establish a record as lodge joiners, the eight thousand 
eight hundred people of this town are believed to have done so, for a 
canvass of the population revealed that the combined membership of the 
various secret, fraternal, sports, patriotic, and other societies, ex- 
clusive of religious organizations, is more than ten thousand. This 
means that some persons belong to more than one organization, in face the 

canvassers found one man who said he was paying dues to twenty-seven 
different organizations. 

There are all told twenty-one clubs and lodges, ten soldier 
organizations and their auxiliaries, a hundred or more religious socie- 
ties and organized groups. A fair estimate that the people of S-- == 
support about two hundred different lodges, clubs, and fraternal societies 
into which they pay as dues about sixty thousand dollars a year. 

Now I am not complaining about the number although I think 
that there are more than are desirable, but I am complaining because of 
the hap-hazard way in which the organizations are multiplied. No one 
ever asks the question as to the desirability from the stand of view 
of the community. 

Over-Organization Possible 

Organizations are created under the stress of imitation and 
competition, but seldom does a commanity have the chance to exercise any 
autonomy as to the number of organizations by which it is served. As 
a result the small community is bound hand and foot by organizations 
projected into it from the outside, all professing to help but ectually 
selling it the benevolent end of a despotism. 

The town meeting was once the saving unit in American democracy. 
Heré men mt in a face to face relationship and discussed matters about 
which they were concerned, Men think best about situations which are 
close to them, their poorest thinking is done about projects which are 

farthest away. 

Now when men gather about the corner store, it is to discuss 
the issue brought before them by the big city daily whose colums are 
too often colored by the interests of the publishers. In other words, 
the small group has capitulated before the drive of the city opinion 
expressed in the mammoth edition of the cosmopolitan paper. America 
is the poorest because of this. 

(5
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Country Editor a Loader | 

We need more communities which ere willing to follow the leader- 

ship of men whom they know to be worthy even thourh they mey for the 

time be unpopuler. If we could mitiply the William Alten Whites in the 

cities the size of Emporia, Kansas, we would have an aruy of non-con- 

formists who would be the glory of Awerice. 

The point has been hinted at in the last paragreph but it needs : 

emphasis. The next big controvers which will stir America will be be- 

tween people who are on the eisciits sidos of a load of produce, ‘or be-~ 

tween the producers and the consumers. More and more the big cities 

are going ‘ demand that they be fed with food at the cheapest rate 

possible. The farmer must get such returns as will make his life agree- 

able. 

Will the small town identify its interests with the farmer or 

will it "line up" with the city? This is a vital question for the averoge 

town in the west. On it is absolutely dependent the success of the 

farming class. 

Will the town work for the prosperity of the former or will it 

join the city? If it does tho latter, we will have an industrial war 

or we will develop a peasantry like unto some perts of Europe? 

Justice Through Unity 

This is not an appeal for war between the consumers and the pro- 

ducers, it is an appeal or a bargaining which has justice in it, but this 

justice can only come as we establish something of equality in bargaining 

power. The small town should welcome the coming of the Farmers! Coopers= 

tive because these nation-wide orgenizations constitute the only hope for 

a balanced development between the producers and the consumers. 

But the final word mst not be of division but of unity. More 

end more as the cleavage due to race and class develop in society thore 

must come those organizations which seck to build the whole of society. 

SIMPLE EDITORIAL 

MAKE-UP EFFECTIVE 

SET 13 PICAS wide and in 8 point type, the editorials in the 

WESTBY TIMES seem to attract the reader so that he gives rather care= 

ful attention to the personal comment of Editor Julius T. Hage. These 

two or three colums of editorial expression have = number of features that 

make them unusually appealing. 

First, they are short, to the point and broken up with frequent 

paragraphs. They are written in a congenial and chatty style. 

Bach of the main editorial has a heed. These also brief, are set 

in two lines, in eight point bold face, close to the left margin. They 

read; "Social Progress", "American Tourists", "World Tour, 28 Days". 

Editor Hage and his assistants have the faculty of assembling some very 

timely and unusuel paragraphs. These are set under a boxed head, labeled 

"Oh, by the Way." 
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| RACINE COUNTY PLPER | 
GETTING UP IN YEARS 

SIXTY-THREE years of community building has been written into 
the history of the BURLINGTON STANDARD DEMOCRAT. ‘This Racine county 
weekly, which started its sixty-fourth volume the middle of /ugust, 
can point with pride to its long record of service, Its editor L. H. ; 
Zimmermann, takes particular pleasure in explaining that the ST/NDARD 

DEMOCRAT'S growth has paralleled the advancement of the Burlington 
community. Scanning tle future, he declares the ST/.NDARD DEMOCR/T'S 

goal will be everlasting service to the commnity ond that it can be 

counted in on anything that is for the pregress of this section of 

Racine county. 

Excellently executed and carefully edited, the STANDARD DEM~ 

OCRAT has reached o high plane in country newspapring. It hos o seven 

column page and ranges from eight to twelve pages in size. The type 

is fresh and attractive. By the use of a series of headlines, that 

would do justice to o large doily newspaper, Editor Zimmermannts weekly 

has o most appealing make-up. Frequent boxes are used to give added 

attractiveness to the pages. 

As the STANDARD DEMOCRAT open up volume 64 BUILD WISCONSIN, 

in behalf of the state's weekly press, congratulates it on its splendid 

record and hopes it will continue to be the promoter of Burlington 

progress. . 

SCOTT'S EDITORIAL 
PROVES . THRILLER 

J. I. SCOTT, sage of Evansville, recently varied his editorial 

style and prepared a detailed "fictionized" editorial that directed new 

interest to the Rock County Fair thot was held in Evansville. In an in- 

teresting and entertaining manner, Scott portrayed a local farm incident 

in which "Son Bill" satisfactorialy convinced "Farmer Dad" that the femily 

should attend the county fair and stey not one day but severcl days in 

order to take advantage of its many educational opportunities. The young 

man won but his victory came hard. Listen to Bill: 

"Now let me ask you who has the finest herd of Hereford cattle in 

the state of Wisconsin? J. C,. Robinson. Yes. Who has the best sheep? 

Broughton and Miles, yes. How about Harvey Little with his Shorthorns? Butts 

& Babcock with their Chester White hogs - Furseth with his poland Chines, 

and all the other purebred breeders around Evansville? Where did these 

men get their first chance when they had only a cow or two, or an old sow 

with a littew of pigs or a nice ewe ond a pair of lambs, to show their 

stock and to find buyers for them, but et the Evansville Fair?" 
e 

Bill goes on and describes more about Rock's basic industry - 

agriculturee All real facts, in which he shows an intimate acquaintance 
with the county's leading breeders. This editorial story, set two colums 
wide, was given front page spa ce. It completely filled two of the 

REVIEW'S colums, 
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SIGNED EDITORIAL FGR 
COMMUNITY WEWSPLFERS 

Don A. Wallace, editor of THE FARIER, of St. Foul, pays o high 
compliment to the country weekly newspeper in the following editorial, the 
third of a series prepared for community weel:lics, Wallace is considered 

one of the country's ablest farm editors and his views represent the 

thoughts of many other farm paper editors. ' 

Your Home Paper | 

As Seen by Others | 

In the course of our travels through the rural sections of the 
country, we are constantly impressed by the fact that a wide-awake, pro- 
gressive home paper plays a most important part in community progress. 

In fact, it is difficult for a commnity to move forward if the home paper 

does not mtch up to,and properly reflect the enthusiasm of the leaders 

of that commnity. On the other hand, a live home paper can do much to 

wake up a sleeping community. 

We sometimes find communities where the local paper is far ohead 

of the spirit of the people. In such commnities the editor ploys a heart- 

breaking game. On the other hand, many commmities stend still year ofter 

year because of o dead or sleeping home popper. The right sort of working 

partnership between the community and the press nearly always brings re- 

sults. 

We believe that the Northwest is particularly fortunate with re-~ 

ference to its local papers. In a recent editorial, the Wisconsin State 

Journal says some things that have been on our mind for a long time. We 

gladly add our approvel to this editorial which describes the unselfish 

ideolism usually to be found behind the local newspper. The editorial 

follows: 

"The local newsppper in the United States is each year getting 

on a firmer foundation and becoming more and more useful to its home town 

and its community. 
"Tt is the home newspaper which boosts the town, year in md year 

out, which takes the lead in every enterprise which has for its purpose the 

upbuilding of the commnity. 
“we frequently hear it said that the old-time independent spirit 

of the newspaper is gone; that its editorial policy is now subservient to 

. the business office. Yet this is not true. There is more unselfish ideal- 

ism in the everage local newspaper than in any other business enterprise. 

It frequently speaks out in the woy which it believes will be for the food 

of the nation and of the commnity, regardless of what the consequences may 

be from a business standpoint. 
"The local newspaper is the principal booster for the community, 

and it does its boosting often without hope of material reward. Unfor- 

tunate is the community which neither appreciates nor supports its local 

newspaper." -- Dan A. Wallace. 
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INTRODUCES STATE TO 
ONE OF HER COUNTIES 

COOPER COUNTY is today probably better known in the 
state of Missouri than ever before. Much of the newly created 
attention that is directed toward this county can be traced to 
the efforts of the BOONVILLE ADVERTISER, one of the county's en= 

terprising weekly newspapers, edited by Edgar C. Nelson. 

A close-up of Cooper is presented in a special issue 
prepared during the summer by the ADVERTISER. Known as a Rural 

Life Edition, this number interestingly ond thoroughly covered 
the industry, institutions and peoples of the entire county. 
Featured also were the homes and boys and girls. 

A glance at the heads of the feature stories indicate 
the wide variety of interesting news thet Nelson assembled for 
his readers. Here are some of them: "Cooper County Farm Facts 
end Figures", "Mutual Insurance in Cooper County", "Take Care 
of Your Bees and They Will Help Take Care of You", "Furnishing 
the Ferm Home", 4-H Clubs Train Boys and Girls" ond "The Great= 
est Needs of Cooper County". 

Set between colored covers, this year's rural life 
issued contained 64 pages, the size of which was about 10 by 15 
inches, Fifty helftones were used in the issue and 78 progressive 

merchants took advantage of its advertising possibilities. 

About 4,250 copies of this banner issue were printed. 

Editor Nelson issued the first rural life number last 
year. The main purpose of the issue, he states, is to promote 
a better acquaintance between Cooper county people and their 
home county. It has also proved effective in focusing the atten~ 
tion of the state upon the county. The advertising revenue from 
this large issue make it possible for Nelson and his assistants 
to present this annual number in appealing and attractive dress. 

THE newspaper is the greatest 
public utility.......«. He serves 
his newspaper best who serves his 
commnity best. - Dean Walter Williams. 

“Phe Little Partner of The Badger Weekly” 9
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NEWSPAPER PROPERTY : 
OF LOCAL COMMUNITY 

THE COUNTRY editor is duty bound to give a larger measure of 
service to the commnity in which he lives than ony other of the local ‘ 
citizenry. 

Such was the trust that Horman Roc, president of the National 
Editorial Association ond himself a small town newspaper publisher, gave 
to the keeping of the South Dakota Press Association at its recent. annual 
meeting. 

"Every individual owes service to his commmnity but the editor 
is under special obligation to do more than anyone else because the news- 
paper offers an unusual opportunity to trenslate ideals into practice", 
he declared. "In a sense the newspaper is not the o¢itor's but the 

property of the community." 

Though recognizing the limit to the energy and capacity of the 
country editor, Roe admitted that there were mony newspapers in the Middle 
West that had not sensed their commnity building opportunities, Their 
editors were, for the most part, so pre-occupied with the problems of the 
back office that they had little time to give to the constructive advance= 

ment of the community. : 

"There are some editors who seom convinced that their town does 
nothing for them", Roc told the pressmen of the Sunshine state. "But 
these same men should look around and see if they are really doing anything 

for the community." 

H. E. ZIMMERMANN, one of Wisconsin's veteran nowspspcr men, 
passed away at his home in Burlington, August 16, Although ho has been 

in poor health for some time, his death was unexpected. He was associated 

with his son, L. H., in the monagement of the ST/.NDARD DEMOCRAT. 

Born in Oconomowoc in 1865, where he first worked as a printer, 

he purchased the STi.NDARD DEMOCRAT in 1888, Under his inflyence, this 

weekly become one of the stniets loading coimunity newspzerse 

Mr. Zimmermann has served as postmaster of his city for a number 

of years ond he has hold various other positions of prominence in tho 

community. He is survived by his wife, two sons and three daughters. 

To them, BUILD WISCONSIN oxtends its deepest sympathy. 
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SIGNED EDITORIAL 

IMPORTANCE OF SMALL TOWNS 

The vital role played in the nationcl life of this 

country by the village -- the community of from 250 to 2,500 

population -- is only now being discovered. The small tow al- 

ways has been conscious of its own importance although up to 

the present it has been considered more or less of a nonentity 

by urbenites and has been almost ignored by social scientists. 

To the city all that is not city is country, but while 

the villege may seem a part of "the country" its inhabitants 
differ quite as widely, in their interests end their point of 

view, from the gountry citizen, as the latter does from the city 

population. 

There are moro than 12,000,000 people living in the 

villages of the United States. Some of them are farrers, others 

are tradesmen, proprietors, owners and mancgers, but the great 

majority of them are unskilled laborers engagec in monufactur- 

ing. Taken as a whole, the American villoge is a small-scale 

manufacturing center. It has also been discovered that the 

number of children per fomily is smaller in the village than in 

the open country, that the number of old people and clergymen 

is larger in the villoge than elsewhere ond that notive white 

stock predominates in them, 

Thus does the village become the citadel of con- 

servatism, intolerant of the insurgency of the farmer and the 

radicalism of the wage earners of the big city. The atmosphere 

of smell proprietorship, proverbially conservative, is so ceeply 

entrenched in the small town as to be in little donger of dis- 

turbance, 

Increasing in numbers and populstion, the village 

will ploy even a greater part in notional offxirs of the future. 

-- Wisconsin State Journel
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CREAMERY TO RUN SERIES 
OF ADS IN LOCAL WEEKLY 

QUESTION - How can a local organization most effec- 
tively acquaint the people of the community and particularly 
the country folks with its product and its plant? 

Anéwer ‘- Through the advertising colums of the local 
weekly newspaper, because it is read from cover to cover by 
all folks in the community, its rural route circulation be- 
ing especially high. 

This is the way the Barron Cooperative Creamery, 
one of the largest dairy manufacturing organizetions in the 
country, answered the query, and as a result it is planning 
to run a series of educational advertisements in the BAR- 
ROW COUNTY NEWS SHIELD. In this series, which is being 
prepared by an advertising agency, the creamery will aim to 
show Barron dairymen the advantages of clean methods and 
practices. 

The preliminary announcement reads as follows: 

"Creameries are now beginning to appreciate the 
power of printer's ink in their business and through 
advertising in their local papers they are preach- 
ing the gospel of better dairying. 

"The idea of creameries advertising and this ser- 
ies of advertisements have the endorsement of most 
of the dairy experts end creamery association man~ . 
agers of the dairy stotes of the "fiddle West and 
will be found to be interesting and instructive. It 
is hoped the patrons of the creamery will enter in- 
to this campaign with the proper spirit and everyone 
make a decided attempt to take advantage of the sug- 
gestions offered to make the quality of the product 
manufactured here of such a high standard that the 
fame of the ‘Butter City' will be still further in- 
creased, 
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"As in most every line of business, it is often 
the little things thet count so much and a creamery 
is no exception. Improving the quality of butter 
is recognized as the one way to stimulete demand and 
consequently keep the price up to where it is pro- ; 
fitable for the dairyman, and in order to do 80, 
sweet cream of good flavor is quite essential. 

"There is no such thing as two distinct qualities 
of butverfat when it comes from the udder of the cow 
- it is as nearly the same as it is possible for a 
product to be, coming from two different sources - 
consequently, its sweetness and flavor depend entire- 
ly on its care after leaving the udder of the cow. 

"This campaign will take up the subjects of im- 
proved dairying from its various angles of interest 
to the dairyman, and the dairymen will make no mis- 
take in closely following this series of advertise- 
ments and follow such suggestions as seem applicable 
to their business." 

=--000--- 
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YOUNG AND HUSTLING 

AT 47 YEARS OF AGE 

a oe 

WHAT WAS probably the largest home town paper that ever greeted 
the readers of the OREGON OBSERVER marked the forty seventh birthday of Edi- 
tor E. F. Kramer's weekly. Twelve pages, ten of which were printed at home, 
tells the size of this natal number. 

Editor Kramer has directed the OBSERVER for nearly 17 years. Never 
content with a thing simply because it is old and well established, Kramer 
continues to improve the paper. He says the OBSERVER is today carrying more 
local news than ever before in its entire life time. 

a--000--~ 
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USE NAWES AND PICTURES, 
EDITOR'S ONLY RECIPE 

POLITICS TOOK second place to community news in a recent issuc of 
the ALGOMA RECORD HERALD that Hditor F. H. Heidmann prepared primarily to 
promote the Kewounee County Fair. Attractive and capably odited as tho 
rogular issues of the Algoma paper, this special edition represented work thet 
any newsprper would be proud to display. 

Heidmann said thet the cdition wes tho largest over printed in the 
county. It comprised two sections, each of which containod 18 pages. It 
carried tho pictures of more then c hundred of tho county's bost deiry cat- 
tle as well as many local farm scenes. Names of tho locrl people were used 
profusely and the news ws timoly and interestingly preprred. Some of Hoid- 
rannts threo lino heads read: "Rocord Show Feir Growth is Constant*, “Report 
Shows Rurel Census Drop", "“Bect Sugar is Equal to Cane Sugar", "Hard Work 
is Recipe for Club Success", "1,5. Resctors Under 3 Por Cont in Nation", and 
"Octs Crop is Hard Hit by Drought, Rust". 

The edvortising in this special issuod was largely locrl. Standing 
out among the displays was « full page advertisement of the Kewaunce County 
Bankers' Association. A county broed association used nearly o quarter of a 
page to call attention to their exhibit of pure breds at the foir. 

Besides promoting the county fair, Hoidmann pointed out he wished to 
naintain and stimulate interest in the breeding of bettor cattle. A copy of 
the issue was mailed to every rural home in the entire county. 

Editor Hoidmann ealled on County Agent H. R. Lathrope for assistance 
in the preparation of this gigantic number. Lathropo, on his trips through 
the county, snopped most of the picturos that wero uscd ond he helped also 
to prepare many of tho news storics. 

BEG YOUR PARDON, 
IT WAS IN ERROR 

IN THE cightcenth article of tho "Know Wisconsin Bottor" sorics, en- 
titled "Wisconsin is a Fruitlond as woll os a Dairyland", thore appeared an 
error in tho acronge of Wisconsin's fruits. In caso, this articlo has not 
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boon used, plonaso substitute tho following paragraph far the third and fourth paragrephs of the original story. 

in the state at the prosont timo, thero sro nearly 
thirty thousand acros of applo orthards, throo quar- 
ters of which are bearing. Tho cherry acroage totals 
nearly 6,000. 

‘ 

If the story has alroady been used, please run the following correc- tion notice. This can be sot after this wook!s story on “Minorals", 

CORRECTION - In the recont "Know Wisconsin Bottor" 
sorics, there appeared an error in the articlo on 
fruit. The apple orchard acreage is comprised of 
about thirty thousand acres while the therry or- 
chards take up nearly 6,000 acres. Fow pears or 
plums are grown on a commercial scnlo. 

WANTS A POSITION ‘on 
COUNTRY NEWSPAPER 

"I WOULD liko to got a position with a country wockly or a semi- weokly newspaper", writes a man to BUILD WISCONSIN. He feols that his work has especiallu fitted him for a position as farm editor, and he further states that he would be a credit to ony weekly nowspaper thet required such Q service, 

BUILD WISCONSIN will furnish the nano of the applicant te any oditar who is interested, 

NO YELLOW JOURNALISM 
PERMITTED IN PLYMOUTH 

PRINTED on bright yollow paper, tho four page feature section of tho PLYMOUTH REPCRTER rominds tho observer of two distinct idoas, eno of which was probably in the Moormanns' minds whon they solectod this striking and un- usuel color, The first is yollow journalism and the other is chooso. Vo feel that the editors made their choico because of the second subject. 

Plymouth, located in Sheboygan county, is in the hoart ef ono of Wisconsin's best known deiry scctiuns. This little city with its 5,500 population is probably more closely related to tho sheose industry of the nation than any other town or city in tho country. Loented within its boundaries is tho hoadquartors of tho Wisconsin cheese Producers! Federation and several other large chceso organizations. 

Qn the rast hoad of tho REFORTER'S foaturo section stands a drum of cheese from which a huge slico has boon eut. To furthor show tho reador tho roason for tho yollow paper, Moormann & Sons have printed on the chooso, “Plymouth, the World's 3hoose gentor". 
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COMMUNITY'S BEAUTY 
KEPT BEFORE: PUBLIC 

EDITORS, who accompanied the Wisconsin Press Association, on its 
discovery of northern Wisconsin, will be interested in the mast head of 
the MELLEN RECORD. For the benefit of the scribes, who did not explore 
"the empire of the North", lot it bo know that noar this Ashland county 
town is one of tho stato's most beautiful outdoor attractions, ond which 
is also one of tho loast known of Wisconsin's beauty spots. Tho oditorial 
caravan stopped at Mollon and visited this spot of intorost which is callod 
Copper Falls. 

Editor I. A, Konyon has, in a way, capitalizod tho unusual loca= 
tion of Mollon. Ho tolls of it in striking type,’ , on tho masthond of tho 
RECORD. Two cars, boxed by a hairlino border, carry part of tho story, 
In onc, tho rcador is admonished to "Soo Wisconsin First", ond in tho othor ho is advisod, "But First Sco Copmr Falls and Bad Rivor Gorgo." Diroct- 
ly under’ tho masthoad, Kenyon has sot anothor phraso that can loavo no 
doubt in tho roadorts mind that he is, indocd, in a favorod torritory, 
This says, "In tho Hoart of tho Ponokoos = tho Borkshiros of theo Middlo West." 

PROSPERITY DEPENDS ON 
COTTON, EDITOR ADMITS 

CRITICIZED bocauso tho WELLINGTON (Toxas) LEADER publishod intor- 
viows with local farmors on tho condition of tho cotton crop, which, it 
is claimed, tended to roducc tho final prico, Editor Honry Doskins om- 
phatically stated in a recent issue that his paper would continue to pub- 
lish these reports and all other news that concerned rural sections of 
the community. 

The LEADER and its editor, according to the recent editorial, are 
as interested in a good price for cotton as any farmer in Collingsworth 
county. This is because of two reasons - first, the prosperity of the 
newspaper and every other business depends on the returns from the comme-« 
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nity's chief crop and secondly the éditor modestly admits that he himsel? 
is indirectly interested in about as much cotton as the average farmer 
grows. Thus, Wells figures, it is absurd to think that the LEADER would 
do anything that would cause a dxep in the price of cotton. 

Wells then explained how the price of cotton is determined. If Col- 
lingsworth county produces fifty thousand bales, it will mean, he pointed 
out, a bumper crop. However, if the crop runs only around thirty thousand 
bales, it will be below the average, The ratio of cotton produced in the 
county to the total amount grown in the South is 1 to 3,000. And the dif- 
ference between a good and poor crop is two-fifths of cne-three~thousandths. 
"Saying we have a good crop is not Roing to affect the price of cotton if 
we actually do have a large crop", he declared. 

Concluding, he emphasized the condition of the crop and pointed out 
that the recent wet weather may cut down the yield. 

CAN YOU USE SOME ADVERTISING? 

MINNESOTA and Wisconsin have so mich in common that the following 
notice, which sppeared in the current issue of AMONG OURSELVES issued by 
the Minnesota College of Agriculture for the Gopher weekly press, may also 
be followed by editors of this state. It reads; 

If your furniture dealer handles the Sea- 
ly mattress, made in St. Paul, there is some 
nice business in sight for you if you get 
after him at once. These people have a big 
October campaign ready to go, and will place 
the ads where they have dealers. Go out tc- 
day and find out whether or not your dealer 
handles this mattress. If so, get busy with 
him so as to get in on this campaign. Delay 
will lose a nice piece of business - act at 
once, 

en 
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TOWN AND COUNTRY 
PROSPER TOGETHER 

THE SMALL community moy be the best home of the future. It already 
offers unexcelled opportunities to home seekers, declares Arthur E. Holt, 
sociologist of the Chicago Theological Seminary. 

Comparing the cost of living in the city and the small town, Holt 
presents figures that prove while New York pays #36.61 per family for pro~ 
tection, it costs the small town cnly 24 cents per family for . similar 
protection. Health protection costs New York $4.46 per family and the 
small town 70 cents . The metropolitan city's sanitation entoils an ex 
penditure of $14.52 per family while 33 cents pays a similar bill for the 
communities. The annual cost of government in New York is $151.56, and in 
the small towns $32.80, his statistics revealed. 

Distribution of electric power according to an economic basis is be= 
coming more general throughout the Nation, declared Holt. 

"The new factory will not necessarily be located by the side of the 
local mine nor at the railroad center to which coal may be haulod," he 
said, "We may not have discovered the foundation of perpetual youth, but 
in the waterfall it appears as though we may have discovered tho founda- 
tion of perpetual power. 

"We are in the process of discovering newer commnity units in Amer~- 
ica. Just as labor cannot think of itself as complete with capital nor 
is capital complete with labor, so town and country should not think of 
themselwes as separate but each as ‘.1complete with the other. 

"If there is any value to be harvested out of the tough 
experiences of the past few years , it is that town and country are linked 
up together and that when one prospers the other prospers aml when ono 
fails the other fails", the sockologist emphatically stated. "They cannot 
long get rich off from each other." 

THE AVERAGE American citizen, according to recent statistics, buys 

six cents worth of ink each year and also takes $11.00 worth of advortis-~ 
ing. 
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MOUNT HOREB, CENTER 

OF HEALTHY BUSINESS 

"FEWEROPLE realizo the onormous investment and tromendous volume of busi- 
done by the 26 cheese factories in this commnity", Editor F, S, Zintz recently 
reminded the citizens of Mount Horeb and the local commnity in an issue of tho 
TIMES. . 

Representing an investment of approximately $450,000 and returning more 
than two million dollars annually, the Dano county editor felt justified in 
pointing to the cheese industry as tho community's greatest assct. He cleimed 
thet the local factories should become more supreme than evor in their field, 
producing the highest quality of a product that would command top prices on the 
norket. Careful methods and the use of labor saving equipment, both on the farm 
and in the factory, are going to help make this section of Wisconsin famous 
throughout the Nation as a cheese center, Zintz contends. In his two colum 
story on this branch of the deiry industry, he gave the namos of the 26 fac~- 
tories and the addressos of the cheese-makers. 

MYSTERIOUS SPENDER, 
THE AVERAGE CITIZEN 

THE AVERAGE citizen makes some unexplainable purchases when he opens his 
pocketbook. During the year, he ordered $2.58 worth of diamonds, $1.30 worth of 
pickles, and 30 cents worth of mirrors. Despite the guesses of editors, he 
purchased six cents worth of ink and he also took $11.00 worth of advertising. 

Figures compiled by Mrs. Christine Frederick, in the ANWALS’ OF THE AM- 
ERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, and reported in the COOPERATOR, 
show that the average Anerican spends $1.10 for books, $27 for joy riding but 
only 22 cents for dentrifices. Though only one in every ten people in the 
United States brush their teeth, the people of the Nation consume enough to- 
bacco to pay off the interest on the entire public debt. 

He speng~ six cents for condiments, 57 cents for typewriters, 51 conts 
for firearms and shells, 18 cents for fountain pens and stecl points and $1.29 
for religious work. 

While he contributes eight eents for professorst salaries, he furnishes 
$10 for public schools. He spends $3.00 for ice cream, $45 for luxurious foods 
and $9.00 for perfumery and cosmetics. 

Health service costs the average citizen 11 cents. Ie pays $2.10 for 
patent medicines, 32 cents for watches, 45 cents for toys and $3.20 for cake 
and confections. For sporting goods, he pays $2.50 and he finally spends $30.73 
for government expenses. 

"Service is the touchdown that spells success in every line of human 
cndeavor", declares Dean Walter Williams of the University of iissouri. "In 
the country newspaper field, where the opportunities for service are unlimit- | 
ed, the outstanding weeklies in every state are those papers whose publishers | 
are putting into practice the policy of community service." 
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SERVICE MAY BE PRICE 
OF LONGER AD COLUMNS 

MANY OF the national advertisers are anxious to make the 
acquaintance of the country weckly newspaper. 

The country weokly has not, for the most part, sold itsolf 
to the advertising agencies, which propare ond distribute advertising 
copy, according to Norman J. Radder, Indiana journalist, who has compiled 

the opinions of a hundred leading advertising executives. His conclusions 
are reported in a recent issue of INLAND PRINTER. 

Must Have the Information 

Typical of the replies thet the Indiana expert received was 
the following paragraph, taken from the letter of ‘a New York agency. 

"The first thing an advertiser mst do is to select his mar- 
ket. He cantt select the market without adequate information. The edi- 
tor should send out well written letters that show, in a brief, to-the- 
point manner, the mrket that is served by his paper. Of course, full 
information as to the amount and distribution of the circulation, should 

be given. 

The effort of the NBWARK (N.Y.) COURIER AND COMMERCIAL, in 
its attempt to secure nationel copy, was commended by severe. of the 
agencies. This enterprising weekly has prepared ao neat and attractive 
four page leaflet, which tells of the resources, wealth, industries, educa- 

tional facilities and population of both Newark ond its home county. A 
double page spread, on pnges 2 and 3, shows a detuiled map of the county, 
giving the townships and highways of the entire district. Four neat boxes 

have also been set on these pages which furnish additional description of 
the community and its paper. 

Single Handed Efforts Count 

Contrary to the opinions of many country publishers, a weekly 
even by itself, can do considernble to win the business of the large manu- 
facturers. Although a state association, with a field secretary, con ad- 

vertise more advantageously than a single editor ond also give a flat 
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rate for allthe prpors of the strte, mony ogercics declared that manufac- 
turers seldom desire to cover the entire state. They prefer to select both 
their own territories and papers, besed, of course, on the data and in» 
formation which they receive from the editors. 

Business methods around the newspaper office have been found 
to be far above the overage in strtes that have field secretaries, occord= . 
ing to the report. Among the chief faults that national advertisors find 
with the country editor is his negligence toward correspondence and fril- 
ure to send marked copies and prompt steterents. In states, where ficld 
secretaries are omployed, the business methods used in the weekly offices 
are of a decidely higher class thon in other states, the advertisers 
report. 

Casting Box Claimed on /sset 

Several agencies advised country weekly editors to keep the 
statement regarding their papers, which appears in Ayer's Newspaper Directory, 
continually up to date. This directory is followed religiously by agencies 
and many orders are given on the strength of the small notices, However, 
these should be complete and accurate, Otherwise, they will not be con- 
sidered by advertisers. 

The agencies also reiterated some of the charges which have 
often been leveled at weekly papers. Besides emphasizing the lack of a 
sensible business policy in the office, some of thom pointed out that the 
press work was sloppy end that many editors were lax in checking copics. 
From the advertiser's standpoint, it appears that a casting box is an 
asset around the newspaper office. A few assorted the papers might receive 
more contracts if this implement was included in the equipment. 

Weekly Must Give Service 

The highlight that stands paramount as a result of this survey 
is the fact that the advertising agencies look for service from the woekly 
newspaper. Most of them realize the high class of its reading public. Ad- 
vertising space in the daily newspaper is increasing becruse more service 
end cooperation is being given to the manufacturers and advertisers. 

Better business and closer cooperation with the local dealers 
is the receipe for securing nationnl advertising in the country weekly 
newspaper. The enterprising editor will be surprised at the effectiveness 
of well planned and carefully executed campnign. 

B. W. PUT ON NEW 
MAILING SCHEDULE 

STARTING this week, BUILD WISCONSIN will arrive at your office 
Wednesday. The change of arrival from Monday to Wednesday is due to the fact 
that the new weekly service, "Farm and Family News", has been timed to reach 
its destination lionday morning, when the weck's issue is being shaped to-= 
gether. BUILD WISCONSIN, containing only a little material that can be repro= 
duced, will, under the new schedule, reach the office in the editor's moments 
of leisure, when the paper is about ready to be put to bed, 
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QUESTION BOX FEATURE 
ADDS READER INTEREST 

FURTHER interest may be added to weekly newspapers by the use of a question box, in which queries have been framed from the news colurns of last week's issue. This feature may be particularly effective during the fall and winter months vhen the local schools are in session. ; 
Starting with this issue, BUILD WISCONSIN will carry a question box each week, the queries of which will be based on news of state-wide importance and which was furnished to the editor the preceding week, How ever, if the stories from which the questions were taken did not appear in the preceding week's paper, the editor should strike out that particuler query. 

While the following questions have been prepared from last week's issue of "Farm and Family News", the box may be lengthened by adding questions of a general nature, taken from the regular news columns. Educe- tional end state-wide news is espeically adaptable for this feature. Often the editor can ask for, the local expression on certain questions, as, for example, in this week's feature, he asks how Wisconsin dairymen can keep ahead of the state which are rapidly pushing to the top in the dairy indus- try. 

Ye 8 

FARM AND FAMILY 
QUESTION BOX 

What are the dairy herd requirements for admission to the National Honor Roll? 
| 

What state is second to Wisconsin in this year's entries? 

How can Wisconsin dairymen forge further ahead in the dairy industry? The editor of (nare of paper) will ge glad to receive your ideas on this question. 

How effective in the T. Be test in discovering dis- eased cows in the herd? 

Whet is the compulsory herd test and what are its advantages? 

What happens to corn, that is to be saved for seed, by leaving it in the shock? 

What type of land should be reforested? 

Answers to these questions were given in last week's issue of the ( name of paper). 

(32 
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NEWS AND NAMES STRONG 
TONIC FOR CIRCULATION 

"THE PROSPERITY of the country weekly is built upon the corner 
stone of circulation." 

This is the expression which the late Phil C. Bing used in his 
book, THE COUNTRY WEEKLY, much of which he wrote while living among us 
here in Wisconsin. "It is quite true", he further stated, "that when 
the cost of mterials' is high, the circulation revenue will bring in little 
or no profit to the editor. But unless the circulation is large enough 
to cover the local trade zone thoroughly, there will be little revenue 
from advertising; and ad vertising is the main source of profit in any 
newspaper venture". 

This line of reasoning is clearly followed by country editors. 
The experience of many of them shows that circulation, more than any 
other part of the trade may determine success or failure in the publishing 
business. Subscribers are not easy to get and they are just as difficult 
to retain. 

Readers Want Home News 

Newspapers, even in small cities, are not taken because of 
sentimental reasons or for a "boost the town" cause. What brings the 
home newspaper to the local homes is the community news that it records 
and reports. While the happenings of the state and nation are of inter- 
est to the readers of the weekly newspaper, it is not the news of these 
large fields that builds and maintains the circulation, The testimony of 
many editors indicates that the thorough covering of the local field is 
the surest method of causing the circulation troubles to vanish and 
the receipts to increase, * 

George Wagenseller, editor and publisher of the MIDDLEBURGH 
(Pennsylvania) POST, declared years ago, before the state editorial asso- 
ciation, that giving the people the kind of paper they wanted to read 
was the basis of the strength of his circulation. The POST had, at that 
time, a circulation list of 6,000 subscribers in a county having a popu- 
lation of less than 20,000, with several other papers competing, The 
Keystone editor said he continually aimed to keep his paper full of news,°- 
playing up names and country correspondence, thus making it distinctly 
a home paper. Pee ae 
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Many Wisconsin oditors are duplicating the work of Editor 
Wagenseller., Some of the most successful are emphasizing names and petting 
as much country correspondence as is possiblo. They further report that 
they make it a business to get acquointed with the people of their local- 
ity, and it is but one step further to find out something avout them. 

Personal Solicitation Best : 

Spectacular compoigns, premiums, contests, clubbing offers, cut 
rates, ond similar devices, used to swell the circulation lists, are not 
recommended by Bing. He claims that the money used to-promote these schemes 
is, in a large measure, lost, The editor is actually paying for services 
that will net him little, or is mking reductions that mean nothing less 
then sacrifice, 

Personal solicitation either by the editor himself or by his 
agent, he believes, is the only satisfactory method of getting a substan- 
tial circulation. It is especially worthwhile when used in connection with 
form letters and circulars, and much more profitable than the contest method. 

It is reported that H. E. Roctho, senior editor of THE FENNIMORE 
TIMES, travelled practicclly every mile of Grant county roads, attending 
barn raisings, community picnics, threshing operations, and various other 
events in the county. He has met hundreds that he would not other wise 
have met, and, of course, he has seen to it that all occasions were men= 
tioned in THE TIMES, That this plan of canvassing brought results is 
shown by the fact that THE TIMES today has © sworn circulation of 4,600. 

TWO WEEKLIES SERVE 
BARRON COUNTY CITY 

THE BARRON COUNTY TRIBUNE, a new publication launched at Barron 
by Me W. Sowaske and Hollis D. Babcock, is the youngest member of W.scon= 
sin's press family. A full line of printing equipment was recently in- 
stalled. THE TRIBUNE will be published on Wednesdays. . 

This county is now served by two weckly newspapers. The other 
is THE BARRON COUNTY NEWS-SHIELD which recently changed hands. 
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QUESTION BOX 

HERE ARE the questicns for this wock's question box, the first 
one of which was startod in lnst weckts issuo of BUILD WISCONSIN. 

It has beon suggested that the page on which the articles were 
used in the preceding wock's number be given with the question. ‘his may 
cause many a reader to hunt up last week's issue ond read tho news of the 
farm ond family. , 

Ce ee 8 

FARM AND FAMILY 

QUESTION BOX 

How does science fight the diseases of plonts and onimeals? 
See page ‘ 

What precautions should bo followed in storing apples for 
the winter? See Page ° 

Why should apples be wrapped in waxed cnd oiled paper? 
See page : 

What is fire blight ond when can it be destroyed? See 
page e . 

What is the maximum butterfat test of the skimmilk from an 
efficiont separator? See page . 

What foot troubles may be caused by poorly fitting shoes? 
See page . 

‘+ \ What per cent of the dairy cattle in the United States are 
pure breds? See page ° 

Editor's note = Answers to these questions may be found in 
last week's issuo of ( nowo of pepor). 

STATE-VIDE CONTEST 
FOR BADGER WEEKLIES 

THE CURRENT issue of THE HOWLER conteins an mnouncement of 
special intorest to the oditor of every Wisconsin country weekly, 

Latest styles in country weekly newspapers, featuring attract- 
ive front pages, local cditorial columns and interesting farm news sor- 
vices, will be on parade at the state-wide newspaper contest that is to 
be staged in Madison in conjunction with the amual mooting of tho Wis- 
consin Pross Association about the middle of February. Handsome prizes 
will be awarded to the three highest winners of each class. Tho contest 
is open to every country weekly editor in the state. A detailed story 
will follow in this weck's news servic e.
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"MEET YOUR REPORTERS", 
WEEKLY EDITORS ADVISED 

FIELD correspondents, trained and paid, determine in a great 
measure the extent of the weekly newspaper's circulation. 

So important is the work of the correspondent that W. P. Kirk- 
wood, writing in a recent issue of THE INLAND PRINTER, suggests that he be 
brought into the office now and then and be given a trial at copy-reading 
and other newspaper office work in order to better acquaint himself with 
the problems of the editor. Kirkwood says this will give him an experience 
seldom forgotten, and will quicken his sense of responsibility. 

Correspondents who know something about the editorts problems 
are better reporters. They have a knowledge of what makes news, and are 
more likely to be in search of it, and will handle it in a better style. 
They may sift out the important from the unimportant. They should write 
paragraphs that need not be rewritten, They know what to feature. 
In fact, they know enough about the business to moterioliy lessen the work 
and worries of the editor, 

Careful Selection Essential 

"The success of the weekly newspaper depends upon its service to its readers. Correspondents must be more then collectors of "personals". | They must be reporters, men and women doing for the country weekly what the 
city reporter does for the daily", Kirkwood continues. : 

The selection of the correspondent is only the start. Training | must follow if good results are to be expected. As Kirkwood points out; ? | "In the locality where the correspondence is lacking, the editor learns of 
someone who might serve; he persuades the person to make the attempt; fur- | nishes him or her with paner, stamped envelopes, and puts his name on the 
mailing list of the paper. And the results - if any - are frequently highly | disappointing, 

| 

"That kind of thing will not do", he says. "The building up of | an efficient correspondence is fundamental. It is worth the combing of one's | whole territory, even at the cost of much time ond gasoline and rubber, to | put it over well," 
| 

([ oe | 
These Sheets, Published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, are | Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 

ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. LE nent 
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Mey Pronote Acquaintance ‘ 

Mony of the correspondents nover sew the inside of the offico from one year to the next. This is especiclly truc in the ecso of the correspondont who lives at a considerable distencee from the towm in which the paper is published, and who has little or no reason to visit the place. ‘ There ore cases where the correspondent and editor havo nevor not, thoir acquaintonce being entirely through the mail or tho tolephone. 

Kirkwood believes that those publishers who invited their corres+ penconts to annual picnics or theater partics are taking a step toward bottcr service, as gathering of this kird contribute to a botter understanding of 
one anotlor, 

Compensotion for correspondence work is little cnourh if paid for at the rate of one dollar a column, Kirlwood believes, Mt this rc to, 
if e dozen correspondents sond in a half colunn a week, the woekly cost 
would smount to only six dollers, ard the totel year's exponditurcs for this service would go only'a trifle over three hundred Collars. 4 small cnough expense indecd, when one can fool assured thet ho hos satisiicd his readers. 

FOUR EDITORS GETTING , 
THEIR HEADS TOGETNER 

Chosen to shape the second botter newspaper contest into form 
is . committee consisting of Dick Pugh, editor of the LUCK WNTEI PRISE; 
Charles Loweter, SPRING VALLEY SUN; A. F. Ender, RICE LAKE CERONO’YPE and 
Andrew W, Hopkins, of tho Wisconsin College of Agriculture. Puch will look 
after the interest of the wocklics published in communitios having loss than 
750 population, Lowater represents tho papers odited in cities botieen 750 end 1,500 people; Ender the weeklies of the towns having more then 1,500 
population and Hopkins will aid with the loesl arrangoments. 

4ny paper published during the presont year may be entered in 
any of the three classes of the contest. Tho doedlinc for submitting wecklics 
in the contcst will be shortly after the beginning of the year. 

The committeemen ore working cn some now fectures for this year's 
program. ‘hoy will be glad to roccive suggestions from othor oditors. Write 
them direct at thoir home tovms. 

‘ # ‘ ts adia 
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QUESTION BOX j eens 

THE CFRISTIAN SCIENCE MCNITOR, one of the nation's most enter- taining dailies, makes use of a question box thst is very similar to the suggestions given in BUILD WISCONSIN. The editors of the MONITOR feel that the questions arouse the interest of she readers and also adds to the educa- ; tional features of the paper. 

Here are the questions for this week's Question Box, based upon the articles found in last week's "News of the Farm and Fomily", 

? 2 See 

FARM AND FAMILY 
QUESTION Box 

Wheat is the record of a Wisconsin team 
of draft horses weighing more than 3,000 pounds ? 
See page . 

Is there any record of a teen pulling 
more than its own weight on the dynamometer at fairs 
this season? See page . 

How does the feeding value of soft corn 
compare with that of mature corn? See page . 

Whet precaution should be taken when 
storing soft corn in the crib? See page . 

What ideas should be kept in mind when 
selecting pictures for the home? Sec page . 

How may pictures influence the live of 
children? See page . 

eee 
| 

, THREE POLK PAPERS 
HITCHED TOGETFER 

THE FREDERIC STAR, MILLTOWN NERALD, and LUCK ENTERPRISE are. now under the management of the Northland Printing company, Inc., the corporation having taken over the properties on October 1, 

Those interested in the new Poll County corporation are Harvey J. Oleson, P. W. Clausen, Walter A, Lantz, Vernie R. Jensen, Lyle Speed, Vick Pugh, Mrs. Dick Purh, ond Elmer Heumont. The publishers claim that this merger will give better service to the public, 

/ rr a,
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EDITORIALS ‘RE ESSENTIAL 
IS OPINION OF PUBLISHER , 

HE editorial page is the backbone of the newspeper, transconding in importance any end all othor olements which compose the paper", says a well known publisher of a Kentucky paper, "Our editorials are written in our own office by members of our own steff, ond it is this page as publisher thot I feol my primary and fundamental responsibility attaches." 

fn examination of fifteen Wisconsin wocklies, picked at random, showed only one paper without an cditorial of some kind. Less than half of the cditorials, however, were of locel character, the others being made up of syndicate material, or were expressions on subjects having little locel significance, 

Editorial Opportunities Unlimited 

There is elmost no limit to the number of topics of local impor- tance thot may be used for an editorial, Hardly a weel foes by but what some bit of news in the current issue could receive an editorial expression. 

Not long ago a dozen Wisconsin wecklics had fitting cditorials on the death of a county agent, who had been a real community leader, <Anothor wockly carried © good half colum of editorial comment at county fairs. Others discussed the local school question, the reorranization of the city band, the noed of street improvement, or had complimentary notes on the action taken by a certain town board, Political views scem to have a favored place in many editoriel columns, 

Local Editorials Best 

Says James Le Small, owner and editor of THE MUKWON/CO CHIEF, "As a rule the editor of this paper prefers to write his own editorials, not because he is conceited enough to think ho con do it better than anyone else, but because the editorial colum is the one place in the paper that is pecu= liarly ond especially his. Once ine while, however, we happen upon something written by someone olse that oxpressew® so perfectly our owm sentiments thet we 

rr reer erence ' These Sheets, Published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, are 
i Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 

| ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 
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prefer to quote it just as it is." 

Local editorials have a touch to thom thet the "cannod varicty" 
absolutely lacks. Too, thoy are to be preferred to those which treat of 
subjects not directly concerned with the locality. While the readers may not 
at all times agree with the editor, there is still thet focling of porsonal f 
interest that cannot bo found in foreign material. Tho big point is that 
the poople will road them and fool thom. 

Separate Editorial from News 

Some publishers editorialize in their nows columns. They have 
the ability towite cditorials, and apparently have the desire to write them, 
but they fail to separate their editorial comment from their news items. 
Since news should be given unbiased and without prejudice, it hardly scems 
fair to the readers for the editor to mix his comment in with nows articles, 

It would take but little more effort and extra time for the cditor 
to sit down and write & corking good oditorial ona subject that is to go in 
as news. This may be done, too, whon the editor has a little more leisure, i 
instead of writing under pressure of getting material ready for the press. 
The most favorable time to write editorials seems to be after the paper has 
been sent out and the rush is over, and beforo noxt week's issue has been 
started. Many editorials are prepared at this perticular time, 

The editorial necd not be a lengthy, high-flown treatise of pro- 
found nature. It should not be. Rather, it may be comparatively short, 
simple, end to the point. This, of course, will depend upon the nature of 
the subject treated, the editor's attitude and enthusiasm toward it, and 
the amount of time he has to devote to it. But in general, the shorter, 
pointed editorials are to be preferred. 

Editorials Arc Read 

While it is true that there is a vast difference between tho 
city daily and the community weckly in so far as staff personnel is concerned, 
it is also true that the readers of one are readers of the other. People read 
editorials when the editorials contain something of intercst to them. Not 
a11 people read editorials, nor are all of the cditorials read, but as a 
gencral thing, some of the editorials are road by most of the people, and most 
of the editorials are read by sa:ze of the people. 

If it can be said that tho valuo of m cditorial can be gouged 
by the number of readers, it can also be said that the number of rcaders 
will depend upon the content of the editorial. The two are directly pro- 
portional. This is probably the reason why the publisher of the Kentucky 
peper places so much importance on the editorial mge. 

i sss ha



QUESTION BOX 

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, sugzested from articles sent to Wis- consin weeklics last woek, may be used to stimulate more interest in the subject matter of the home paper, and induce readers to be a little more attentive to their reading. Meny large deilies aro using this device to maintain reader interest. 

Sa ae 
FARM /ND FAMILY 
QUESTION Box 

How may the danger from hog chelera be 
lessened? Sce Page 

What would be the first thing to do if hog 
cholera broke out on your form? Sce Pare 

Why is baby beef preferred to other forms 
of beef? ‘See Page 

Which cools out quicker, the carcass of 
beby beef of prime bcef? See Page 

What males clover a land of honey? See 
Page , 

Is tie practice of feeding green corn out 
of the silo, before it has hand a chance to fer- 
ment, 2 good one? See Pace 

| ee ek . 

WATERLOO BUSINESS MAN 
SUPFORTS HOME PAPER 

OT long ago a stranzer appeared in Waterloo soliciting job work. 
While it is not Imowm just whet success he met with, he was ; informed by one of the business men that Waterloo had a print shop. 

When the stranger argued that his firm could print a thousand 
letter heads cheaper than could be done by the local shop, this business 
man replied that he had the patronage of the local publisher, and that the difference in costs would be repeid many tines over. 

HILBERT F/L.VORITE PLANT 
IS PICTURED TO READERS 

} RESDERS OF THE HILBERT FAVORITE were made better acquainted 
with their peper when the FAVORITE, in its issuc of October 21, cane out 
with a full page of cuts showing all of the machines in its well-cquipped 
shope Appropricte explanations of each machine were pisced under their 
respective cuts. 

" 
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PAPER'S FRONT PAGE 

MAY ATTRACT FRIENDS 

HE FRONT page of the home newspaper may be likened to any of the 
local merchants! show windows. Just as an attractive display of 
goods in the window excites the curiosity of the man in the 
street, and invites him into the store for closer examination of 

the stock, so does the attractive front page of the newsps er arouse the in- 
terest of the reader when he takes it up. It may, more than any other fea- 
ture of the paper, cause him to turn its pages and examine its contents. 

Go with the man into the store. When he enters, the merchant ex- 
tends to him a cordial greeting, shows him patterns that will best suit his 
taste, and speaks of the qualities of his foods. As a rule, he will find 
goods neatly displeyed on the shelves or hangers, where they are assorted 
according to size, style, quality , and character of stock. Shoes will not 
be mixed with shirts, nor neckties with socks; each kind of goods has its 
particuler place where it may be quickly and easily found. 

Where the Reader is Judge 

When the prospective reader picks up the newspaper, there is no 
one close at hand to greet him, to help select his reading matter, nor to 
point out the oxcellent qualities of the paper. He sorts out, on his orn 
initiative, his stock of reading matter, he may inspect the headings and 
find for himself the articles he wishes to read, he may turn through the 
pages, which compare with the merchant's shelves, to oxamine the special 
brams and varieties of news md features that appeal to his taste. 

The well arranged front page, like the attractive show window, 
invites further inspection and examination. The first impression upon the 
reader may determine, to a large extent, his further action. It is because 
of this fact that certain trade devices are used to make the front page as 
pleasing and attractive as is reasonably possible in the short time allowed 
for make-up. 

Important as Business Builder 

Front page rake-up should be a challenge to every editor. Every 
issue of his paper puts him on trial, with his readers as judges. Their 
interest is his reward. Every issue is a separate end distinct problem, 
similar to preceding issues in many respects, vet unlike in others. 

Pee ee ee 
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SHOW! WINDOWS News papers AO! YAN DONS: 1D tes9 Today 

i Os ee wn at Neg : VE sesho : a 

of Wisconsin Weekiles 
/ a 

- tile oes = | THE LUCK DNTURPRISE, placed third in ; 

ee HE LYOK ENTERPRISE one of the make-up aieenen Se the first 

gama anes oe aa: | stete-wide better newspnper contest. 

== SS SO tl 
| —= i [7s ' eee { The accompenvine sietch shows the front 

i | | | | | page of ¢ recent issue. Note thet the two 

im , ! | | ' | outside colums carry two-column drop-line 

| ( | | | | : honds, with a hencing indention second deck. 

14 a | | i | The riddle colurn carries a three-line ¢rop- 

| ee = | | line heed with a three-line second deck, 

le Nate | | : | both et its tor, nd a quarter wey dowm the 

| i | | \ \ j i pase. The heads of columns three and five 

lah | | iu —s aro sot in italics. Twelve pees comprise 

| : | i ie: this issue. 

eee eet ee ee The EYTERPRISE is the produce of a 
| oe. ! i ' | towm of less then 500 population. Its 

| oy a ! | \ |! purel circulation is Khichs Dick Puch is 

| Vella - ==} {| the oditor 
\ jars ' | i | 

i | od ! { ‘ | hi 

| i _ : 
aan THE MaNawaA ADVOCATE | 

The MANAY’A ADVCCATE was arvard- ee | 
ed fifth place on make-up in the eae (| il = 

better newspaper contest. | | 1 | | 

This sketch of the ADVOCATE | = = | 
shows how the use of a two column | | | | \ | | 

cut at the top of columns three and | | | i \ | 

four brishtens up the parse. Note | \ | ' 

the use of the two-line heads in | ‘ | 

black faced type at the top of col- | | | et 

umns one and six, and of colwms ' | ! ae. 

three and four under the cut. There i i \ i ! | 

are the only heads using heavy typo. \ a : ae : 

The second and fifth columns have (oir | aia ; Hg 

licht faced type at their top, and ' | | i { \ 

two line heads with decks nearly : | | 
‘ : ae i | | 

half way down the colurn. This issue i | ' i [eee 

has eight pages edited by Allen P. | grees ic. | ie 

Veleh. Pos bo bre | 
The ADVOCATE is published in | —s,| : | 

a town of 730 population. | \ | ; | 
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The town may be judged by the charnocter of its newsprper. Heads 

of industrial concerns, when scouting for new business opportunities, often | 

examine, first of all, a copy of the prper from the town in which they feel i} 

they might become interested, Advertising men do not need to be urged to | 

make use of the newspaper having an attractive front page, but they may | 

hesitate to place an advertisement in a paper tmt presents an unettractive i 

and uninviting one. Here again the first impression is usually the deciding | 

factor. | 

Prize Winners on Parade 

Effective make-up depends upon a number of factors, fortunntely, all 

of which are within the reach of the publisher. Contrast and balance of the 

front page, both of which are of great importance, can be had with but little 

extra care and effort. The kind and size of type, number of lines in the heads, | 

the use of single and double colum heads, cuts and boxes, and the arrangement 

of reading matter on the page, all contribute to its attractiveness. | 

No matter how well written the stories may be, nor how important | 

their contents are to the reading public, the final touch, the assembling of | 

oll of this materiel, transferring it from the galleys to the stone, and pro- | 

perly distributing it within the chase, is an operrtion that deserves careful | 

and painstaking attention. It is the operation that helps in a large way to | 

determine whether or not the reading public will be a satisfied public. | 

Starting with this issue, BUILD TISCONSIN will present a rough 

sketch of the front page make-up of several of the top notchers of Wisconsin's 

first Better Newspoper Contest, held in February, 1925. These may offer sugges~ | 

tions which can be used by other editors in arranging their front windows. | 
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EDITORS Of THF 70's 
HISSLD A BIG SCOOP 

EIS IS an age of speed in production and distribution, Only through beck sights do we realize how fast we are moving today", says R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the News Print Service Bureau, 

"Benjamin Franklin, as Postmaster General of the Colonies, listed twenty-five newspapers in America in 1771, end the Declaration of Inde- pendence in Philadalphia five vears leter did not find its first reprinting in Hartford, Connect cus, until eleven days after adoption. low the cir- culation of the more than to thousand English-language dailies in the United States exceeds 24,000,000 copies on Sundays ond 34,000,000 on week days, while a photogreph taken in Europe in the morning is reproduced here in the afternoon. 

"Newspaper sizes and circulations continue to grow, the newspaper reader is getting more for his subscription than ever before. It is not surprising that the United States uses nearly three-fifths of all the news print paper used in the world." 

News print paper consumption for 1926 is close to fifty-seven pounds per capita. The total use of news print in the United States for this year will approximate three and a half million Sons, according to Kellogg. 

CIRCULATION CONTEST 
ENDS IN COSTLY LOSS 

{  DITOPS planning to stage circulation canpnigns ray profit from 
the experience of an enterprising editor of a Wisconsin weekly, 
Endeavoring to build up the circulation of his paper, he con=- 

tracted with a syndicate that specielized in enlarging the list of subscribers. 

When the contest was running, the :nenarer sudéenly disappeared vith 
a large share of the cash in his pocket. The editcr followed him to a 
Milweukee hotel, where, strangely enough, the thief died. Upon investiga- 
tion, it was learned that the manager had a long prison record and that he operated under several aliases, 

Though the loss hos been severe to the publicetion, the editor 
states that he is going to avard the best prizes that he can afford to the 
winners. 

i | 
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EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING 
HAS A PERSONAL TOUCH 

HAT THE ADVERTISER should write his advertisement just as he 
talks, is one of the favorite views of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, 

well known pyblisher. 

Speaking of John E. Powers, the men who directed much of the 

publicity for Wanamokerts store, Curtis says, "He wrote as brusquely as he 

talked. And he told the plain truth about the goods he sold. If he was 

writing about seconds,‘he'd call them seconds. ‘They are seconds', he'd 

write, 'that's why we're putting a lower price on them, to get rid of them'". 

Edward Jordan, a former Wisconsinite and now a noted esutomobile 

manufacturer, is another executive whose advertising methods command atten- 
tion. "He writes simply. He sets down talk, not writing. His copy has 
the conversational sound", says Mr. Curtis, . 

Formality is Discarded 

The merchant who writes his ods just as he talks to his customers 

puts his personality on the printed page. He males his customers feel 

his presence as though he were talking to them over the counter and that 

his message is directed to them personally. Formelity is discarded. 

The home merchant, however, has a distinct advantage over other 

advertisers in that he is acquainted with his customers, mows their likes 

and dislikes, and can sense when end how to get them interested in his 

goods. His association with them on the strect, in lodge, at church, or 

at any one of the severnl places where he insight meet them, makes it un- 

necessary for him to first "break the ice" before attempting to sell to 
them. The out-of-town advertiser sometimes tries to secure this personal 

touch by inserting his own picture in his edvertisement. 

Advertising is Salesmanship 

Advertising as one talks, strangely enough, is difficult to do; 

difficult because it is out of the natural order of things; one may not be 

accustomed to doing things that way. Writing is, or at loast seems to be, 

a job that requires considerable thought, time, and care in preparation. 

Many a man has wished that he had the ability to put in writing the things 

te has in mind. However, it is not beyond the reach of him who sets about 

to do it, as has been shown in the two cases already referred to. 

These Sheets, Published Weekly in fe Interests of the Community Newspaper, are 

Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- ‘ 

ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 
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| Rice Dake Theovolype 
|--- ee THE RICE LAKE CEROMOTYPE usos a = — aa ——| tyo-line, bleek free type head, sct in caps. i—"| = | | = Second ond third docks are of the inverted |=! >, | j=] pyremid stvlo; second deck is sot in eaps, | j | | | third deck in cars end lower case. These |g i— i hecds cre used at the top of colums onc, 

j — | —= 
f i = | ae i three, five, cnd soven, and agein four or | = | = | five inches bolow tho tops of colums tio, j = | i | | four, «nd six. 

| bo: 
| | =a Heeds of colums two and six are 

| | of the tvo-line, drop-linc style, set in | { caps, vith smallor type then is used to head = | = | 7 ! othcr columns. The middie colum hes a 
\ = | ion 

ra | | boxed article at its top. i | | | 
2 - | | | | The CERCHOTYPE placed first in the i ! ' | class for parors published in cities of morc a eT then 1,500 population. It is edited by 

4. F.. Ender, 

THE LAXE GENEVA irc TRIBUIE uses a Loe ner a nnaiianoneleiaeaainiin three-line, drop-line head, with en invert- i} Lake Geneva News Triste (| ed pyremid for the second deck, Both decks | me te ee ene net nes ame eee ‘re set in caps ond lower esse. This type SS LS of head is used only at She tops of columns | | I I | | one, three, five, and seven, 
| lie =! | i | | “| | Boxed articles heed columns two and | ; | | six, and ce boxed head is used at tle top of the | i | i ; | middle column. Another boxed article is found | | | | just below the middle of colum four. Otbor (aes heads are of the two-line or three-line, drop- | ; | | i “S| line type. Note the boxed articles in both 

j | i lower corners, end the three~-colum spread head- | = i | ‘ | ing used ct the botton of the prec. | ee a | 
ie i | The NEWS TRIBUNE placed third in the ‘ a | | class for papers published in cities of more \| ai | | then 1,600. Arthur R, Todd is editcr. | | | Hil | | | | at a 
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Ldvortising, os Publisher Curtis points out, is merely. sales- i 
manship in print, It includes the giving of facts about a piece of | 
merchandise that the prospective customer may went to know. The differ- 
ence is that the facts are sot down in writing. Every merchant should | 
have facts about his goods well cnough in mind to be able to give © good 
sales talk. The man who can sell goods without giving the facts about 

them is either a super-salesman, a hypnotist, or a mere waiter on customers, ; 

Vivid Description Necessary 

Pick up a mail order catalog, turn to the page giving a descrip- 
tion of hammers, and this is about what you will find; "This hammer is 

made of the best crucible steel, full nickel-plated, The face and claws 
are tempered just right for service, and the claws are split to a fine 
point. They grip firmly and will not break. The handle is made of select- ; 
ed second growth hickory, mahogany finish, and is fastened in with iron 
wedges so that it will not work loose". 

_A description of this kind is not beyond the ability of the 
local merchant. If he-isn't well enough acquainted with his goods to 
describe them off hand, he has recourse to his buyerstcatalog. If he will 
add to this description a little sound imegination, gleaned from his know- 
ledge of his customers! wants, there is no reason why he should not turn 
out advertising copy that will increase his revenue. It is only a matter 
of a little more time end effort in prepsration, but is time and effort 

well spent. : 

Editor Muay Help Advertiser 

Carrying this idea over to the case of the man who is not a 
regular advertiser, the same might be said. Take, for example, the farmer 
who has livestock to sell, or who wishes to dispose of a used farm imple- 
ment, a good description, such as he would use if he were talking with a 

neighbor, could well be incorporated, with some re-touching, in an adver- 

tisement for him. The music teacher who wants to get rid of her old piano, 
the wife who wants to dispose of an extra piece of furniture, or the man 
who wishes to sell his car, can all be helped with their advertisement copy. 

Descriptive adjectives are not wanting;their effectiveness depends upon the 

use which the advertiser makes of them. 

Effective advertising is salesmanship in print. It embraces, 

not only a good des cription of the merchandise offered to the public, but 

also the personality of the advertiser himself, It is not formal. There 

is nothing mysterious about it. It is simplicity itself. But it needs 

attention. And the one man in town who, more than anyone else, might be 

called upon to help the business men advertise their goods, is the publisher 

of the local paper This does not mean that the publisher is to do all of 

the work in getting out advertising cony, but it does mean that he can help 

materially by giving suggestions to those who pay him for white space. 

When the farmer harvests his crops 

and the merchant fails to garner good 

business, it's generally because the cat- 

alog house beats the merchant advertis- 

ings. - OCONTO COUNTY REPORTER 

speech lice cma na
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NECESSITY, SAYS LITLE 

IRCULATION is the most interosting and importent subject in the 
country newspaper business, 0. 7. Little, editor of the ALMA (Krnscs) 
ENTERPRISE, and secretary of the Krnsas press associction, told the 

editors of the state at o recent agricultural e:tension worker - editor 

conference. 

To further emphnsize his point, Little drew an analogy that ray be 
apprecisted by all of hits Wisconsin readers. "As the life of an individual de- 
pends on the healthful circuletion of the blood throuczh the arteries, so the 

prosperity of a newspaper depends on the circulation of the printed pare 
through the community it is trying to serve. Circulation is the life of toth 
the individual and the newsraper", he continued. 

Is the Paner Rightly Names? 

"It soes without saying that the best and most successful way to 
secure and hold circulation is to deserve it; that is, to rake your paper so 
valuable and interesting thet everybody will want it and will feel that they 

cannot get along without it. The big question is, how to accomplish this re- 

sult, 

"The way to get circulation, rural or otherwise, is to fo out after 

it where it is, and not wait for it to come to your back office and hunt you 
up", Editor Little suggests. “If the country weekly does not have a rural 
circulation, then it is not rightly named, The completeness with which it 
covers its field determines its usefulness end also its profits, The place to 
get the rural readers is out where they live, end not behind a job press in 
your shop. And the best man to get them is the boss himself", 

Dailies liay Set Exanple 

The metropolitan daily, Little points out, thorourhly understands the 
circulation problem, when it sends its agents to rural towms all throuch the 
year. They travel the routes of the rural carriers ond ca?l at every hone, 

not once a year, but several times a year. Sppealing letters are sent ovt 

to every reader before his time expires, and when they are not effective 
enourh to get the renewal, the agent follows ur, with the result that they 

often secure a large R. Fe. I. circulation. 
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"The country publisher cou well afford to follow the example of the 
daily", says the Kansas ecitcr. “If he is to succeed in the fullest measure, 

he must have readers in his territory. The rural community offers him the 
greatest possibilities. He has an adventase over the big city daily beceuse 
he knows personally nearly all of his prospects. If he coes not now them he 
should get acquainted. This personal touch is part of his canital erd he can 
well afford to make it the greatest part, Here lie his two great opportunities, : 
to increase his list and to make his paper so valuable they csnnot keep house 
without it". 

He Visits Farm Folks 

Little suggests that a day or two each week spent on the rural routes 
would furnish material for at least one or two columns of the most interesting 

news in the paper. He points out thet there is scarcely a farm hone that will 
not yield a good news item, that there is a wealth of material in every neighbor- 
hood, which, with intelligent and sympathetic hendline, can be made of intense 
interest and of much help and service to the community. 

"And this news is of the same interest to your other readers", Little 
adds. "The town folks Imow many of the people about whom you are writing, and 
they enjoy this news about their friends, It furnishes them a further topic of 

conversation when they meet him each week, and brings the town and the country 
closer together in mutual interest”. 

Little claims that these visits to the country will not only bring 
friends and subscribers, but will yield cash returns as well, lany ferrers 

will use limited quantities of stationery if solicited to do so, and can also 
be induced to do some advertising. Good comrunity reporters cen be secured, 

while the editor is out on these trips, who will be glad of the chance to fur- 
nish local news for the paper. 

Contests May Re Costly 

The newspaper contest, Little feels, is often a costly method for build- 

ing circulation. He says many of these contests cause no small amount of grief 
and financial loss, and cheapen the newspaper in the eyes of the pvblic. fo 

quote him: 

"What about piano and automobile contests and trips around the world?! 
someone asks. In nineteen cases out of twenty, they brine crief and finencial 

loss, Not only that, but they cheapen the newsponer business and advertise 
to the community that you are not a good business wan when you cre obliged to 
resort to such methods, The promoter takes away with him half your revenues 
for from one to five years and leaves you to pay the expenses, bear the grief, 
and work out your own salvation with a lot of subscribers who are not on the 
list because of any interest in you or your paper, but only because some rirl 
wanted a car. 

"The Audit Bureau of Circulation discriminates against such a list and 

most of the dailies have discontinued these methods. A news:aper is coming to 
be recognized as a sound, legitimate business, end lemitimete business corcerns 
do not do these things. It is up to us to continue to ruise the dusiness stan- 
dards of our profession and we can do it only by employing good business methods 
ourselves". 

/So
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Peper Must ive Service 

The dollar day plen for enlarging the subscription list of the paper 
is another scheme thet Little would discoursege, Unlike other business concerns 
in tovm, the newspmer has no shelfworn stock that it mist dispose of in a 
hurry. It has no stock to turn every sixty days in order to reduce the over- 
head. An exception to this, however, he admits, miclt le th:t the publisher . 
has a stock of box stationery, birthday cards, or sore other novelty that can 
be sold for a dollar, to keep in line with other business concerns in town, 
but he believes that the subscription list is nothing to be played with. It is 
too valuable. 

"But after all is said", Little concludes, "merit is the big subscription 
builder. Your paper must not only be interesting but it must render a service, 
and it mist represent the entire community. If your paper does these things, 
it will gain the confidence of your people and your list will be built on a 
solid and permanent foundation, and the oft-recurring periods of adversity will 
have but little effect on it. And your renders will continue to increase in 
the same ratio in which you put your heart ond brain and soul into your paper 
and into service for your ‘community". 

There is no such a term as "village 
limits" in the life of the enterprising 
country weekly editor. 

FURTHER EXPANSION 
OF MIDDLETON PAPER 

| FE MIDDLETON TIMES-HERSLD announces the installation of a new four- 
page press which will permit faster printing and an opportunity to do 
larger printing jobs. 

In the last three years the TIMES-HERALD has doubled the nunber of 
pages of home print, has added two pages of neighboring town news, and has built 
up a substantial circulation, reports T. Rs Deniels, publisher. 

EAGLE RIVER FADER 
CEAVGES OWNERSHIP 

HE VILAS COUNTY NEWS, formerly owned and published by Ernst A. Stewart, 
at Tagle River, was recently purchased by C. J. Fredrich, of Butternut, 
who will undertake to publish Eagle River's news, Stewart and his 

family plan to remove to Sterling, Illinois, where, it is reported, he will again 
enter the newspaper business. 

The new owner of the NEWS formerly owned end published weekly papers at 
Butternut and at Kilbourn, 

- |
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| T; 0 bo Peres THE OREGON OBS” EVER wankes use of a : HE OREGON OBSERVER ewt at the ton of its two middle columns. - 
ee eer ee Onlv four herds are set in Jarre type in 

=| | jin =s| this six column weekly, one at the top of 
em | | each outside column, ent one a third of the 

| =| \ | woy dowm in columns two end five. 

| Heads ore of the two-line, dron-line 
i = oe sort for the first deck, anc of the inverted 
| is | | pyresnid for the seconc deck. [Doth decks are 

| | set incnps. Light heads, of the some sized 
| type cs is used for the second decis clready 

ie | mentioned, sre used at the tops of columrs 
a two and five. 

a) | THE OFSETVER, edited by L. PF. Kroner, 
Ha \ | i is published in a towm of less than 900 
; — | | | people, 
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C=] LADYSMITH NEWS-BUDGET = | 
_ This recent edition of the Lily- —————— 
S*ITH NEVS-BUDGET publishes election re- =) | | eee |e 
turns in table form at the top cf the | | | 
three middle columns. It uses four deck | SSS! 
heads ct the top of the two outsice col- = a =] ~ | 
umns end clso at the top of tho middle SS ea | j 
column under the table. Columns tzo, | = =| j= \ | 
three, five, ond six hove tiro-dec’: heads, \ [Grete ly en eres i 
Boxes are used at the tons of colurns two | a | | 
end six. — | | a 

| | All first decks are set in cans, and arse | 
tre of the two-line, drop-line type. All | | 
second ond fourth decl:s are of the invert- | | 
ed pyramid type, and aro sot in caps end | ey ia 
lower cease, Third decks cre in cans. svete om 

s“erk R, Bell is mancging editor. | | om 
Ladysmith has about 3,600 people. : I | | | | 
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FARM SERVICE MAY UNITE 
TOWN AND COUNTRY FOLKS 

F ANYONE had told me throe years ago that I would be a farm reporter to~ 
day, I would have run him out of tovm", writes L. R. Combs, farm report- 
er of the EMPORIA (Kensas) GAZETTE, who helps to gether news from the 

surrounding country for tho GAZETTE'S columns. 

"I wanted to work in the city, but one year of that type of work cured 
me", he testifies. "When someone suggested farm reporSing, and tho EuiPCRIA 
GAZETTE decided thet the,depertment was worth trying, I jurped at the chenco. 
After my three months! trinl, I was assured thet I hed the job for cnother 
year if I wented it. Now I would not consider a city run at the sare price. 

“The readers who ere interested in rurcl octivities deserve n part of 
each issue just as much as others deserve their rndio, society, markets, ond 
sports columns", Combs believes. 

"The work is eppreciated. Among those who have exvressed their oepprecia- 
tion sre cirt ferners who are intercsted in the news side of the storics, or 
who sonctimes obtein « tip for their business through their rerding. A poultry- 
min complimented me very highly on the poultry storics. photorrapher and a 
minister even stated that they enjoyed reading the prec. So we ere reeching not 
only the farmers but others as well". 

That the farm page or department has a plnce in the paper is the contention 
of Combs, “In this connection, I believe thet the department idea is best, be- 
cause those interosted may easily find what they vant. Farm news is given tho 
cmphasis which it deserves, Anvway, some of the stories would look very funny 
if thoy were run wild. f 

"I alwavs attempt, in gethering farm nows, to find tho farmer who is 
Going some one thing csnocinlly well. & farmor will hesitate to reveal all of 
his porsonal affeirs, but he will give you the minutest dotails, even conccrnine 
finances of one branch, especially if it is something rclatively now, like sweet 
clover. I have found thet the frrrer who has a theory without proof of it by 
actual prectice, is to be watched, 

"I heve t. gonernl policy which I follow. Thot includes the backing of 
everything the local form orgenization attempts. I cim to interest people in 
the pepe, nnd in the doings of other farmors, rethor then +o instruct. 
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And by intcresting them in others! activities end tolling of their succoss, 
meny of the readers will try it out for themselves. ‘horever possiblo, I 
attempt to print storios thet will bridge. the seeming gap botween city end 
country men, especially any activitics whercin there is any cooperation 
between the two. 

Experience Stories Best ; 

"The best stories, I have concluded from comronts of rondors, cro 
those in which nctual results may bo sccn", Combs observes. "This is one 
reason why stories of cortifiod flocks, of which the ovmor has a record, ere 
taking so well. In some cases « fermor has been asked to keep dota. I 
asked o farmer carly in the summer to keep data on the cost of rising svrect 

clover, to sec if it could be counted as a good cash crop as well cs a soil 
builder. 

"The first stories I ohteined wore mostly crop stories, and stories 
of different mothods of cultivation usod by formers. Those I obtcined by 
stopping and telkine with ferners who were cultivating, planting <efir, or 

mowing hay. One thing I learned later was never to stop a men who was cutting 
ripe wheet, or who was plowing a large field with a trector end driving like 
a demon, New stories I have spotted. I can go out snd get a story on poultry, 

sweot clover, or soy beans, and in coing this I get tips on other storics. 

Local Crop Stories Important 

"One of my greatest interest drawers hes been the crop condition story. 
The question most often asked me by formers is, 'How are the crops in Jim: 
Jones' neighborhood?', so about svery ten das or two woo':s I make a flying 
trip over the county gathering information on the condition of crops. This 

is one story where names may be used profusely, 

"One thing which I have sried to do so far is to mix nows of nearty 
firmers with that of farmers in the outlying districts. ‘his does away with 

the tang of citified news of which the fermor who lives for out is alwevs 

suspicious. It also gives the city mana basis for his interest, os rany 

of tho formers living close in ore bettor novm in towm. Ono thing which I 

hive strived to do is to impress on the farmer the fact that I am prirarily 
a form reporter, interestod in him, end willing to core after the nows." 

Farm News Is Plontiful 

Combs savs thit form nows does not have to be dry stuff. He hes found 
any number of humrn interest storics of farm life as interesting end cnter- 
tainine to city readers as to farm folk, Eis accounts of the accomplish- 
rents of entorprising younr fermers, as well as the success of those tiho 

have boen in tho ficld half a century, draw readers to tho farm prpe. Storics 
of the doings of farm bovs and girls cre cagerly road, 

The wenlth of matorial of this neturo that ern te found on farms in 
every neighborhood, whon dug up -nd put into print, Combs says, brings nbout 

a better understanding end a more cooporntive spirit between tovm end country, 
and contributes to the upbuilding of circulation emong satisfied rurrl reeders. 

— Is¢
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“ISCOUSIN PAPERS SEEK i 

TO PPusRGE CIRCULATION 

| “O prozressive “Wisconsin wecklics aro rnking spocinl efforts toward 
tho close of the voar to onlrrge their circulstion list. THE 

STANDLRD DEMOCRAT, of Burlington, offers « free subscription from 

now to Jenuary 1, 1927, to cach now subscribor who will pay the regular 

“2.00 subscription price for noxt vonr. , 

THE NEY FICEIOND MEWS makes an attreetivo offor to the rural 

schools of St. Croix nnd Polk countics to help in securing now subscribers. 

For every new, cash-in-advance subscription sccvred by the school, the 

NEWS offers o fifty per cont cash cornission. 

In addition to the liberal cash prizes, tho NEWS also offers othor 

prizes such as flags for the school, o redio to the school sending in the 

largest number of ncw, voarly, cash-in-edvance subscriptions, md « wrist 

watch to the teacher of the school that sends in the first twonty-five new 

subscriptions. It is plennod to continue the contest until the ond of 

this year. : 

SOME EDITORS HAVE 
NUIBER OF ALIASES 

IX RE you sensitive about vour name? j 

Most folks are. The snolling ond the initials of this vory persons] 

property must be absolutely correct. 

Ocensional reports from some cditors have indicated that o fow 

nemes on our mailing list mav be incorrect, cither the nime may be mis- 

spelled or the initials wrong. Whore chonges of editorship have token plece, 

this mey not heve beon recorded on the mailing lists of BUILD WISCONSIN 

end FARM AND FAMILY. If by chence, your mail is reaching you under a differ- 

emt name , please write BUILD “ISCONSIN, Agricultural Hall, lMadison, Viscon- 

sin, end we will make on immediate correction. 

DORCLESTER VEEKLY 
HOVES TO V'E" HOU 

Wear vou visit Torchestor, look for the "BEKLY CLARION in a now 

plece of business. Editor Ray 1. Hugoboom could not wait until 

spring to move his oquipront, but with the holp of tho TAYLOR 

COUNTY LEADER, one of Mcdford's wocklics, ho recontly installed the CLARION 

in its now querters without missing o single issuoc. 

Says Editor 3B. t. Ronte, of tho NEY 

HOLSTEIN REPORTER; Wisconsin's wouk- 

lies are looking better rs a result 

of the first stnto-wide nowsrrror 

contost. 
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| = Ohe fuxembury, Neus = The LUXEUBURG NEWS uses two-column 
i eee Gs Ganeneee ae heads on each of the two outer columns, and 
i ee a a cut at the ton of the two middle ones. 
| Jee eee | eee Both first and second decks of this six col- 
1 yee En a | um weekly spread over the two celumns, but 
ee =| “|i the third deck is limited to but one ccl:um. 

ers i The first deck is of the two-line, 
| i ! drop-line kind, set in caps. The second and 

| | { trird decks are of the hanging indention type, 
| | ! { each of three lines, and set in cans end low- 

Ss | t | | er case, fll of the other heads on the page 
1 aaa — | are set in smaller type, end are of the two- 

| see \ ! line, drop-line kind, employing cays and lew- 
= | | | er case letters, 

| Lo | tse The LUXE BURG NEWS placed secend in 
| =| ~—s ! | the class for weeklies published in towns of 
\ | | | | less tran 750 pepilation. It is edited hv 
| 4 a iii Harl i. Balza. 

The CLINTONVILLE TRIBUNE, also a OYE ak Wc thc al 
six colum weekly, uses a boxed article, sors, | The Ciintonville Trioune 
in this case, at the top of the two middle ee ee re ee ee 
colurns, The headings of ell columns, in- Se Se eS 
cluting those at the tors of columns three es ee =e —— 
and four under the box, are of two dec'ss. | | 7 
The first is the three-line, drop-line kind | | ! \ ' 
set in caps. The second decks sre set in ! | ! | i 
caps and lower case, and vre of the invert- | ! aaa | | 
ed pyramid kind. es | | 

! | 
Heads at the widdle of cclumns | — | aan | 

two end five are sraller than those at the | | | | sal ' 
top, but lerger then any of the others used | ‘ ae : | 
in the lower half of the page. All headings | i i | ! \ \ 
are set in capitals. All of the articles | | i 
in the lower half of the page, except the TS | | | 
two et the lower left, employ twc-line heads. | =! = | : 

| | Signer 
FP. A. Mcldenhauer is manager, ond \ | | eos = =| 

E. F, soldenhauer is editor. The population | =e \ | 3 
of Clinton“ille is 3,275 | I | | | 

| | i | { 
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READERS HAVE OPPORTUNITY 
IN LOCAL PAPER'S COLUMNS 

tie community newspaper is evervbody!'s newspaper. 

“hat has been done by J. S. Farquhar, publisher of the CZD/R RAPIDS 
(Iowa) REPUBLICAN in promoting public interest in the local community, may 
serve as a plan for Wisconsin editors to stimulate greater interest in their 
weeklies. 

Editor Farquhar arranged with a number of well known men in his 
city to write good:editorials for the KEPUBLICAN each week. Front page space 
was given them under a box heading "At the Sign of the Seven Seers", Each 
"seer" writes his editorial on some topic of public interest, giving his ideas 
and interpretations of the subject under consideration. 

Lively Interest Secured 

Occasionally the ideas of one "seer" do not harmonize with those of 
another, with the result that perhaps another editorial in a succeeding issue 
will take up the other side of the question. It is said that some of the 
writers became militant at times, and offered a wordy battle that was not with- 
out its thrills, 

The experiment has been wrking out admirably, Editor Farquhar 
savs, and he plans to continue the practice indefinitely . In order to make 
sure that this feature of editorial writing by selected eontributors shall 
continue without a break, a number of other prospective writers have been 
lined up ard are held in reserve, ready to take the place of one of the reg- 
ulars who may prefer to quit. 

Badger Weekly Wants Comment 

Recently the HARTFORD TIiMES-PRESS sought to make use of practically 
the same idea by inviting Hartford farmers to offer suggestions for the im- 
provement of the community. The invitation was first extended to formers at 
the Farmers'-Business~men's banquet, and later in the columns of the TIHES- 
PRESS. 

"The townsfolks need these opinions from the farmers so that they | 
may be better guided in serving the agricultural and dairying folks of the 
cormunity", says this Hartford paper. 

ge el ae ll | 
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Both of the papers mentioned sim to give their readers a chance 
to express themselves on questions of community interest. Whether the rethod 
used is one of selection or one of invitation makes little or no difference, 
so long as the desired results are obtained. While it mney be difficult to 
get the scheme started, once it is under way there may be plentv of force to 
keep it going. Others may soon become interested and strive for an oprortunity 
to have their say. 

WEST WISCONSIN EDITORS 
FORH PRESS ASSOCIATION 

A NU: BER of editors and publishers in the western part of “lisconsin 
recently met with Sam Hnislet, field secretary of the Minnesota 
Editorial Association, at Bayport, winnesota, where they became 

business members of tho Minnesota Editorial Association, and formed 2 “is- 
consin unit devoted to tho interests of their publications. 

H. F. Doolittle, of Ellsworth, editor of the PISRCE COUNTY HEP, LD, 
was elected president of the new association; F. 0. Letch, of the OSCEO's SUN, 
was elected vice-president; ond William Hawley, of the BALD”IN BULLETIN, is 
secretcry-trensurer,. 

Other Wisconsin editors presont were F./..R. Van Meteor, of the 
NEW RICEMOND NEWS; Dick Pugh, of the LUCK ENTERPRISE; Harry Olson, of the 
FREDFRIC STAR; and Oscar A. Halls, of the ELILS™ORTH RECORD. 

The next meeting will be held ct Ellsworth, “isconsin, on Seturdey, 
December 4, 

a 

The future of the country weekly 
depends upon its business efficiency 
ond cooperation. Let advertising be 
obtained not by a plea of charity, but 
by studying the merchandizing problons 
of the merchent ond counselling with | 
him. Let "service" be the standard. | 
The seasoned national advertiser is 
just beginning to renlize the time is 
approaching when the influential coun- 
try weekly will have its place in the 
campaign of every national distributer 
interested in the cqncentration of his 
selling strength in rural districts. 

- The United States Publisher 
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= 3 a THE TRI-COUNTY RECORD uses c single 

= TRI COUNTY RECORD = deck, three-line, drop-line heed, sct in erps 

— — - ——, end lower case, at the top of columns one, 

= = — three, five, rnd soven, Columns two «nd six 

| | | hove single lino hoads of smaller type, set 

i in caps. ‘olum two contrins wedding snnounce- 
: | ments of the week, and column five parr grr phs 

of loccl items. The upper half of the middle 
| | column consists of locrl comront of en editor- 

| — inl nature. 
| == 

| ||: Five two-line, drop-line heads, set 
ioe = . | in caps, but of smaller type than thot used st 
iw ' | | the top of the columns, are found in the lower 

ees | holf of the page. The single line heeds in 
\ | = the lower pert of the page are "Locel brevi- 

|= =| —_ ties", "sociel mention", "Auxiliary notes", 

| i | | | | and on account of the citv council meoting. 

| | | F 
The RECORD is published at Kiel, a 

city of 1,600 population. 

Three deck heads are used at the 
top of columns one, three, five, and seven =) WEST BEND PILOT DSS 
in the WEST BEND PILOT. The first deck is ea 

of the crossline type, end the other two are Sj => SSS TS 1 
the inverted pvramid, First and second decks = ; S| ae 
are set in caps, end the third deck in ceps | | | | 
end lower case, The sare kind of head is 1 | hace = | 
also used three or four inches below the top | = == | 
of columns two and six. | 

i ue es 

The middle colum has a boxed head, ' = Vea! al 

and columns two end six use a two deck head. a =| 
The first deck is a crossline set in erps, on — 

and the second is en inverted pyramid set in [= a ae 

caps and lower case. The heads of two arti- fue: iis 
cles in column three are similar to those or [eae _— | aa 

st the top of columns two and six. Most of the ae yo ee 
ether heads are of the two-line, drop-line Veer | | = | 

type. ee | 
West Bend has 3,400 population, 

i iat eg ie ua pe la lt
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RECENT CH/AIGE OF HE/.DS 
FINTS FLVOR WITH MANY 

TD cepa lines in all capital letters arc not ns cusv te read as 
copitels and lower caso", says tho late Bonjemin Shorbow, suthor of "Bffoc- 
tive Type Use for Advertising", "All-cepiterl honds and sub-hords should be 
evoided as frr es possible". 

In his work on the tyne make-up of megnzinos and tredo papers for a 
helf dozen years, Sherbow did not use o singlo all-cep herdlinc. Tho ecitors 
for whore he worlod have quite penerally ogrecd thet the hordlino in upner end 
lower case is not only ersicr to read but givos the nage a friendlior, more ine 
viting look. 

Sherbow telked with many nowspnper editors end publishors on the 
same subject. Ho found somo a bit hardor to convince. But in several in- 
stonces he succeeded in getting nowspnpers to edopt the upper ond lower ease 
throughout. . 

Condensed Type Hard to Road 

It is rendily conceded by precticenlly every newspaper men, ond emply 
substentiated by experimental tests, that what Shorbovw says rogording the 
reading of caps snd lower case as compared with ronding cll ceps, is truc. In 
fret, it is estirated from psychologicel tests, thot type sot in cnps nd lower 
cese is from twonty to fifty per cent onsicr to rord than type sot in @11 caps. 

"Until « few years ago", writes Normrn J. Reader, in his book on 
‘Nowspeper Make-up nnd Heedline', “little thourht was given to the readability 
of hoadline type. The chief concern secred to be to pot a condensed or oxtrn~ 
condensed fico that would carry the largest possible number of units to tho 
line, The result was thnt sore pspers used hordlines thet wore so condensed 
that complrints wore wade by tho reeders, 

Tests Show Merit of Change 

"A revolution followed which introduced the upper and lowor case 
head. The pioncer in this movement was the New York Tribunc, ‘hich adopted 
this svstoer about three vears aro after a sorics of tests had beon rade to 
find out what tvpo was ecasicst to read. The :finneapolis Tribune and the 
“ilwaukee Journal havo followod the lead of tho Now York Tribune, end now use 
upper and lower caso throughout. 

ese Sheets, Published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, are Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 
ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 
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\ / i | Better 5 ow \/ rs a As they 
Neuss ADErS HO bP DO AY Neo! Dress le d y teude i al 

of Wisconsin Weeklies J 

——— , 
‘ \ Double colurn epronds of the first T : : : P HE WATERLOO COURIER deck are used to hend the outside colurns of 
SSS ==, the “/TYPLCC JOURIEZR, with the second dee’ 
== => S| of single colurn width. The first deck is 
| = lini the two-line drop, and the second deck is the 

| hanging indention, of four lines. Both decks 
| ‘ | tre set in crps rnd lorwr crse. 
( pc eee | eee (ees ' es | ecco |) “canes foes | { 
| ee | = | | The bleckest tvpe used on the pree 
| | : | ! heeds the riddle colurn under the cut, end 
| i j | is set in ceps. The second deck in this herd 
| ' Fu — | is « four-line inverted pyrerid, set in ecps 
man | ' \ rnd lovers.. 

| eae 
_ | i The first deck in the herds of 

| aeietiase; |= columns three end five is » tvo-line drop set 
== ea} \-— in erps, end tho sccond deck is - ‘ree line 
— | ~ jt inverted pyrerid in enps rnd lowers. other 

‘ heeds on the prge are one or two lines set in 
esps. Fote the evt in the first colurn rne 
c. two-colurn boxed cnnouneoront rt tho bottom 
of tho prge. 

“Waterloo has cbout 1,300 poople. 
E. H. “hite cdits the COURIER. 

No double column sprocds arc used éhe Slanvdurd democrat 
to herd articles in this issuc of the BURLIMNG- | See eee 
TON STANDLRD DELOCR T. = = 

jee ae 
Columns one, threc, five, snd seven | ! | | 

use three decked heads, Tho first deck is o | | 
two-line drop set in cans; the second deck a foe ae | 
three=line inverted ~yremid in cans ond lowers; || =" — el \ 

’ ond the third deck « cross-line set in caps. | | i i 

| 
{11 other stories in the upper heif | i | 

of the page have two-deck heeds, with the first \— — 
feck e two-line drop set in caps, but in ruch ! a 
sreller type then thot used in the otter herds, | — ; rman 
*n¢ the second deck e two-line inverted pyremid | | ‘ — ius 
in caps and lowers, | | | 

The DE (OCR/T is edited by Louis H. bs 
Zimmernenn in 2 town of 3,600 population, 

| 
ii De yy ie
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"Some papers use upper and lower case for single colurn heads but 
heve retained the caps for the double and triple colum spreads. ifany papers 
have adopted caps and lower case for feature heads and boxes to good advantage, 

"Small city dailies and weekly papers have been quick to adopt the | 
change to caps and lowor case", Radder observos, "The satisfactory exye rience | 
of these papers with thoir now head schedule indicates that it will be adopted | 
even more generally." 

Badger Weeklies Follow Suit | 

In addition to the advantage of greater readability of caps and 

lower case, more units can be used than where caps alone are emploved. This fac- | 
tor simplifies the job, somewhat, of wording a head that will fit the space 
allotted, and gives the editor a little more leeway in the selection of words 
to express the thought. ! 

. 
A recent examination of 126 Wisconsin wecklies shows that 67, or 

better than one half of the number examined, use caps only; 24 used caps and I 
lower case; and the remaining 35 were mixed; that is, some of the heads were 
in caps alone, while other heads were in caps and lowrs. Two papers of the | 
third group used caps and lowers for heads of the more important articles, and 
caps alone for articles of losser importance or of shorter length. 

EDITORIALS ARE RENEWED 

BY SPARTA PUBLICATION | 

E EAVEN'T written editorials for this colurm for several weeks. 
If our readers have noticed their absence, they have neither con- 

plained nor rejoiced about it. At lest not to us. 

The eminent editor of the EMPORIA (Kansas) GAZETTE, William Allen 
White, whose fame spread largely on account of his newspapor editorials, was 
once told by a friend that he could omit editorials in his paper for a month \ 

without receiving complaint from his readers. Editor White accepted the chall- \| 
enge. The editorials were omitted. And nobody complained. | 

So we feel not the least chagrin. It has been a nice vacation for | 

the editorial writers of the HERALD. But we are going to start all over again. 
If our editorial comments stimulate thought and discussion along community lines, | 

we have rendered service. - THE SPARTA HERALD | 

| 
i 

eh acl i 

~ over three hundred million dollars 
were spent in advertising last year adcording 
to figures of the advertising arencies, If 

advertising doesn't pay there must be a lot | 

of fools parting with their money. 

~ Brainerd Tribune 

a a es a a
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KAUKAUNA TIES EDITOR 

COOPERATES WITH IEGION 

HE twonty-eight pages of the KLUKAUNL TIMES, issue of November 
11, were roplote with nows, features, and advortising. This 

issue of the TIMES was in the hands of a staff solectod from rembors of 
Keukauna Post No. 41 of tho American Legion. : 

Generous advertising by Keukauna business ren, end the help of 
various individuals and organizations in gathering news mode this issuc a 
striking one. It not only showed that there was a hearty cooperation between 
the Legion and the TIMES* staff, but it was also indicative of the entor- 
prising neture of the newspaper's management. 

PAY UP OR GET OFF 
: IS STAR'S WARNING 

| HE PORT WASHINGTON STAR notifies its readers that boginning 
on the first of December, a weeding-out process will be started, 

and that the neres of those who havo not paid their accounts by that dete 
will be taken from the list. The STAR also announces that after Janu ry i, 
1927, all subscribors who pay in advance will be charged at the rate of $2.00 
a year, while those desiring credit must pay $2.50 © year. 

BUSINESS iEN HELP 

IN MILK CAMPAIGN 

/A\ FIER staging its recent successful milk carpaign, Brown county 
owes a vote of thanks to its business men for their hearty 

cooperation, For instance, the DE FHRE JOURNAL-DEMOCRAT carried a double 
page advertisement headed "Brown County Milk Weck". Ten ndvertiserents 
were spread on the two pages, all of which were devoted to the milk campaign. 

DEAN OF NEWSPs PER MEN 
LATELY QUITS HIS DESK 

IR H. COPELAND, publisher of the TIMES, at Plummer, Idaho, recently 
completed his seventy-fifth year of newspaper work. He started 

sticking type on the WAUKESHA (Wisconsin) CERONOTYPE in 1851, and was later 
publishor of his ovm paper at Sparta, He attended the first editorial con- 
vention in Milwnukee in 1859. He has letely been dubbed the "Doan of 
United States Newspapor lion". Until vory recently Mr. Copeland has been 
active at his desk, 

| 
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AL eee AA Remnant rene eran 

CONTLST SHAPED FOR BLTVLR PL SPAr.RS 

ilasch Open to All of State's 350 “leeklies. C nel : : Cs Special Classes Based on Population. | Tyee =) 

Vlei SCOL.SIN editors are being asked to break another record. 
| Ne =|“ pahey did it two years ago when t ev establisved a new 

ON finer: for better newspaper contests. They have a chaice 
=EXCEN [\to. peat their om figure in this year's match. =—\\ \ir\ f \ oS e 

baal) VAN =\2 _ 

\ .-\ \ Thad second state-wide contest for ‘isconsin country weekly 
i : Wes papers will be hed in Madison during the days of the 

mie<Tinter convention of the “isconsin vress Association, February 
10-12. The contest is open to every country weekly editor in 
“iseons in. 

TO CULPBTR ON EVEN TERNS 

Following the rules of the first contest, the coming match 
will be divided into three main divisions, these being (1) front 
page make-up; (2) comzunity building editorials and (S) farm news 
service. Although an editcr may enter any of these classes, the 
contest conmiittee is urzing that, wherever possible, entries ve 
nade in the tiree divisions. 

In order that weeklies, published in small com unities, 
will have the same advantage as the papers from the large towns, 
the front page meke-up class has been divided into three sections, 
the classification of which is based on the population of the town 
where the paper is published. they are (1) toims with a popule- 
tion less than 750; (2) towns between 750 and 1,500; and (3) towns 
having more than 1,500 pepulation. This division does not effect 
either the co... unity building editorial class or the farm news 
service, in both of which all the papers in the state will be on 
the same terms. 

LO ISSUsKS FOR EACH CLASS 

Two issues of any paper, publisi.ed during consecutive 
weelts in the present year, may be entered in any of the three class- 
es. The entry in each class will be judged on the average excell- 
ence of the two issues. Copies of the sane two issues mar be ene 

These Sheets, Published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, are 
Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 
ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin, 
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tered in each of tie three classes. Separate copies, however, are 
necessary for each class, this s.euning that six co_ies will be 
necessary ior the three classes, 

Prizes aggregating more than {250 will be offered to the 
winners of the contest. Although the division of tle cash has not 
been announced, it, probably, vill be distributed in a nanner 
similar to that of tiie first contest. ‘The first three winners ef 
each of the three front page male-up divisions, the comaunity build- 
ing editorial classes and the farm news service received awards of 
925, 915, and a three year mexoership in the National Zditorial 
#ssociation, respectively. Besides the cash prizes, specially pre- 
pared ribbons were awarded to the first six papers in each of the 
five groups. 

DEADLINE JANUARY 15, 1927 P 

The papers will be judged by a group of well knewn news- 
paper experts. The names of the judges will be announced in the 
near future. : 

Six men are on the committee of arrangeinents for the con- 
test. They are; A. F. Ender, editor of NICH LAKE CHRONOTYPE; 
Charles Lowater, SPxIiG VALLY SUN; Dick Pugh, LUCK wl TERPRICE 3 
Frank J. Holt, BUILD ‘/ISCOuSIN; Chilton Bush, Department of Journal- 
ism, University of “‘isconsin; and «ndrew "!. Hopkins, Departmen of 
fericultural Journalism, University of: “’isconsin. 

The deadline for the contest is January 15, 1927. Papers 
should be sent to Andrew ‘i. Hopkins, Agricultural Hali, Madison, 
“lisconsin. An entry blank will be mailed te every editor during 
the coming week. 

More about the contest will appear regularly in future 
issues of BUILD YISCONSIN. 

SUPPORT HOliut .RRCLANT 
SAYS “HIT /.TER SCRIBE 

Pies things which are far avay sometimes look better than 
those at hand", philosophizes Editor F. R. Bloodgood, as 
he appeals to the readers of the VHITW’ATER PRESS te 

shop early for Christmas goods and to buy them at home. 

"Local retail business", he says, "is the life of the home 
city and in proportion as our citizens buy elsewhere so will our 
local stores become less able to carry the assortment which you need. | 

"Instead of cultivating loyalty to the home city, a few of 
our good citizeis boast that they drive to a neighboring city for 
not only their clothing but their groceries and meat. Sometimes ji 
they admit the gasoline \mich they use actuclly costs more than | 
the whole purchase wade! | 

. eo
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Better 5 acs \ hh oo ol Astheu \ \ Welter N79 aps 
Newspapers HO VY VV IND OWS Press! oday 

2 ‘ ce 

of Wisconsin Weeklies 

THE COLFAX MESSENGER of TEE TOLFT SEs Sh GREY tor eg colurns ; 
See ee ee prominence in this issue. Tho firs? 
= | es | = deck of columns one, four, rnc seven 

are the two-line drop, rnd the second 
| iy feck is the inverted pyramid. Both 

a decks are set in caps. Ail other 
j heads are of cither one or two lines, 
| also sot in caps. 

| eas | Tho cut in the riddle colurn be- 
| | low center and the double colurn boxed 

| | features pleeod in both lower corners 
baal | of the page reke no well belrncod prro. 

| | 

— } The MESSENGER is odited by “erd 
—— | Le Swift, end pudlisked in mn tow of a 

= | little over 900 population, 

Licata 

| 

The hesds used at the top of all six | THE TOMANAWNN LEADER 
columns of THE TOM\H’"K LEADER are alike. | SS eS 
The first deck is a two-line drop, and the SSS SSS 
second deck o hanging indention of four | al cee MO aaa = 
lines. Both decks ere set in caps and lower | \ tL 
enso. The heed at the middle of the last | | | |e ae | 
column is similer to those et the top. & | | SS > 
two-linc drop is used at the middle of the | i | | | 
first column. | \ | | | | 

| | | 
The use of the cut nt the top of the 1 ean | | eee 

two middle cvolurns, end the two colum [i | | | == 
heed in the lower half of the page on the | | | 
sero two colurns, “ives the LEADER a dis- | i | i= ele = 
tinctive eppocranco, Very fow short crti- |! | i 
cles rre found on the page. j | am eacies 

THE LELDER is published in c city | | ! 
of 2,900 populction, nnd is published by | | | ee 
the Osborne Brothors. } ! : y 

ia
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OUDGES WILL SELECT 
"WISCONSIN'S BEST" 

IW] HO has ‘isconsin's swoepstnkos nowspapor? 

This puzzling questicn will be partly sottled at the 
State-Yide Better Newspaper Contost, when nine judges will so- 
lect for sweepstakes honors the best all-around country weekly. 
A handsomely engraved cup, to be presented by the Wisconsin 
Press Association, will become the permanent prizo of the editor 
of the:winning paper. 

The grand champion docision will be made after the rib- 
bons have been placed in cach of the three classes. ‘he seloc- 
tion will not be limited to the winners of the throc classes but 
will include all of the papers entered in the contest. It, of 
course, is possible that a paper which has not placed hirh anong 
the class champions ray rate grand charpionship consideration. 
All-around merit, as showm on evory pago of the paper, will be the 
final test to which swoopstakes contenders will be put. 

Characteristics of the charpion weekly will include an 
excellently made-up front paso, a worthy editorial colurn and a 
strong farm news. But this is not all. The mako-up from cover 

' to cover, including the lny-out 
| of the advertising, will also 

VERY PERSONAL -- This issue of B, '. | be excellently executed on the 
contains a persTonally addressed woekly thet is solected for the 
note to yous Please send your state's highest honor. Special 
answer as soon as possible to entrios are not necessary for 

bhe sweepstakes division. The 
Andrew , Hopkins, Agricultural judges will rake their decisions 

Hall, Madison, “Wisconsin. aftor inspocting the entries in 
each class, 

4n innovation for this year's contest is the selection 
of throe different judges for each of the main classes. The con- 
test committee has already invited o group of well mown experts 
to judge the papers , Tho nanes of the judges will be announced 
in the noar future, 

Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 
ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 
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IN sonding nowspapors for o contest throurh the 
roil, they will appear rore attractive vhon they 
reach the destination if they have beon foldod 
twice and thon backed with a stiff card-board, 
Entries ray also be sent in card tubes, t- 
tractiveness counts, even in a newspaper contest. 

L.CTIVE ORGANIZATIONS 
SUBSCRIBE FOR AWARDS 

| ASH awards, amounting to $250, are writing to be taken hore by 
the editors of Wisconsin country weekly newspapers who will 

enter the Better Newspaper Contest. This fund will be divided between 
five groups, in each of which three prizes will be given, namely, $25 for 
first place, $15 for second and $10 for a third award. 

Rated as one of the largest premium funds ever offered at a 
contest for weekly papers, this amount is the same as that collected at 
the first state-wide match. It has been made possible through the generous 
coop ration of o number of enterprising organizations, all of which are 
intimately associated with the Wisconsin country newspaper. In every 
case, the subscription was given to arouse interest in the progress and 
further devolop>ment of the community and its newspaper. 

The complete awards in the cormunity building editorial class 
will be furnished by the Wisconsin Manufacturers Association, headquarters 
at Madison. Prizes for one of the front page make-up classes will come 
from the Mergenthaler Linotype @ompany. 

Wisconsin organizations have shown markod interost in this year's 
match. The following companies are paired in supporting classes; Standard 
Paper Company, Western States Envelope Compeny, both of ifilwaukee; Milwaukee 
Printors' Roller Company; Klau-van Pieterscm=Dunlap-Younggreen, liilwaukee; 

Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers; and the Democrat Frinting Com- 

pany, Madison, Judge 4. C. Backus, editor of tho MIL'YAUKRE SENTINEL, and 

the “lestern Nowspaper Union, through their ''isconsin representative, A. 
Me Smith, are also supporting a class, 

Among the sponsors of the contest aro also the AMERICAN THRESHERMAN, 
edited ot Madison, and the INLAND PRINTER, of Chicaso. 

‘ PD. ‘ 

Experts of National Prominence are (mong 
the Headiiners at he Wuid-bater (Hecting 

¢ 4 * ‘ ‘ of the Wisconsin Press Association, lVadi sor 
February 10-12 
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FORWER COMiUNITY 
FOLKS “/KITE HOLE 

OF ssinsins of northern yolk county are keeping up their 
acquaintances with the former folks of she cou.unity, 
many of whom are now scattered in distant parts of the 

country. Old friends end forer neighbcrs "write home" at least 
once a year and local people see their letters in the columns 
of the LUCK LNTEXVRISE. This is a practice that Editor Dick Pugh 
has fol.owed for a number of years. He keeps in touch with the 
former residents, and publist.es their letters during the yple 
season. 

“Phere are many things wnich ay be of interest to the 
local folks", expleins Editor rugh, "Which seem common to these 
who write the letters. Crops, and weather conditions, reminiscencos 
and various other topics are alvays interesting in the reports, 

“BoxLY MALLED BY WOON; 
sUstibes BRISK BY 2Vi 

HAT the home folks religiously read the advertising in 
the weekiy newspaper was again illustrated Dy Scout, of 
the EVANSVILLE REVIE/, who, in one of his usual pithy 

editoriais, reported the unusual effectiveness of a sriall adver- 
tisement in the REVIE. 

One of the local folks, Howard Munns, receitly placed a 
small advertisement in the paper. The paper was put in the mail 
at noon and before night, uccording to Scott, the advertiser had 
received a surprising number of orders for Christi.as plecards,. 
This is not Nunats first experience with the REVI: ’. Last suumer, 
another small advertisement broug’it him considerable busines. 
revenue. 

| a 

EDITORT:L Pan iLy 
TWCRsazSkS bY ONE 

eR. SATRAL, editor of the Drink PRLSS, takes pleasure 
in announcing the recent arrival of a new member of the 
family. ‘hile the newly announced Satran may develop 

into an editor, the present occupant of the editorial chair does 
not feel t..ct his position is in im ediate danger. ‘The ::e1/ 
member of the Satran femily is only a few weeks old. 

| 
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This Is Important 

Two issues, published con- | 
a ac) secutively, are noe ted | 

Wisconsin’s Better Newspaper _ |] i °c class which you | 
Contest The date of each issue | 

should be checked on this 
ce entry blank. 

Deadline, January 15, 1927 a close January 15, 

\Ir, Andrew W. Hopkins, Chairman, 

setter Newspaper Contest, 

\gricultural Hall, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

I plan to enter copies of my newspaper in the Wisconsin Better Newspaper 
Contest, and, for each of the classes checked below, I will send two issues, published 
in consecutive weeks during the year 1926. I have checked, atthe left, the classes I 
desire to enter. I have given, below, the dates of each of the two issues which I will 
send, * 

| Front Page Make-Up pe 
(DATES OF IssUES) 

| {) Community Editorials _ fateh er en smn Bee esas 
(DATES OF ISSUES) 

@) Baro News Services. ule gs I 
(DATES OF ISSUES) 

The population of our town, at the present time, is = ate 

Copies of my entries, neatly tolded and backed with card board, will be 

Bentstoday an about sista = or ele ee er ies 

MiRNe disecewne Sis eaRiee au Te Ae ue wa oa hat tae, | 

Additesstan 42 \. 00a. FIR DO 

Newspaper. ra he 

Datel 22k eh acaba eee ‘ 

NOTE—lIf I submit the same two issues in more than one class, I will send 
‘-parate copies for each division. 

—= LS 
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EVERY MAN OWES SOMETHING TO THE UPBUILDING OF THE 
PROFESSION TO WHICH HE BELONGS.—Theodore Roosevelt. 

Wisconsin's country weekly editors have the opportunity to help 
build their profession and to acquaint Wisconsin folk with their 

efforts to build better Badger communities. 

WILL YOU HELP? 

:
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Dear Editor: 

Here is copy for four advertisements on 
the use of phosphate. These should fit in splen- 
didly in the present state-wide soil improvement 
campaign. : 

“hy not take this complete set of copy to 
your local dealer and induce him to use it in the 
form of a double colum ad in your paper for the 
month of January? 

These advertisements fit in nicely with 
the stories on the use of phosphate fertilizers 
with which you have been supplied during the last 
few weeks. No doubt your local dealer has read 
with considerable interest the stories on the use 
of phosphite fertilizers, and will be ready to 
cooperate in this matter. 

S.ould your dealer prefer, he may run 
each advertise:..ent for tio wecits instead of cuang= 

ing copy each week. In this case, he will be 
supplied with copy for the month of February also. 

Very truly yours, 

f o ¢ = , r. = 

ads 4 a L £ ite Arc © ) a 

These Sheets, Published Weekly in the Interests of the Community Newspaper, are 
Issued by the Department of Agricultural Journalism of the Wisconsin College of Agricul- 
ture in Co-operation with the Weekly Press of Wisconsin. 
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How 
Phosphate 

1s Sold 
from 

Your 
farm 

| 

Most 
new 

soils 
have 

an ample supply 

of phosphates. 

but 
ground 

that 
| 

has 
been 

farued 

for 
a nuuber 

of years 

has 
i 

given 

up large 

amounts 

of its 
plant 

food 
j 

to the 
crops 

which 

it produced Every 

acre 
that 

produces 

a 65- 
} 

bushel 

corn 
crop 

loses 

16 pounds 

: 

of phosphates. 

i 

More 
than 

six 
pounds 

of phos- 

i 

phates 

are 
taken 

from 
an acre to produce 

a 200-bushel 

potato crop. 

1 

A 1000-pound 

steer 
carries 

a- 
j 

way 
153 

pounds 

of phosphates 

in 
his 

bones 

when 
he is sold 

to the 
butcher. It takes 

4: pounds 

of phosphates 

to produce 

half 
a ton 

of eggs. 
This 

loss 
of phosphates 

from 
the 

farm 
must 

be replaced 

if the 
soil 

is to -.on- 
tinue 

to produce 

at a profit. 
"le can 

supply 

you 
with 

acid 
phos-. phate 

at the 
lowest 

possible 

prices. 

(lame 
of dealer) 

; (Name 

of town) 

e

e



* Af Fs. Lnerease Oil Crop Yields | 

-hosphate UH Do Le 
| 

For You | 
| 

! This Ne Use Fhosphate (9 (eat 
to increase yield and hasten maturity. 
Then new seedings of clover and alfalfa 
will have a better chance. 

On 52 farms phosphate increas- 
ed the oat yield 8,5 bushels 
to the acre, on an average. 
This increase is sufficient | 
to pay for the phosphate and 
leave some profit. Only one- } 
half of the phosphate is used | 
the year of application, 
Better legume seedings are \ 
obtained and they also yield } 
better. } 

| 
“Ie can supply you with acid phos- h 

phate at the lowest possible prices. | 

(ame of dealer) 

(Name of town) 

23
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Ch OW Weve and Letter Barley | | 
| | | 

1 | 

/ hosphate Wil Lo ae | 

for You 

Use Pho sphate This Year 
to increase yield, hasten maturity and to 

improve the quality of the grain. 

The application of 300 lbs. 

of 20% Acid Phosphate increas- 

ed the parley crop 6.1 bu. to 

the acre. This increase is 

the average result obtained on 

weny average farms over a 5- 

year period. These results 

can ve duplicated on most “lis- 
consin fariis. 

“le can supply you with acid phos- 

phate at the lowest possible prices. | 

(Name of dealer) | 

(Name of town) 

ii 
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Speed up Your Corn Crop : § 

j 

JACK FROST is beating a lot of us 

to a profitable corn crop. 

ONE REASON is that many of our soils : 

need phosphate. ‘ 

: i 

Add Fhasphate [his Year | 
and speed up growth and maturity of your H 

crop. ; 

Te application of S00 ibs. of : 

20 per cent acid phosphate in- 

proved the quality grovwm on 

plack prairie soil. The ears 

were filled out better, which 

increased the percentage of 

: shelled corn to cob. The corn 

matured one week earlier. 
Agric. Exp. Sta. Rpt. 

We can supply you with acid phos- 

phate at the lowest possible rates. 

(Name of Dealer) 
| 

(Name of Town) 

as i 145
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Better || As they 

IOHOW WINDOWS || Dressk 
Newspapers | ressloday 

OF Wisconsin Weeklies 

— TK Aj ee Honés nt tho t~p of the outsi¢e ecl-  - 

Z={DooRCouNnTVADVOCATES | urns of tho DOOR IOUNTY .TYOC. TE cre of 
SF SS OO _ =<! four docks. .Tho first end third decks are 

= S| SSS = the tiro-lino drop sot in caps; those of the 

i= aaa second cné fourth cre the inverted pyramid | 

— = sot in crps cnd lovers, ‘Other rajer hoads } 

i heve but two decks, the first deck - two- 

= = line ‘rcp in caps, end the second deck an 

| se inverted pyrrrid in cops rnd lwers. | 

peo \ 

| | ieee! | | E11 hoods in the lower helf of the prre, 

| = ; except one crossline rnd the tyo-colurn 

| sprerd are three line drop; four of thom aro 

= = sot in caps, end four in cans end lowcrsSe 

| =_ The ..DVOCi.TE usos one two-colurn sprecd, at | 

| = | the top of columns four ond five, and boxes | 

[a —_ et the tep of colurn two, and at the top of | 

| = _— colurn five under the spread. | 

| ° 
P 

Vs | This weekly is published by H. J. Sendor- 

son and he Te Herris et Sturgeon Bey, © city 

| \ | hoving a populetion cf 4,550. 

The WLLYORTH TIMES uses two-deck 

hends ct the top of colurms ono, five, “ 

ond sevon, ond also at the top of col- ST WALWORTH TIMES (>) 

urns three md four under tho cut. Se a ee ee 

Hords et the riddle of columrs two od SS | | ae | 

six are the same. The first dock is « | — | Fe = 

two-line drop set in enps end the second / eS = 

deck en inverted pyramid set in caps | ee | oR 

ond lewerse ., | ==. 

Most of the cther hoads cre of two ! => 

decks, siriler to the other heads on- | = 

tioned except thrt the first dock is |e saul =| 

sot in sreller type. Inn fow instcnec = = 

n erossline is used for the first deck. . => 

Boxed articles head columns two rnd six¢ | => ai = 

The VL ORTH TIMES pleeed first on = 

front page make-up in the elass of = _ |= = 

weoklics published in towms of 750 Pl eee 

to ©180@ population. It is publishod bay eek “se 

by Frenk J. bicCaye i ' 

17 |
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